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THE FACES OF UNIX
HIGH TECHNOLOGY DATA ACQUISITION BOARDS
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BOARD
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We market high performance multifunction data acquisition boards for laboratory test, measurement and control applications. The multi-channel analog input may be used for signal analysis, data logging, sensor and transducer interfacing and voltage measurement.

The Status data acquisition program which is supplied with analog input boards provides data acquisition at maximum board throughput and features a graphic interface, pulldown menus and context sensitive help. Status has advanced data processing features such as FFT (Fast Fourier Transforms) and Chirp Z transforms, cursor read-out of voltage and time, zoom and pan operations and access to the boards analog output and digital I/O lines. All screen displays can be plotted. Maths co-processors supported.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Bits</th>
<th>Single-ended</th>
<th>Differential</th>
<th>Analog out</th>
<th>DMA</th>
<th>Digital I/O</th>
<th>Programmable gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-30</td>
<td>25KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-30B</td>
<td>30KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-30C</td>
<td>100KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-30D</td>
<td>200KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* PC-30DS</td>
<td>200KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* PC-30DS/4</td>
<td>200KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-30PGL</td>
<td>200KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps, 8 i/ps</td>
<td>2, 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-30PGH</td>
<td>200KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps, 8 i/ps</td>
<td>2, 2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-26</td>
<td>25KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-74HA</td>
<td>30KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-74LA</td>
<td>30KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-74HC</td>
<td>80KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-74LC</td>
<td>80KHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>24 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-32/H</td>
<td>2.5KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-32/L</td>
<td>2.5KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-33/H</td>
<td>2.5KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-33/L</td>
<td>2.5KHz</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16 i/ps</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16 lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-34</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-66</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-66A</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-----</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Has 16 simultaneously sampled inputs
** Has 4 simultaneously sampled inputs

United Electronic Industries

TEN DEXTER AVENUE
WATERTOWN, MA USA
02172-4107
TEL: 617-924-1155
FAX: 617-924-1441

50 High St
Edgware
Middlesex
HA8 7EP
England
Telephone: 081-951-1848
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Beginner or advanced hobbyist EBB0® is the right system for you

Once hobbies had to buy "professional" Solderless breadboards paying "professional" prices, but now there is EBB0, a total Breadboarding System at a hobbyist's price. EBB0 can be as simple or as ambitious as you want it to be, the only limit is your own imagination or skill.

Send for detailed colour catalogue and price list: AP Products Ltd. Barclays Bank Chambers, Market Place, Saffron Walden, Essex CB10 1HR. Tel: 0799 2660 02. Fax: 0799 21408

M & B RADIO (LEEDS)

THE NORTH'S LEADING USED TEST/EQUIPMENT DEALER

Signal Generators
Marconi TF 2006 10KHz to 300 MHZ AM/FM + Kil 500
E250
Marconi TF2016A 10KHz to 110KHz AM/FM £450
Marconi TF2015+217 Synchronizer 10MHz to 300MHz +Amp £200
Farnell SSC2 520MHz Synthesised Phases PM5224 100KHz to 110KHz AM FM + Sweeney £125
Phelps PM4560 Stereo Generator £125
Daher TDM1000 Audio Generator £175
Tektronix 5200A Frequency Generator £175
HP8651 Test Oscillator £175
HP 14-H 14.300MHz Reflectometers + Cassette Connectors £200

Burnt/or Absorption Wattmeters 0 to 500 MHz 50 Ohm 3 Ranges 0 to 100MW to 300MW 0 to 1.5 Watts £450

RFL 3580A Crystal Impedance Meter £175
Marconio Marine Marine £140

January 1991

Send for catalogue and price list: AP Products Ltd. Barclays Bank Chambers, Market Place, Saffron Walden, Essex CB10 1HR. Tel: 0799 2660 02. Fax: 0799 21408

KESTREL ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS LTD.

☆ All items guaranteed to manufacturers' spec.
☆ Many other items available. 'Exclusive of V.A.T. and post and package'

Eveready CR2 0.55 0.45
Eveready CR2 0.55 0.45
Eveready CR2 0.55 0.45
Eveready CR2 0.55 0.45

All memory prices are fluctuating daily, please phone to confirm prices.

178 Brighton Road, Purley, Surrey CR2 4HA
Tel: 081-668 7522. Fax: 081-668 4190
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Privatising the recession

There is no such thing as recession. It is simply that people decide to postpone purchasing decisions until some time in the future, although they know that they will have to buy eventually.

This applies to both producers and consumers. Just because there is an economic hiccup, it doesn't mean that there isn’t a need to replace ageing test equipment, invest in the next generation of computer tools, install a new level of automation on the production line. After all, when customers regain the will to buy the latest in hot technology, an industry must be ready to deliver. If it isn’t, the boom—which will occur just as suddenly as any switch to recession—will simply manifest itself as a trade bonanza for foreign competitors who remember that good times surely follow bad.

Labour politicians correctly point to the use of interest rates as the sole instrument of economic control as the cause of our current financial troubles. However, the same political grouping usually oversstates the importance of the cost of money which high interest rates imply. This is only a partial truth. The real evil lies in the disproportionate return which cash mountains bring to their holders for doing nothing more than loading their stash onto the money markets.

No independent observer could suggest socialist money management is good for industry or indeed has ever worked.

However, what UK electronics company is in a position to pay dividends that even begin to compete with the returns available on the wholesale money market? Essentially, the Bank of England has set up in competition against HiTech plc for investment funds. There is a world of difference between expensive money—which manufacturing companies can simply treat as an added on-cost—and not being able to obtain investment money at any price.

Why on earth should anyone place their money in cash starved industry when there are so many excellent government investments about? The recent electricity sell-off raised £2.6 billion. Oversubscribed 10 times, punters put up £20 billion in a scramble for short term profits. Money is only in short supply for the long term investments, investments of the sort which ensure a healthy infrastructure and a competitive platform from which to deal with our trading partners.

There is only one course of action for a government truly concerned with the wellbeing of industry. It must seek to bring not only our inflation rate to the same level as the rest of the developed world but also the associated interest rate. It must grasp the nettle of higher personal and indirect taxes and underwrite credit lines for manufacturing activity.

In short, it must stop privatising the recession.

Frank Ogden
EASY-PC, PCB and SCHEMATIC CAD

For Super Schematics....

Only £98!!
BRITISH DESIGN AWARD 1989

...and Perfect PCB's

Use Award Winning EASY-PC

NEW VERSION - LASER PRINTER SUPPORT!

 Runs on:-
 PC/XT/AT/386/486 with CGA EGA VGA.

 Design:-
 Single sided, Double sided and Multilayer boards.

 Provides Surface Mount support.

 Standard output includes Dot Matrix printer, Laser Printer, Pen Plotter, Photo-plotter and N.C. Drill.

 Superbly EASY to use.

 Unlimited Hotline support.

 Not copy protected.

 Over 6000 installations in over 50 Countries worldwide.

 Over 500 installations in Universities, Colleges (NOV 90)

Write, Phone or Fax for full details:-

Number One Systems Ltd. 1
REF: WW, HARDING WAY, ST.IVES, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, ENGLAND, PE17 4WR.
Telephone: 0480 61778 (7 lines) Fax: 0480 494042
International: + 44 480 61778 / 494042

ACCESS, AMEX, MASTERCARD, VISA Welcome.
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Wizard new radio telescope

The opening late last year of a new 32m radio telescope near Cambridge marked the completion of a whole network of linked telescopes known as Merlin.

Merlin, Multi-Element Radio-Linked Interferometer Network, is run by the Jodrell Bank University of Manchester research team and now consists of seven linked dishes.

They are linked not just by radio, but by a multiplicity of data links that not only record the received signals but also control the huge dishes so that they all point to the same place in the sky.

Interferometry works on the principle of aperture synthesis, essentially the same way you narrow the pick-up angle of a communications antenna by stacking up the elements. In the case of Merlin, the linked dishes behave, in terms of resolution, as if they were a single dish of 230km diameter. That will allow resolution of celestial objects down to about 0.larc.s, sharp enough perhaps to see surface detail on some of the largest stars.

0.larc.s may seem incredibly narrow, but it will only now put radio astronomy on the same footing as optical astronomy where, because of the shorter wavelength of light, a much smaller pickup device can suffice.

In terms of resolution, Merlin will have about the same performance as the Hubble Space Telescope. Advances in technology have meant that Merlin telescopes can be improved in terms of sensitivity as well as resolution. High performance cryogenically cooled (14K) receivers are now being installed on all seven dishes.

Merlin will begin its work looking in detail at some of the crucial events taking place in the far reaches of the Universe; it may reveal more about the quasars.

At the other end of the energy spectrum, Merlin will be using its fine resolution to study the 3K microwave background left behind after the Big Bang that marked the creation of the Universe.

Currently available resolving power shows this to be uniform throughout the Universe, though if variations can be found, they might well point to the existence of "dark matter" - material that may account for most of the mass of the Universe.

Singing the blues - or reds, or greens or...

If I were to play you a single tone of around 10Hz, I guess you would identify it as a low note and nothing more. On the other hand, if I were to shine a light at you with a wavelength of 750nm, I very much doubt if you’d describe it as light of a low frequency. You would be far more likely to describe it as red.

Why is it then that we perceive sound as a continuum, while the character of light appears to change as its frequency (or wavelength) changes?

This is the sort of (apparently) simple question beloved of children which has no simple answer.

First thoughts are that our ability to see different colours must have something to do with the fact that we have cells in our eyes that are selectively sensitive to different parts of the spectrum. The same, however, is true of the ear which has hair cells with relatively sharp tuning (high Q).

So why do we not hear a note and identify it instantly as A, B or C - just as easily as we identify light as red, green or blue?

The answer is that some of us do, about one in every 2000, in fact. It is an ability known as absolute (or perfect) pitch.

People who have it say that different notes sound qualitatively different, just as colours have a qualitatively different appearance.

Absolute pitch is useful if you are a musician, though by no means as essential as good relative pitch, the ability to compare one note with a reference.

Nat King Cole had absolute pitch, the great pianist Vladimir Horowitz did not. But unless a musician can accurately pitch a G when given a C, his or her career is likely to be somewhat limited.

Fortunately, relative pitch is something that most of us can easily learn. We may not know what a 1:2 frequency jump, an octave, sounds like, but if asked to sing the first two notes of "Somewhere over the Rainbow" most of us would do pretty well. (To be truthful there was some research done about ten years ago at University College, London, showing that about 3% of us are tune/tone deaf. We would fail to spot the mistakes if a familiar melody were played with more than a third of the notes incorrect).

Back, though, to absolute pitch which, according to recent work by the American
Supercomputer shows what blows the solar wind

By means of a mathematical model within an IBM ES/300 3090 supercomputer, Cornell University scientists have taken an important step toward solving one of the strangest of solar puzzles.

Their theoretical model is helping to answer why the solar corona — the tenuous region of gas above the sun’s surface — reaches temperatures of millions of degrees Celsius when the surface below registers only in the thousands.

Such coronal heating is the energy source of the solar wind, the stream of electrically charged particles that boil away from the corona. The solar wind produces the aurora while explosions in the superhot solar corona can bathe the Earth in high-energy protons, disrupting radio communications and electric power grids and increasing radiation dosage to airline passengers and astronaut.

In a paper delivered at the American Physical Society, Dana Longcope and Ravi Sudan discussed their theoretical model of how immense loops of magnetic fields erupting from the boiling surface of the sun can break the emerging magnetic fields into fine, randomly twisted filaments and snarl those filaments, like the intertwined strands of wool yarn.

In previous theoretical work, physicist Philippe Similon, now at Yale University, and Sudan showed how this jumbling of field lines damps the Alfvén waves as they reverberate along the line through the corona, causing them to pump energy into the corona, heating it.

According to Sudan, space probes planned for the 1990s by NASA, including the Solar Optical Telescope and the High-Resolution Solar Observatory should provide detailed enough image of the solar surface to help confirm the scientists’ theories.

Memory molecule

Numerous methods have been proposed for increasing the density of optical storage media. But although it’s possible in theory to store a bit of binary data by altering the state of a single molecule, there are several practical obstacles to realising this concept in terms of hardware.

How do you address a molecule; and how do you read its state? Just as difficult up till now has been the question of stability. How can you be sure a molecule will remain in the same configuration, bearing in mind that any practical readout mechanism must be necessary transmit energy to the molecule?

Most molecular storage concepts have so far been based on photochromic compounds, materials that undergo a reversible change in their optical characteristics when irradiated; think of photochromic sunglasses that darken in full sunlight.

There are some five classes of photochromic compounds which undergo a whole range of atomic rearrangements in response to light.

For those with an interest in chemistry, these include trans-cis isomerisation, charge transfer and valence tautomism. None of these materials has been exploited commercially for their data-storage capability because most are thermally unstable.

The energy of a read-out laser would, more than likely, cause the data to be erased.

A team of Japanese scientists (ZF Liu et al Nature 347, 294) have recently found a way of overcoming this using an azobenzene derivative (ABD). This molecule changes from orange to yellow when exposed to UV light and, like others of its kind, will flip back to the original colour when another beam is used to read it.

If, however, the ABD is deposited as a thin film on an electrode then the electrode can be used as a sort of “memory fix” line.

When the electrode is given a charge, the orange molecules stay orange and the yellow ones yellow — even when a laser beam is used to read their state. Conversely, if the electrode is given the
HF-235
A landmark in HF monitoring

The HF-235 is a highly cost effective solution to the need for a synthesised HF receiver for the professional user. The HF-235 can be used as a stand-alone general purpose monitor or in multiple unit installations where diversity or multi-channel monitoring is required.

LOWE ELECTRONICS LTD, Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone: (0629) 580800 Fax: (0629) 580020
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What's so Special about

It's one of many showing how wide and varied are the ranges of COMPONENTS, PRODUCTS and MATERIALS to be found in our 1991 Catalogue. It is well presented, illustrated and easy to look up.

88 pages and cover. A4 size

FULL SPECTRUM MONITORING

The world is at your fingertips with ICOM's new IC-R9000 radio communications receiver. This receiver offers continuous all mode, super wide band range of 100KHz to 1999.9MHz and a unique CRT display that shows frequencies, modes, memory contents, operator-entered rates and function menus. The revolutionary IC-R9000 features IF Shift, IF Notch, a fully adjustable noise blanker and more. The Direct Digital Synthesiser assures the widest range, lowest noise and rapid scanning. 1000 multi-function memories store frequencies, modes, tuning steps and operator notes. Eight scanning modes include programable limits, automatic frequency and time-mark storage of scanned signals, full, restricted or mode selected memory scanning priority channel watch, voice-sense scanning and a selectable with around your tuned frequency.

ICOM
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Phone: (0784) 435043 Fax: (0784) 435016
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High temperature superconducting transistor

A superconducting transistor developed by scientists and engineers at Sandia National Laboratories and the University of Wisconsin, Madison, is currently being used to create a whole new family of electronics which has the potential for integration with existing semiconductor and low-temperature superconductor electronics. Devices based on high-temperature superconducting materials hold promise for higher speeds, reduced noise, low loss and high efficiency for a whole variety of applications in communication and signal processing.

The transistor has been named the superconducting flux flow transistor (SFFT) and Sandia scientists say it is the superconducting analogue of the field effect transistor (FET). It is also claimed to be the first transistor made entirely from the new high-temperature superconducting material. (Passive devices - inductors and some microwave components such as filters and delay lines - have recently been made elsewhere from the new materials and are now commercially available.)

The SFFT consists of parallel weak superconducting link about 1μm long (about a tenth the thickness of a sheet of paper) separating two pieces of superconductor, and a control line to provide a local magnetic field.

Whereas in a conventional fet an output current is controlled by changing an input voltage, in the SFFT output voltage is controlled by changing input current. This current in the control line (acting like a gate), alters the magnetic fields in the active region of the device. These changes in field modulate the output voltage and hence provide gain. The best results have come with SFFTs made from thin films of the thallium-based family of high-temperature superconducting materials (thallium-calium-barium-copper-oxygen), which lose all electrical resistance at temperatures up to 125K.

Sandia made the first thallium-based superconducting thin films with high critical current, reported in April 1989.

Thallium-based films that have high critical currents can be readily processed to make devices. Very recently, in collaboration with Julia Phillips of AT&T Bell Laboratories, the same devices have been fabricated in the yttrium-based system, the most widely studied of the new superconducting materials.

Paul Peercy, manager of Sandia's Compound Semiconductor and Device Research Department, says the SFFT and associated circuitry are now being developed together. The team has so far built microwave amplifiers with the SFFT that show significant gain - 10dB at 4GHz. And the SFFT has been used to make mixers that operate up to 35GHz.

A number of passive components is being developed for use in combination with the SFFT to form a complete set of high-temperature superconducting electronic circuits. Microwave and millimetre-wave circuitry are among the most promising applications. The SFFT can serve as an interface between conventional, low-temperature superconducting electronics, which usually operate at liquid-helium temperatures of 4K, and semiconductor electronics. Low-temperature superconducting electronics rely on Josephson junctions.

These devices operate at ultra high speeds, but their properties (low output impedance and small voltages) make it difficult to link them directly with semiconductor electronics.

The SFFT, however, has resistances that are low at its input and reasonably high at its output, enabling the transistor to serve as an active link or converter between the two. Sandia has carried out successful experiments in which a Josephson junction drives the input of an SFFT and the SFFT drives the gate of a mesfet.

Research notes is written by
John Wilson of the BBC World Service
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HDTV still moving despite BSB loss

Many industry pundits hailed last year's merger of Sky and British Satellite Broadcasting as the final nail in the coffin of European high-definition television. But Societe Europeenne des Satellites (SES), which owns and operates BSB's Astra satellite, has announced that it has bought two more satellites, one of which could be used for HDTV broadcasts by spring 1994.

The first of these, Astra 1C, will be launched early in 1993, and will provide backup for the 1A satellite currently broadcasting. It will be switchable to the frequency range below 1A, to provide an extra 16 broadcast channels, while its backup function is not required.

Astra 1D will be used as backup for the 1B satellite, due for launch in February 1991, and for 1C. But it can also be reconfigured to provide the so-called broadcast satellite services channels required for HDTV. Four of the satellite's total of 24 transponders will be used for each broadcast channel, or it could be used to provide even more standard channels.

Back on earth, BSB has been having trouble with the retail outlets which had been selling the old BSB squarial equipment. Told to remove the equipment from their shops' shelves, the retailers pointed out that they were saddled with a large amount of stock, now useless. Writs were threatened, and BSB responded by telling the shops to put the equipment back on display, even though it would be useless within a matter of weeks.

The position of existing BSB subscribers has also been swinging to and fro with the new company first saying that receivers would be replaced free of charge, then changing its mind and offering replacements at a discount; then having a further rethink and going back to the original deal.

Speculation is mounting that there may be an Astra version of the flat-plate array "squirial" antenna in the pipeline. Because of Astra's lower power, this variant would need to be somewhat larger than the original BSB version, but would retain the characteristic shape.

Optical computer in sight?

Workers at AT&T Bell Laboratories in New Jersey have developed a machine that processes information in the form of light, rather than electrical pulses and see the development as a first step towards an optical computer processing more than 1000 times as much data as conventional machines.

Thirty two 0.5µm2 optical switches in four arrays are activated by light from laser diodes in interconnecting arrays, the switches having a potential speed of 19 operations per second with a switching energy of 10⁻¹² joules. Switches are made of gallium arsenide and aluminium gallium arsenide, each being provided with two mirrors which have controllable reflectivity to infrared radiation.

Connections in the processor are formed by lenses and masks between the arrays, the masks taking the form of glass panes with patterns of transparent and opaque dots. Each optical switch is a Nor gate, the only logic element in the processor, the logic state of each array being determined by the state of devices in the previous one, from which it derives its input. Output and input functions are carried out by optical-fibre or laser beams in free space.

AT&T claim the work to be a "breakthrough" in optical computing, but point out that there is still a great deal to do before such computers can become commercial reality.

Astra 1C and 1D television and radio satellites are to be built by Hughes Communications International for Societe Europeenne des Satellites of Luxembourg. The satellites are of the HS 601 type with cube-shaped bodies and two, three-panel solar arrays and provide 18 Ku-band 63W channels. Astra 1C is due for launch by an Ariane 4 early in 1993 and 1D is scheduled for 1994.
LACERS — SCOPES — AVOS — SOLAR MOTORS — FLOPPY DRIVES — HEATERS — PRINTERS — FIELD TELEPHONES — MEGGERS — ETC ETC
at unrepeatable prices

4 COLOUR PRINTER PLOTTER Sharp ref JP16 made for use with their MZ800 but adaptable to many other computers. Brand new and complete with pens, paper, leads, and instructions. £25 plus £5 insured delivery.

AVO-METER Ex British Telecom this is a 19 range 20k o.p.v. top grade instrument, covers AC & DC Voltages, current and resistance, very good condition; fully working and complete with leads £9.50, leather carrying case £2 extra (batteries not included but readily available).

12 VOLT 1.9 AMP-HOUR rechargeable battery by Jap YUASHA brand new, charged ready for use £6.50 each. Solar charger to house this and keep it £29.50.

EPSON FLOPPY DRIVES 7 models in stock, all double sided all brand new and with manual, model nos SMD206H, SMD208H, SMD180B, these are 3½” and 5½”.

100 WATT MAINS TRANSFORMERS all normal primaries.— 20-20/20 volt 2½A 30volt £3/½A, 40 volt 2½A and 50 volt 2A all upright mounting, all £4 each, good quantities in stock.

COLOUR MONITORS 12” high resolution in black metal case with mains p.s.u. built in, unused, but line rejects so will require servicing, hence offered at the very low price of £69.00 plus £5 delivery.

PHILIPS’ HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR black and white in metal frame for easy mounting, brand new still in makers packing, offered at less than price of tube alone, only £15 plus £5 delivery — good discount for quantities.

16 CHARACTER 2 LINE DISPLAY screen size 85mm x 36mm, Alpha-numeric LCD dot matrix module with integral micro processor made by Epson their ref 16027AR brand £8 each, 10 for £70, 100 for £500.

INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETRE internally generates voltages which enable you to read insulation directly in megohms. The multimetre has four ranges. AC/DC volts, 3 ranges DC milliamps, 2 ranges resistance and 5 amp range. These instruments are Ex British Telecom, but in very good condition, tested and gndt. OK, probably cost at least £50 each, yours for only £7.50 with leads, carrying case £2.00 extra.

110 WATT POWER SUPPLY ASTEC switch mode. 230V mains input, 38V at 2½A & 3A outputs, encased and fitted on mounting plate with mains input socket and on/off switch, made for use with computers or other top grade equipment. You can have it at a fraction of its proper price. Brand new and guaranteed. Sample £12.00 post paid — 3000 available & good discount to quantity buyers.

BRUSHLESS D.C. 12V FAN tiny, only 60mm square, good air mover but no interference £8.00.

2MW LASER Helium Neon by PHILIPS, full spec, £30, power supply for this in kit form with case is £15.00, or in larger case to house tube as well £17.00.

MAINS 230V FAN best make “PAPSIT” 4½” square, metal blades £8.00.

BATTERY MIRRORS 12 models in stock in large quantities ranging from tiny mode: aircraft one at 25p each to 95pp made to drive the famous Sinclair C5 car, you can have this at £17.50.

SOLAR MOTORS 1½-9V precision made to operate from low current off solar cells £1.50, solar generator to drive this £7.00, has provision for battery back up when sun is not shining.

COPPER BOARD for making you pcb 174 × 100mm x 2mm thick double sided and brand new. 50p each, £40 per hundred, £350 per thousand.

AIR SPACED TRIMMER CAPS 2-20 pf ideal for precision tuning uhf circuits 25p each, 10 for £2. 100 for £15.

1khz TONE GENERATOR this is PP3 battery operated and has a 1khz output that can be continuous or interrupted at a rate variable by a panel mounted control. Also on the front panel are separate output sockets for monitor or headphones, and a battery condition indicator. Constructed on a pcb and front panel size approx 105×50mm ex equipment but in as new condition £2 each.

OSCILLOSCOPE 301B developed for testing transmission lines, it makes and displays pulse echoes to find shorts and breaks in cable networks, this uses a 3” CRT to display the type of fault and a LCD to read out the distance from the fault. The instrument is powered by 12V of rechargeable nicads located in base, and it generates 1.5w internally. It is housed in a high impact plastic case size approx 9½” x 9½” x 5”. Ex British Telecom in very good condition and working order, £49.50 plus £5 insured delivery.

FIELD TELEPHONES just right for building sites, rallies, horse shows etc, just join two by twin wire and you have two way calling and talking, and you can join into regular phone lines if you want to. Ex British Telecom in very good condition, powered by batteries (not included) complete in shovel casing carry mounting £12.50 each.

MAINS ISOLATION TRANSFORMER stops you getting “to earth” shocks. 230V in and 230V out. 150 watt upright mounting £7.50.

HANG UP PHONE won’t clutter up your desk or workbench, current model, has push button dialling, last number recall, internal alarm etc. Ex B.T. in good condition and fully working ready to plug in. £5

HIGH VOLTAGE CAPS if you use these ask for our 1-10 Kv Capacitor list, we have over ¼ million in stock and might save you a lot of money.

TWINSK 30K 5.25 inch FLOPPY DISK DRIVE with power supply built into a professional white case complete with mains lead. Connections are via a 37 pin “D” socket, full connection details supplied. Brand new by famous Japanese maker £59.50.

ELECTRONIC DUMP & GO SPACESHIP sound and impact controlled responds to claps and shouts and reverses or diverts should it hit anything! Kit with really detailed instructions, will make ideal present for budding young electrician. Should be able to assemble but you may have to help with the soldering of the components on the PCB. Complete kit £8.95.

SOIL HEATING maintains and brings on the young plants without having to heat the whole greenhouse. Now is the time to install it, the main items, a 750 watt transformer and 100 metres of heating cable will cost you only £29 including carriage.

CEILINGS COULD COME DOWN if the water pipes above freeze and burst, you can guard against this by winding our waterproof heating cable around them. Costs only about the same as a 20 watt lamp to run. Cable resistance is approx. 90 ohms per metre, 15 metre lengths suits the average house price is £5 or cut to your specification 40p per metre.

INSTANT HEAT is what you want for your workshop etc. and you will get it with one of our tangential blow heaters, can be mounted under the bench or in a simple enclosure, three models available all have full or half heat plus cold blow! 3kw has 12” element & 2½Kw & 2kw both have 8” elements and are £6 each.

POWER Cuts or FAILURES cause inconvenience or worse, our emergency fluorescent lighting unit keeps itself charged, comes on automatically and stays on for at least 3 hours, is really cared for and ready to install £25 includes its ni-cad batteries.

50V BRIDGE MEGGER developed for G.P. technicians the Oberth 188 is the modern equivalent of the bridge megger. 9V battery it operated it incorporates a 500V generation for insulation testing and a null balance bridge for very accurate resistance measurement. On the front panel there is a 3” x 3” panel meter calibrated in megohms to inf., and a small scale to indicate balance showing the exact setting of the four controls in the equivalent arm of the resistance bridge. Ex B.T. in quite good condition with data&tested. Yours for a fraction of original cost £45 + £5 insured delivery.

TRAVEL MECHANISM goes backwards and forwards, could be used to animate a display or position a device, battery or p.s.u. operated, distance of travel 4” and speed of travel depends on applied voltage 1½ volts very slow. 12V max is quite fast. £5.00.

SOUND SWITCH has countless uses, one could be to control the above travel mech. Signals of 10 Hz to 20kHz picked up by its electret mike and FET amplifier and further amplified to be able to control relay motor etc up to ½ amp. supplied ready to work from 6V. Price only £2.

EXPERIMENTING WITH VALVES don’t spend a fortune on a mains transformer we can supply one with start mains input and secs. of 250-250 or 75 mV and 6.3V at 3A, price £5.

WANT TO EXPERIMENT WITH DISC DRIVE you can have a double sided JAP made model, brand new for only £10! Why, because it was made for a very compact unit and consequently uses a small non standard disc. (We stock these at £2 each) it requires 5V 300mA power supply (we can supply). The drive is nicely cased and has output and input leads, originally listed at over £100, so it’s a real bargain.

TIMES TEN IONISER using transformers and novel circuitry, our ioniser emits at least ten times as many ions as does any other kit on offer, nor do we know of a ready built model that is as good, you don’t need a tester to see if it is working just bring your hand close to it and feel the stream of neg ions. It’s a kit complete with case, nothing more to buy yours for £14.50.

ULTRASONIC TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER with Piezo crystal, built into preformed case, is triggered by movement disturbing reflected signal, intended for burglar alarm, car alarm etc. has many extras, time delay, auto reset, secret off device etc. A £40 instrument yours for £10.

Price includes VAT. Send cheque/postal order or ring and quote credit card number. Add £3 post and packing. Orders over £25 post free, unless postage quoted separately.

M&B ELECTRICAL (WW Circle No. 119) 12 Boundary Road, Hove, Sussex BN3 4EH Telephone (0273) 430380 Fax (0273) 410142
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£600,000 from Japan to fund UK research

Toshiba has become the latest Japanese semiconductor company to call on UK expertise in its research and development effort.

The company is to set up a £600,000 research centre in Cambridge, close to the university’s Cavendish laboratory. Toshiba Cambridge Research Laboratory (TCRC) will be staffed by ten scientists, who will concentrate their efforts in the field of quantum physics.

Although the research is intended for eventual commercialisation, the company is obviously taking a long-term approach. Toshiba’s director of technology, Dr Seiichi Takayanagi, said that there was no guarantee of any useful results. “Even if we are lucky enough to have results that can be applied, I doubt it will be before the 21st century,” he commented.

The centre will be headed by Professor Michael Pepper, Professor of Physics at the University of Cambridge. Prof. Pepper is to continue his research activities at the Cavendish laboratory, and Toshiba hopes for collaboration between the two labs.

TCRC is the company’s first R&D facility outside Japan, and will maintain close links with its home based workers. Asked whether other European sites had been vying with Cambridge for the finance, Dr Takayanagi explained that the choice had little to do with location.

Signing the agreement to create the Toshiba Cambridge Research Centre (above) are Dr S Takayanagi, T Fujii and Dr N Shimonura of Toshiba with Professor M Pepper of Cambridge who is also managing director of TCRC.

“Success depends heavily on the capabilities of the researchers, not on their quantity. We cannot plan when and how we will find the right people.” Plumping for Cambridge, he explained, was heavily dependent on Prof. Pepper’s willingness to participate.

According to Prof. Pepper, the initial stages of research will concentrate on quantum physics and so-called “zero-dimension devices”. These structures are so small (in all three dimensions) that their behaviour can only be understood on an atomic or nuclear level—single atoms, for instance impurities in the semiconductor structure, determine how the device acts. These studies will not only be useful in their own right. The electrons associated with very small structures behave more like electromagnetic waves than particles, providing a link to opto-electronics research.

Prof. Pepper pointed out that the relationship between science and technology is not fixed. “Sometimes one leads,” he said, “sometimes the other.”

Light conversation

British Telecom, in association with GEC Plessey Telecommunications, BICC Cables and Fulcrum Communications, is carrying out what they claim to be the world’s most advanced trials of optical-fibre local telephone networks, in Bishop’s Stortford. Telephone traffic, television and text are sent to homes and businesses, television viewers having a choice of 18 channels, including satellite and cable television, as well as the broadcast programmes — all free during the two-year period of the trials.

The trials are intended to demonstrate the feasibility of the networks developed by BT, which started trials of such systems in 1987. Tim Pickup of Fulcrum says: “At present, it is expensive to run fibre to every house in a street, so the purpose of the trials is to test various types of network to find the most cost-effective system. This will allow British Telecom to secure the maximum return on the massive investment needed to replace its existing copper-pair local loop networks with fibre.”

Both “tree-and-branch” passive and “broadband integrated star” active systems are under assessment. In the former, inert fibre splitters pick off services to each customer on the network, while the latter contains services selected by the customer by keypad from a broadband access point.

Blumlein biography mystery

Our story about the mystery of the missing biography of inventor Alan Blumlein (Electronics World + Wireless World, November 1990) has opened a can of worms.

Several people have wondered whether the Institution of Electrical Engineers can do something to ensure that a biography of Blumlein is published. The IEE confirms that Francis Thomson, the man who for 18 years has been collecting information on Blumlein’s life but who has not yet produced his promised biography, is a member. And the Institution is “concerned that there is no biography of Alan Blumlein”. The IEE says it would also be “concerned” if documents needed for a full biography were not available to an author.

But, says the IEE, “it is difficult to exert other than moral pressure where records
are held by a private individual".

Meanwhile we have learned that Francis Thomson has been building up a store of other material as well.

In short, it seems that the best way to bury someone’s memory is to get in first with a public call for all available biographical material, and then keep on saying you are writing a biography. In 1979 Thomson wrote to the inventors of the heart and lung machine, saying that he expected soon to finish his biography of Blumlein and would then like to have a go at writing their story. Perhaps wisely, they did not bite.

This was the year before Thomson appealed (again as Blumlein’s biographer, and in the January 1980 edition of Wireless World) for “papers, notes, photographs etc.” from anyone who knew SG Brown FRS, Sidney George Brown, who died not long after Blumlein, had patents on ground-breaking technology such as the gyrocompass and audio headphones. Thomson said he was writing Brown’s biography.

Ten years later, there is still no biography of Blumlein or Brown. But Thomson is still collecting material on completely new topics. The Spring 1990 newsletter of the Special Forces Club carries an appeal from Thomson for memories, photographs and names and addresses of anyone who was at Gorhambury House, St Albans, during the war.

“I have been asked to compile an exhaustive record of SOE and War Office use of this stately home”, he assures SFC members. As with the original calls for material on Blumlein in 1972, Thomson creates a sense of urgency with a tight deadline for contributions, “June 30, 1990 if you can manage it”. As an example, Thompson says he is interested in people from Occupied Europe who were staying at Gorhambury.

As one concerned party notes, Thomson’s entry in the current edition of Who’s Who makes no mention of Blumlein or Brown and as Thomson has not published anything since “Tapestry: Mirror of History,” in 1979, following “History of Tapestry” (2nd edition) by WG Thomson, edited with ES Thomson in 1973, it does not seem likely that biographies of AD Blumlein and SG Brown and a history of Gorhambury will shortly appear.

All this raises the question: how many other biographical enterprises does FP Thomson have in hand?

SOI chip production heralds superfast transistors

Transistors running three times faster than conventional devices may soon see the light of day as a result of development by IBM of a production technique for manufacturing “silicon-on-insulator” (SOI) materials.

The transistors are c-mos-type electronic devices, and IBM researchers at the company’s TJ Watson Research Center in New York state say their performance indicates the long range promise of silicon-on-insulator devices to speed operation and decrease errors in circuits.

Computer scientists have long known that SOI offers advantages over pure silicon for building computer circuits. By putting silicon over a material that does not conduct charge, chip designers can reduce leakage of current from the semiconductor and speed chip operation. SOI also protects tiny computer circuits from “soft errors” caused by exposure to external radiation sources such as cosmic rays.

Despite the appealing properties of SOI, the material has proven difficult to produce. Different properties of semiconductors and insulators have created a mismatch that has held back the growing of defect-free, ultra-thin layers of silicon on top of an insulator.

But IBM researchers have found a way to coax silicon to grow on an insulator that results in material virtually defect-free and comparable in quality to pure silicon.

To grow the thin films of silicon-on-insulator, the scientists start with a silicon wafer base, then grow oxide on top by heating the wafer in an 980°C furnace in the presence of oxygen — the layer of silicon dioxide is the insulator.

Tiny lines are then opened in the oxide, exposing the silicon underneath, and a silicon-containing chlorine gas is passed over the wafer to deposit silicon in a process called selective silicon epitaxy.

Silicon grows in “blobs” along and on top of the lines. The blobs of silicon can then be thinned down to the desired thickness of one-tenth of a micron.

In a demonstration of the SOI c-mos transistors, the devices clocked a switching speed of 33 picoseconds. That is three times faster than comparable, half-micron c-mos transistors built of pure silicon.

Now that the IBM process has shown the fabrication of good quality silicon-on-insulator to be feasible, the company hopes to develop transistors with improved characteristics.

Fast, faster, fastest: IBM is claiming world speed records for circuitry used in mainframe computers. The standard ECL circuit (pictured) with IBM-developed bipolar silicon and silicon-germanium NPN transistors will switch at less than 25ps.
Lab windows package can exploit 16Mbyte

LabWindows PC-based test and measurement system has been upgraded by manufacturer National Instruments.

LabWindows 2.0 includes support for extended and virtual memory, so giving programs access to up to 16Mbyte of memory.

The expansion has in turn allowed the addition of a graphical user interface library (GUIL), which includes full colour graphics, strip charts and I/O controls. Command bars, pull-down menus and pop-up dialogue boxes can all be created via a graphics editor, eliminating the need to write code.

For those needing to produce their own code, the package can now use externally generated C libraries and objects as if they were standard LabWindows libraries. So programs can use more complex plug-in hardware — for instance boards which require DMA or interrupt handling.

National has also expanded its GPIB and plug-in instrument libraries, and added a VXI library, which can be used either in conjunction with add-in VXI controllers, or with the MXI system.

To go along with the new software is a whole collection of new instruments, including four low cost PC plug-ins — one analogue, two digital and one event counter/digital waveform generator.

For ATs, a multichannel analogue board working at 200ksamples/s is now available and, in case Macintosh users feel left out, there is a an IEEE-488.2 compatible controller card which offers

Operating system co-operation speeds up transputer change

Transputer development will be made easier and code written for other processors able to run on transputer systems following the announcement that Ready Systems is to port its VRTX32 real-time operating system to Inmos's transputer. VRTX is in fact a "real time kernel", providing the most basic of operating system functions. It is designed for multi-tasking systems, and so includes facilities such as inter-task communication and synchronisation, clock management and interrupt servicing.

The two companies have been collaborating for some time, although the formal announcement of the tie-up did not come until late last year, and the transputer VRTX will not be available until the second half of 1991.

In the meantime, according to Inmos, Ready has, among other things, been collaborating on the design of its next generation processor, codenamed H1, which is due for release early this year.

The software house has a long history in real-time systems, which have not only to work quickly, but in a predictable way—even when unpredictable real-world events intervene. The processor itself will be a "superset" of the existing T-type chips, allowing current code to be run without being recompiled.

Inmos is pushing the idea of "application specific microprocessors"—devices designed as, for instance, graphics accelerators, or communications processors. The tie-up with Ready is part of its push to make multiprocessing easier for the user, particularly in embedded control applications.

The company now has debuggers, configurators, and profilers, to go along with programming languages including C++ and Fortran. Ian Pearson, the company's technical director, says that development also includes work on parallel processing algorithms, and formal proofs. The mathematics, he says, should eventually provide ways of making parallel processing much easier to implement.

Andy Gothard

The "most powerful computer in the world", is to be installed at the California Institute of Technology. Touchstone Delta, an advance on Intel's iPSC/860 supercomputer, has 528 numeric processors to provide a peak speed of 32Gflops. Delta's mesh-routing chip, 4.5mm², (above) is the message packet "traffic controller".
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A 20MHz top quality oscilloscope for £270?

This special offer, only available through Electronics World + Wireless World, represents unbelievable value.

We have assured ourselves that the Model 1021 oscilloscope from Japanese instrument manufacturer Leader Electronics, more than meets its published specification and is of an exceptionally high build quality. Our judgement is backed by an unequivocal guarantee.

At £270 (inclusive of test pieces, packaging and delivery but excluding VAT) the instrument is an absolute bargain.

- 20 MHz dual channel operation
- Variable trigger hold-off
- 5mV/div Y1/Y2 vertical sensitivity at 20MHz
- 3mV/div Y1/Y2 ±5mV at 2MHz
- 200ns/div to 0.2μs/div sweep rate
- DC to 500kHz X bandwidth
- X/Y operation using Y channels
- X/Y phase shift <3° at 20kHz
- 8 cm x 10 cm display area
- Calibration accuracy better than 3%
- 1kHz internal calibrator
- Special video signal trigger modes
- Rise time <17μs
- Stereoscopic illumination
- Two x 10 probe sets included
- Unequivocal guaranteed

To place your order please send in a cheque for £310.50 (which includes VAT) to the address shown. Alternatively complete the coupon with your credit card details or phone your credit card order on 081-661 3614 (mornings only).

Oscilloscope offer, Room L353, Electronics World + Wireless World, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton SM2 5AS

LEADER OSCILLOSCOPE 1021 ORDER FORM

Please send me the special offer instrument:

[ ] I enclose a cheque for £310.50 (inc VAT) payable to Reed Business Publishing Group

[ ] Please debit my credit card (please fill in credit card details)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Credit Card Type</th>
<th>Card Number</th>
<th>Expiry Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Express</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diners Club</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

[ ] Please complete the coupon with your credit card details or phone in your credit card order on 081-661 3614 (mornings only).

Name, Mr, Ms (with initials) .........................................................
Address .................................................................
Daytime Tel no. .........................................................
Signature ................................................................

LEADER INSTRUMENTS LTD

100 SMARTS ROAD

HORLEY \  SUSSEX \ RH6 8QX

TEL: 081-661 3614
**EURO BELL**

**18 DALSTON GARDENS, STANMORE, MIDDLESEX HA7 1DA**

**BELL RANGE OF IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER SYSTEMS**

**BELL 80X86 MOTHERBOARDS TECHNICAL SUMMARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C P U</th>
<th>SPEED</th>
<th>MARK</th>
<th>RAM</th>
<th>MB</th>
<th>KB</th>
<th>SLOTS</th>
<th>INSTALLED RAM OPTIONS</th>
<th>PRICES £ MOTHERBOARDS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>MHz</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>KB</td>
<td>on MB</td>
<td>bytes</td>
<td>OKB</td>
<td>1MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8086(V20)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8/16/32</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>70 (640KB)</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80286</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2/4/16</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80286/IDE</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2/4/16</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80286/IDE</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2/4/16</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80286</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3/4</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80386S</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>340</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80386S</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80386</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80386</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>2/6</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>535</td>
<td>595</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80386</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80386</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>64K</td>
<td>765</td>
<td>815</td>
<td>875</td>
<td>985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80486</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>option</td>
<td>2/5/1</td>
<td>1685</td>
<td>1715</td>
<td>1775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80486(EISA)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>32/96</td>
<td>64/128K</td>
<td>2/16</td>
<td>£2790</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80486(EISA)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>32/96</td>
<td>64/128K</td>
<td>2/16</td>
<td>£3465</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PRICES £ COMPLETE SYSTEMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HARD DISC CAPACITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OPTIONS - M bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NONE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MOTHERBOARDS**

**SYSTEM CASES WITH PSU**

- Flip top compact Tabletop, 200 Watt £98
- Low profile Tabletop, 200 Watt £106
- Stylish compact Tabletop, 200 Watt £119
- Mini-Tower (Baby AT) Tabletop, 200 Watt £144
- Traditional wide (Full AT) desk top, 220 Watt £136
- Midi-Tower (Full AT) Tabletop, 230 Watt £180
- Std Tower (Full AT) floor base 230 Watt £200
- Maxi-Tower (Full AT), dual 220 Watt £285

All system cases include front panel controls, wiring to Motherboard. Power Supply and fan(s).

**NETWORK STARTER KITS**

Complete package of Network Software plus Network controllers, cables, Server Card and selected number Workstation cards.

**Software Workstations**

- ArcNet Ethernet
- APX(10user) £470 £620
- Novell ELS £750 £900
- APX(10user) £870 £1040
- Novell ELS £1680 £2000
- APX(72user) £2150 £2280
- Novell Adv 286 £3080 £3720
- APX(72user) £3200 £3800
- Novell Adv 286 £4020 £5300

For low cost workstations choose from BELL80X86 systems with no hard disc.

**ARCNET - LOWEST COST**

Medium performance network cards

- 2 Mbit/sec - IEEE802.4
- 8-bit Workstation card - "BUS" / "STAR" £59 / £54
- 16-bit Workstation card - "BUS" / "STAR" £85 / £79
- Passive hub - 4 ports £15
- Active hub card - 4 ports £59
- Active hub external box / PSU - 8 ports £135

In real terms ArcNet has about 60% of the throughput of Ethernet. ArcNet can be configured as BUS or STAR or a mixture of both. Call to discuss your needs.

**TOKEN RING - IBM'S 4381/82**

Medium performance 4 Mbit/sec - IEEE802.5

Workstation card £79 - Server card £139

**ETHERNET**

High performance network cards

- 10 Mbit/sec - IEEE802.3 standard
- 16-bit Server "NE2000" card £99
- 8-bit Workstation "UNIX/TCP" card £119
- 16-bit Server "UNIX/TCP" card £199
- 32-bit EISA Server Novell or UNIX/TCP £595

Ethernet Boot PROM for diskless Workstations

- "Novell" £14 "APX" £10 "TCP" £25

TCP/IP-NS software for DOS based machines to run on UNIX and SUN networks £260

**NOTE:** All complete BELL80X86 Systems include 1Mbyte RAM, 102-key AT keyboard, one floppy drive, System Case & Power Supply, 2 serial/1 parallel, 14" Monitor ‘Hercules’ Monitor. Add £59 for 2Mbyte RAM, £169 for 4Mbyte RAM. Add £55 for DOS 3.3 or £69 for DOS 4.01 or DR-DOS 5. Add £150 for Mono VGA or £230 for Colour VGA or £300 for Super VGA.
**HARD DISC DRIVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORMATTED ACCESS</th>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>MAX TX/RX</th>
<th>SIZE</th>
<th>BUFFER</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MBs</td>
<td>Max/sec</td>
<td>b/t/sec</td>
<td>b/t/sec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>MF</td>
<td>625K</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>650 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>MF</td>
<td>625K</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>650 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>MF</td>
<td>937K</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>650 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>MF</td>
<td>937K</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>350 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>MF</td>
<td>937K</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>350 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>7.4M</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>180 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>RLL</td>
<td>937K</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>115 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>7.4M</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>115 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>7.4M</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>115 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>ESII</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>7.4M</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>115 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>SCSII</td>
<td>2.5M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>ESII</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>115 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>IDE</td>
<td>7.4M</td>
<td>3.5&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>ESII</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>ESII</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>SCSII</td>
<td>2.5M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>ESII</td>
<td>1.2M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>660</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>SCSII</td>
<td>4M</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>1179 b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1070</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>ESII</td>
<td>4B</td>
<td>5.25&quot;</td>
<td>128K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**EURO BELL**

**TEL: 081-206 2095**

**SERIAL & PARALLEL CARDS**

- 1 serial with sockets for 2nd serial £14
- 2 serial card £22 ; 1 parallel card £10
- 2 serial, 1 parallel, 1 gomers ports £22
- 2 serial, 2 parallel £29
- 4 serial port card, cables, for XENIX, UNIX, C-DOS - AST-FourPort/XT compatible £99
- 8 serial port card, cables, for XENIX, UNIX, intel gent 80186 based high performance £395

**FLOPPY DISC DRIVES**

- 5.25" - 360KB £59 - 1.2MB £66
- 3.5" - 720KB £56 - 1.44MB £61
- Cabo for one/two drives 3.5/5.25 £7
- 5.25" tray for 3.5" drive £9

**FLOPPY CONTROLLERS**

All cords are for PC/XT/AT, 8-bit cord & support for 360K, 720K, 1.2M, 1.44M.

- Interval, 1 or 2 drives, A, B £20
- As above plus 2 serial, parallel, battery back-up, clock/calender (usually used on PC/XT) £39
- Int/Eter. 1 or 2 drives, A to C £39
- can be used as 'second' Floppy Ctrl £32
- Int/Eter, 1 to 4 drives, A to C £39

**MONITORS**

- Mono Graphic / Hercules 720x348 Amber or White, £75/12", £85/14".
- MonoGraphicAdaptor/Printer Port : Hercules compatible £23
- As above plus Colour Graphic £24

**VGA Mono Paper White:**

- 14" 640x480 res £95
- 17" 1024x768 res £699
- 21" 1280x1024 res £999

**Colour VGA & MultiSync**

- 14" 640x480 res VGA £265
- 14" 800x600, 1024x768 VGA £315
- 14" 800x600 MultiSync £359
- 14" 800x600, 1024x768 £399
- 28mm MultiSync £430
- 16" 800x600, 1024x768, £789
- 28mm MultiSync £1699
- 20" 1280x1024 MultiSync £1699
- 20" 1280x1024 "TrimtrOn" flat anti-glare screen, high contrast, MultiSync £2529

**CALL OUR SALES DEPT FOR DETAILS:**

Complete Systems Integration of BELL 80X86 Computer Systems with complex System Software such as High Performance CAD, NOVELL Networks, APX LAN Networks, X.25 Comms, XENIX and UNIX, TCP/IP-NFS, etc with Single Supplier contract and Support.

On-Site Hardware Maintenance Serv ce - 4 / 24 / 48 hour response

Export Department for Foreign Orders
The mainframe computer world is under siege from desktop workstations running the Unix operating system. The corporate dinosaurs which live there face the choice of evolution or extinction says Jack Schofield.

NOTHING BUT UNIX

Most computer users are now wondering whether or not to buy a Unix system. Some have to make a choice between Unix and OS/2 on PCs. Some have to make a choice between Unix-based file servers and proprietary network operating systems. There is a battle between Unix and a wide range of minicomputer operating systems such as DEC's VMS, IBM's OS/400 and Prime's Primos.

Meanwhile most workstations, minicomputers and supercomputers are already being sold with Unix, or Unix look-alikes such as Idris, Coherent and Helios. And some operating systems which aren't Unix are being taught how to put on a Unix face. Even OS/2 is undergoing a rewrite in C to try to compete with Unix on the desktop.

In sum, Unix is taking over. But because computer users tend to have a narrow field of vision, few have realised how far Unix has spread. It is the only operating system supported by virtually
every firm from Atari to Cray Research. Its range is unmatched.

In the 1980s, DEC quintupled in size by selling the idea of using one operating system, VAX/VMS, all the way from the desktop workstation to the mainframe-powered VAXcluster in the corporate data centre. Unix goes further: from home and school users with Acorn Archimedes workstations to national supercomputing centres with Crays (UniCOS is Unix too).

Unix has often been touted as the way to avoid getting trapped in a proprietary environment. If your proprietary supplier overcharges, provides poor services, fails to provide an upgrade path or goes bust, there may be nothing you can do about it. With Unix, you can move your programs and data to another brand of hardware.

This portability means you can move from (say) one mini to another. But it also means that Unix provides scalability—you can move your programs and data from a smaller machine to a larger one, and the price range for Unix runs from $3000 to over $30 million.

Compare this with the 'portability' promised by IBM's Systems Application Architecture (SAA). Is anyone really going to move an application developed in C on a single-user PC running OS/2 to an AS/400 minicomputer optimised for RPG? Would anyone willingly rewrite an RPG program in Cobol for an ES/3090 mainframe running MVS, VM or VSE?

Although SAA promises that the main software products will be offered on all three platforms, this makes little sense when you think about how it would work in a production environment. Indeed IBM has stopped stressing portability as a major SAA benefit: This isn't a surprise, SAA may make sense if you've already got the machines, but it's an absurd reason to buy them.

IBM needs SAA because it has applied Occam's razor to its lineup of operating systems. It is expensive to support 17 at least 17 different operating systems.

Worse, most firms have equipment from more than one vendor. As well as several incompatible IBM operating systems, they may have incompatible operating systems from other suppliers too. Just how many operating systems is it sensible to support? Users need to apply Occam's razor themselves.

The European Commission is one large user that has done so. It had four different makes of mainframe—including ICI, Bull and Amdahl—and four incompatible mainframe operating systems. It is now moving everything to Unix. Any firm with several incompatible types of minicomputer or workstation could make the same decision.

'It's not just that it's the sensible thing to do, it's the only thing to do..."
Cost-effective, powerful, expensive, complicated? Steve Rogerson finds out whether Unix and Dos can learn to live with each other.

Deciding to move from dos to Unix is not easy. But the decision is made harder by common half-truths surrounding Unix, particularly concerning price.

Companies frequently justify their decision to stay with dos on the premise that costs of a Unix system are so high as to be restrictive; in fact a bottom-end Unix workstation can be bought for less than a top-end 486 PC and has a higher performance.

Where cost definitely does affect adoption of Unix is software which is generally expensive. But even here all predictions are that the difference with dos will whither away within two years at the most. There is also quite a lot of free Unix software milling about.

Cheaper workstations

Sun Sparcstation is the leading Unix engine. But the key to cheaper workstation price is that Sun has opened up its architecture. Now Sun clones from Japan are coming onto the market and soon even cheaper models will arrive from Taiwan.

One of the established makers of machines is the US-Japanese alliance of Matsushita and Solbourne. For £3000 you can get a monochrome 12Mips Unix station and in a short time models are predicted to be available at around £1000 cheaper.

Steve Scrace from Solbourne explains that Sun’s acceptance of clones has clearly had an effect.

“Sparc has about 60% of the rise market. There are at least five or six companies planning Sparc machines in the next few months and there are even Sparc laptops around.”

Ray Whalley of ARS Microsystems points out that from a pure hardware point of view, for use in medium to small companies, even the Sun itself has a distinct price advantage. He says it is giving the 486 a run for its money, “and now that clones are about you don’t have to put all your eggs in one basket. Solbourne for example is a very competent machine.”

There seems general agreement that workstations are a little dearer than PCs. But they are coming down in price and there is a merger between the high-end PC and the low end workstation.

Even so John Coom from Sun admits there is still a problem with users’ conception of price.

He insists the cost barrier has been dismantled, but a psychological barrier remains. “People perceive Unix as more expensive. Yet systems start at around £3500, and you can get a good system for that. Compared with the equivalent PC, it is cheaper” he says.

Software cartel?

There is simply no justification for the massive differences between the prices of dos and Unix programs.

One explanation for the discrepancy is that most of the software is produced by a

Sun Sparcstation family: Clockwise from the centre are SLC, IPC, 2GT, 330, 470 VX and 2 models.
small number of companies - a situation beloved of cartel operators. Companies know that at present people will pay more for Unix software, so why drop the price?

But this arrangement is likely to be broken open in the next two years as smaller software firms enter the scene.

ARS agrees that the drawback to Unix is cost of software and that on this basis, dos currently wins, though is likely to change quickly. But it won't be the "fat cats of the cae software industry" that will be the leaders in this respect, says Whalley. "It'll be the innovative and dedicated cae suppliers that will start the ball rolling".

The price difference has obviously had a drag on Unix, with potential users reluctant to purchase until the price of software reduces. However during the next year prices should start falling with the launch of new software products.

But Whalley says that judging by the number of calls ARS receives on the subject, there is already quite a flow of people moving over to Unix.

"They want the schematic capture tools that are available; they are buying the machines and then looking for the software which they find is very expensive", he says.

Companies like ARS are doing their bit to help users make the transition a little less painful. For example ARS sells the PSpice circuit analysis and circuit synthesizer packages and for users wanting to migrate from dos (extended or not) to Sun Unix, the company offers 100% off the price the user paid for the dos version against the Unix version.

Francis Griffith from National Instruments agrees that software for simulation is really expensive, though it is very powerful. "You wouldn't pay £40 000 for software on dos; the software though is really high performance", he says.

Meanwhile, companies are working towards levelling out software costs.

Coom from Sun agrees that in general Unix software is still dearer: "But at the low end the difference is small and getting smaller. As the volume of work-stations rises, software costs will come down."

---

"The fat cats of the
cae software industry
won't be the leaders,
it will be the
innovative and
dedicated cae
suppliers that will
start the ball rolling."

Multi-users
One of the big disadvantages of dos is limited memory, and lack of a true multitasking operating system. It is also difficult for it to be a multi-user system; with cad you need a sensible networking system and dos was never designed for that.

"Dos is single user, single tasking built on technology available ten years ago", says Coom. "Unix can run on virtually any platform and takes advantage of the rise line. dos is locked into the Intel instruction set and will always perform best in that environment. Things like networking are all built in with Unix."

Unix also has a better security system with restricted access and passwords. Straight dos has no passwords even though the packages that run on dos do have password systems.

Memory is not limited on Unix as it is on dos, so when writing software the user does not need to be aware of the memory size in advance.

Dos still appropriate
But for some applications dos is ideal, and Scrace says that if you are running a single user task using one application then dos is a fair choice.

John Wilburn at JAV Electronics supports this view and says for his firm, coping with draughting, PCB layout and general two-dimensional work, the dos-base meets their needs.

He accepts that Unix has greater capabilities than dos but that it has been "bloody expensive" and ruled itself out of a lot of markets.

"As an engineer you are normally working on your own so you don’t need the system to be multiuser", he says. "We use a resource sharer network with no file server. This is a better approach than having an expensive file server with low cost terminals because you can’t afford better ones."

John Hicks of Amplicon has a similar view: "All our systems are dos based and the people who come to us have usually decided they want dos. We see, again and again, people going to dos on cost, cost, cost all the time. Dos is more economic, though Unix is much more powerful".

It may be this assessment which will stop Unix from taking over completely. In any case not everyone wants to move away from dos or needs the extra facilities.

Coom recognises that it is a big decision to move out of dos if you have invested a lot in it. In his opinion if all you are doing is running a simple dos based programme then you should stick with dos.

But he is clear that if you want multi-tasking, networking and good graphics then you must move to Unix.

Esoteric language
The traditional anti-Unix brigade points to its rather esoteric command language as a drawback, but this is really no longer applicable.

Sun machines have Open Windows which is an icon-based system that is easy to use and makes the transition from dos to Unix much more straightforward.

Unfortunately for dos early versions of Windows were pretty much a disaster. Whalley reminds us: "Windows 1 and 2 under dos were virtually unusable and this has no doubt had a negative effect on software authors migrating to Windows 3, which is quite usable."

Windows 3 does seem to have brought a slight turnaround in allowing applications to run at the same time, though it is still only a single user system.

Francis Griffith points out this can have repercussions in data acquisition where a PC is handling a lot of inputs and outputs.

"If a D-to-A converter is operating and you are trying to do something, you can

Other people are coming up with clones. This means you don’t have to put all your eggs in one basket."
find that the system will not cope. This is where parallel processing comes into its own.

Coom says that dos users can find the new command language difficult. "When Unix first came on the market it wasn’t very user friendly compared with dos and often you had to use more commands to do the same job as dos. But there are now Unix front ends to Unix systems that are very easy to use."

Certainly dos graphics resolution is pretty basic compared with Unix and dos doesn’t support the Windows environment very well as a result. Straight lines wobble which makes Windows hard to use. With dos the user has to continually flip between screens because the resolution is not good enough in the Windows.

There is a better level of graphics with Unix and a much faster environment. Sun machines have very high resolution displays so the characters and schematics can be read in smaller windows.

"Dos will succeed in retaining a share for some applications. Unix will not bite off anything more than a minority interest."

Unix engineering

According to Whalley at ARS there is a substantial growth in analogue simulation: "If you want large DSP designs you have to move to large horse-power machines and they are not the 486s, Unix software may be twice the price but you get more than twice the performance."

ARS has recently carried out benchmark tests running PSpice on various platforms using circuits of different type, size and technology. Compared with an 8MHz AT, the IBM PS/2 25MHz 486 OS/2 machine was 13 times faster but the Sun Sparcstation 1 was 23 times faster.

Despite this, Griffith still believes that Unix is not that prolific in engineering. "It is for cad, but not for data acquisition and instrument control."

Results that count

"Scientists and technical people don’t really concern themselves with the operating system, they just want to get the job done," says Tim Bunning from the Scientific PC Users Group. "They are looking at results and not how they are achieved. Unix will have a secure future but it won’t really win the hearts of people. Unix will not bite off anything more than a minority interest."

Not surprisingly Scrace disagrees: "In the electronic engineering market Unix has just about taken over from dos. There is a lot of blurring now. It used to be a hard line jump from PC to Unix, but not any more."

He is convinced that Unix is taking a significant part of the market, but says that the cad sector itself splits into different types of user, some of whom don’t need big powerful machines.

Coom’s assessment is that dos numbers are still massive, but that Unix is growing faster than anything else and that we are seeing the migration towards workstations.

He says: "People are choosing Unix rather than 486 PCs on the replacement market through Unix is not taking the low end PC business."

Perhaps the situation is best summed up by Charles Clark from Those Engineers: "It will not be an out and out fight with a clear winner. Both will have their places in the market."
EPROM PROGRAMMERS
MODEL 200 – £295 (other models from £195)

- Includes MS/DOS driver software, serial cable, comprehensive manual, 32 pin ZIF socket and universal object file editor/convertor.
- Programs virtually all EPROM devices currently available including microcontrollers (nearly 600!).
- Emulation capability with our E512 or the Greenwich Instrument emulators.
- Easy to set up – no plug in board.
- 12 Month Guarantee – Money back if not completely satisfied.
- Designed, manufactured and supported in the UK.

28 ADAPTER FOR MODEL 200
- Programs Zilog and SGS parts.
- All Security Functions Programmable.

From £75

- Increasingly popular 8 bit microcomputer available in CMOS versions.
- PIC 16C5x Adapters

Adapters available also include:
- 8748/41 family
- 8751 family
- 6 pin EPROMs up to 4 Mbit
- 32 pin PLCC EPROMs
- Other families in development – please enquire.

8 PIN SERIAL EEPROM ADAPTER FOR MODEL 200
- Reads & programs over 50 devices
- 1TC (M8917, X2402), $300, 2500 etc.

From £75

- As used for security devices in many car radios, mobile radio, car alarm and security systems.

8900 (071-45 453)

UK largest stock in stock.

Call Diophram A/S, Halsen 53, 1800 Copenhagen: Fax number: 071 45 453
Norwegian customers please contact: Telephone: Charles Clarke (071-435 2771)

CIRCLE NO. 116 ON REPLY CARD

Those Engineers LTD
106a Fortune Green Road West Hampstead London NW6 1DS
Tel: 071-435 2771 Fax: 071-435 3757

NEW VERSION 3.00 JUST RELEASED

FEATURES: New manual with introductory text on Fourier analysis, Fourier Zoom window. UPGRADES £65.

3 Transient analysis
- The transient response arising from a wide range of inputs can be examined. 7 types of excitation are offered (impulse, sine wave, step, triangle, ramp, square, and pulse train), the parameters of each are user-definable. Reactive components may be pre-charged to steady-state condition. Up to 13 voltage generators and current generators may be connected. Sweep limits are adjustable. Up to 4 probe nodes are allowed, and simultaneous plots permit easy comparison of results.

4 Fourier analyses now with Hanning window option
- SPICE-AGE performs Fourier transforms on transient analysis data. This allows users to examine transient analysis waveforms for the most prevalent frequency components (amplitude plotted against frequency). Functions as a simple spectrum analyzer for snapshot of transients. Automatically interpolates from transient analysis data and handles up to 512 data values. Allows examination of waveforms through different windows. Powerful analytical function is extremely easy to use.

If your work involves designing, developing or verifying analogue or digital circuits, you will wonder how you ever managed without Those Engineers Circuit Simulation Software.

A good range of properly supported and proven programs is available and our expert staff are at your service.

Telephone: Charles Clarke on 071-435 2771 for a demonstration disk.

HENRY'S ELECTRONICS DISTRIBUTORS
QUANTITIES FROM STOCK

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

ASK ABOUT OUR LOW LOW QUANTITY PRICES!

FANS

SWITCH MODE POWER SUPPLIES

TIMERS & RELAYS

TEST INSTRUMENTS

UK largest stock in stock.

UK largest stock in stock.

ALL TYPES OF RELAYS, LOW VOLTAGE, 110/240 V A/C, D/C, OCTAL, PLUG IN PCB Ecc, Diodes, 280V A/C timers.

CIRCLE NO. 117 ON REPLY CARD

CIRCLE NO. 118 ON REPLY CARD
Open a window on Dos and let in new life

Neil Fawcett, Computer Weekly PC Editor, sees new release Dos and latest versions of Windows giving Unix a run for its money.

A T&T's Unix operating system is the do-it-yourself wardrobe of the computer industry; we all know the pieces will make something very useful. But where do you start in putting them together?

First reaction to the Unix package is invariably that, as it stands, there is rather a lot to learn before it is possible to get to grips with even very basic tasks. An unpleasant piece of programming called the Unix command-line-prompt can be traced as the cause of this.

On an IBM this is the C prompt — the interface between user and operating system that allows the obtaining of a disk directory, loading of a program or copying of a file.

But the fundamental problem with the Unix (and dos) prompts is remembering the correct syntax for performing a particular function. This is additionally complicated by the fact that different companies' variants of an operating system usually use their own syntax.

Graphical interface for Unix

There has been progress in tackling the difficulties of entering commands, most notably the graphical user interface (GUI), a concept devised in the 1970s at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Centre (Parc), where the human computer interface was first investigated.

What the GUI offers is a simplistic method for performing common operating system tasks without the need for remembering syntax or using a keyboard.

In the Unix world there are two offerings in the war of the GUIs, OpenLook and Motif, although in all honesty it is dif-

Life under Unix. It hardly makes any practical difference to the user which operating system is in use.

This is X-Windows.
ficult to tell the two apart. What really separates them more than anything else is the marketing drive imposed by the two governing bodies behind the products — Unix International and the Open Software Foundation (OSF) — proportional to the number of software and hardware companies joining each consortium so influencing their users.

With Unix the GUI interface has helped greatly to "standarise" an operating system that is 25 years old and has existed in more flavours than ice cream. Software developers modelling their applications around OpenLook or Motif can take advantage of a mouse-controlled environment that uses pull-down menus, scroll bars and windows.

From a training angle this means that once one application has been mastered the learning curve required for a second is greatly reduced. Market research also shows increased productivity from users running GUI-based applications as opposed to character-based programs requiring keyboard input.

Unix desktop doubts
Despite effectiveness of the GUI interface in the Unix world the use of Unix on a desktop computer is still very questionable. Does the user really need a full blown operating system that can have more than one application running in memory at any given time, and can have more than just one user using these multiple applications?

Windows 3 provides multitasking with windows and icons enabling dos to do what the Mac has done for years.

Personally, I find the ability to run more than one application at a time is useful - but this is probably due to my use of an Apple Macintosh which has had this facility for some time.

Take the example of a spreadsheet and graph-making program running simultaneously in memory. Inputting monthly sales figures in the spreadsheet running in one window on screen, will automatically update and create a graphical representation in the other. However having multiple users attached is not an important prerequisite of a desktop operating system.

What the GUI interface offers the Unix user is a simplistic method of opening the required windows on screen, and its multi-tasking feature allows the programs to run in memory together.

Life in the old dos?
Dos is now getting on in years. Not as old as Unix, but it has been far more widely exploited by the computer industry. With 45 million PCs expected to be using dos by the end of the year and over 30,000 applications for it, there is difficulty in seeing why it is everyone's choice for a desktop computer.

However, how long can such a product can go on before it stops being useful and starts becoming a hindrance.

Dos has always been called unfriendly, because of its ugly command line interface, and chastised over its single-user single-application architecture.

In 1984 Microsoft announced a product called Windows, designed to sit on top of dos and extend its functionality by adding simulated program multi-tasking and a fully functional GUI interface. Could this really extend the life of dos and truly open up the power a PC to the user? The answer both yes and No!

Early versions of Windows offered a lot, but in real terms they were rather clumsy. But in 1990 Microsoft really got its act together and announced Windows 3.0, a product that has breathed fresh air into dos. From the desktop computer perspective there is now no doubt that dos will suffice for the next decade as the operating system of choice for the end user.

In April when Microsoft announces dos 5.0 - a quicker and slimmer version of the ten-year old operating system - a wave of excitement is guaranteed to spread through the PC industry.

Following this Microsoft will announce Windows 3.1, taking full advantage of the reduced program size of dos 5.0, and companies like WordPerfect and Lotus Development will ship Windows versions of their products.

Microsoft will be concentrating on improving the memory management of
Unix and dos networking

Unix is a far superior operating system to dos, with its true multi-tasking and the ability to handle more than one user on a system at a time, and OpenLook and Motif make it easier to use.

But Unix is still an operating system for the technical workstation, running complex computer aided design or scientific software, or for controlling mission-critical business applications, such as payroll or accounting software.

However, there is no reason why the two operating systems cannot work seamlessly together within a business. Networking of desktop computers around a company is on the increase. These networks are usually connected to a fileserver computer, commonly a very powerful PC based around a 33MHz Intel 80386 microprocessor, that in turn links back to an IBM 3090, AS 400 or a minicomputer running a variety of operating systems including Unix.

On a computer like a 3090 or AS400 a company will run its main business software, such as payroll or accountancy. The fileserver will act as a routing device for the network of PCs and will also serve as a central data repository.

Due to the nature of its tasks the operating system on a fileserver must be very powerful, which is where Unix will function perfectly. From a desktop computer's standpoint all the difficult jobs of a client/server architecture network, such as data storage, database interrogation or data transfer, are handled by a force external to its own operating system.

So the ageing dos using a Windows 3.0 interface can realistically last as a desktop operating system for sometime.

Role for OS/2

OS/2 operating system from IBM and Microsoft fits into the same part of the client/server equation as Unix; it is a powerful multi-tasking operating system that can, like Unix, support multiple users.

But when first announced OS/2 required 4Mbytes of system memory to run, and chewed a large hole in a computer's hard disk drive. All this new-found power left the user with a price to pay, and stringent budgets coupled with the costs of buying new software to run under OS/2 has left this particular operating system with a small number of users.

But OS/2 does have an important role to play in the networked PC marketplace. Due to its powerful design it is a perfect candidate for installation on a fileserver. It can act as a router for high speed data flow between desktop PCs and a 3090 mainframe running a fourth generation language relational-database that holds vital corporate information.

IBM would have us believe that OS/2 is a desktop computer's ideal operating system. Adhering to this conviction the monolithic US computer company has announced a very trim version of OS/2, called version 1.3 but nicknamed OS/2 Lite, that it promotes as a desktop operating system.

OS/2 Lite needs only 2Mbytes of system memory and has much less of an impact on the hard disc. But the underlying problem with the system is the fact that many major companies around the world have invested countless millions in dos and dos-applications. They are loathe to scrap this investment to start again by installing OS/2 on their desktop PCs and commit more money.

So what is the best strategy to adopt when weighing up the various options? Very simply, stick with dos on a desktop PC and use OS/2 on a fileserver to give that extra power for connecting into a mainframe. It is not difficult to make OS/2 act as a gateway for dos users into a network that eventually connects into a mainframe database.

Desktop users can continue to operate using familiar applications, already purchased, but can obtain the added performance of OS/2 without having to reinvest in software, retrain employees and go through the headache of re-implementing a network.

Common graphics

OS/2 also comes with a product called Presentation Manager, PM is a GUI interface and its on-screen familiarity with Windows 3.0 is amazing, but expected considering the fact that Microsoft jointly developed OS/2 and PM with IBM.

Release 2.0 of OS/2 will soon appear and at this time the PM interface will allow Windows 3.0 applications to run. The beauty from a user's standpoint is that a whole network, from lowly PC to mighty fileserver acting as a gateway into a mainframe, will have a similar graphical look and similar mouse control actions.

Eventually dos and Windows will cease to offer users the functionality they require to meet their needs, but this will not be for some time.

For the next 10 years we will continue to see a mixed computing environment where dos, Windows, Unix and OS/2 will all cohabit together. Until we reach a time when just one operating system rules, computer users will just have to put up with all the confusion generated by hardware and software vendors all persuading that their solution is the best.

As for the GUI interface, it will be interesting to see what the artistic programmers within the computer industry can come up with.
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Controlled, high-voltage converter

Using the principle of the soft-switched flyback converter, a simple, compact and efficient high-voltage source can be made.

The conversion cycle has two intervals, T2 and T4, during which oscillation takes place. During interval T1, T3 is on and D1 off; in T3, Tr1 is off and D1 on.

In the oscillatory intervals, the resonant circuit is T1 inductance L and capacitance C0, which comprises T1 winding capacitance and Tr1 and D1 capacitances. Durations of T2 and T4 are set to provide soft zero-voltage switching of Tr1 and D1; this and the discharge of C0 during switching reduces power consumption.

Switching off Tr1 and D1 on are naturally at zero voltage and zero-voltage switching on of Tr1 can be enabled by a diode in parallel with Tr1, automatically turned on at T1. However, to provide control of V0 by variation of T1, the collector-base junction of reverse-biased Tr2 is used to trigger the 555 monostable at T1. Resistor R4, C2 and D2 trigger the monostable at initial switch-on.

Output power is 2W at an efficiency of 80%, voltage V0 can be varied from 300V to 2kV, switching frequency varying between 35kHz and 80kHz. The transformer is wound on a Philips P18/11 3H3 potcore with an air gap to give 250nH. Winding 1-2 is 11 turns of 0.2mm wire; 2-3, 1 turn 0.2mm; 4-5, 500 turns 0.1mm.

Yevgeny Ivanov
Moscow

Balanced microphone amplifier

This amplifier is intended as a cheaper alternative to the conventional method of amplification using an impedance transformer. Low-noise op-amps provide equivalent performance to a transformer but at a fraction of the cost.

The first stage is a differential amplifier connected to give a balanced-to-unbalanced conversion with 20dB gain, another 20dB being obtained from the second op-amp. With careful construction, the amplifier is hum-free and is usable with long cables.

Alan Morgan
Cheltenham
Gloucestershire

Divide-by-three with 1:1 M/S ratio

This alternative to that described by Watson in the August issue uses only two ICs.

Exclusive-Or IC1a inverts the clock signal when IC2b output is low and passes it when IC2b output is high, the output being one-third the frequency of the input.

M. S. Babbra
Swindon
Wiltshire
Controllable crossover network

A two-pole Butterworth crossover network has its crossover frequency set by a single potentiometer. Figure 1 shows a network with normalised element values and \( w = 1 \). Taking input and output of the amplifier to be 1, the two-pole Butterworth functions are:

\[
T_H = \frac{1}{e} = \frac{1}{p + \sqrt{2} + 1/p} \\
T_L = \frac{L}{e} = \frac{1}{(1/p)(p + \sqrt{2} + 1/p)}
\]

If a gain control with two reciprocally related gain paths is inserted in the node shown dotted in Fig. 1, the crossover frequency is variable. Figure 2 shows a way of doing this, in which

\[
V_1 = (1/R) - 1 = (1-R)/R \\
V_2 = (1/(1-R)) - 1 = R/(1-R)
\]

which are, as required, reciprocal and the circuit of Fig. 2 can be inserted in place of the dotted circle in Fig. 1. The +1 gain amplifier can be eliminated, but the remaining five amplifiers are inconvenient.

In Fig. 3, voltages and currents are:

\[
e = (1/R) - 1 = (1-R)/R \\
v = 3
\]

so gain is

\[
3R/(1-R)
\]

If the lower end of the potentiometer is connected to another identical circuit, its gain is

\[
3(1-R)/(1-(1-R)) = 3(1-R)/R
\]

which is again reciprocal except for the common factor of 3.

For a practical circuit, add end resistors to the potentiometer and scale the component values.

McKenny W. Egerton
Owings Mills
Maryland
USA

---

McKenny W. Egerton
Owings Mills
Maryland
USA
2V fluorescent-lamp inverter

This circuit powers a Wotan PL9 9W lamp from a single lead/acid cell, giving up to five hours at full brightness from a 25Ah cell.

At 2V, \( V_{CE(sat)} \) and \( V_{BE(sat)} \) of bipolar transistors would make the circuit inefficient, the gain and low saturation of a fet being required. A low-power, self-oscillating bipolar converter provides 12V for the output driver 555 — a better arrangement than the use of a self-oscillating output driver, since the magnetic components are now not critical and there is no need of a start-up circuit. The 10k potentiometer adjusts the duty cycle to allow one to achieve a compromise between current consumption and lamp brightness. Use tantalum capacitors in parallel for output decoupling and copper foil for the two-turn primary. Retain the starter, but remove the interference suppression capacitor by bending its aluminium tags and drilling through the pins. Using the less-common four-pin version avoids this problem.

Paul Bennett
Stoke Gifford

NiCd charger with timeout

Charging batteries at one tenth of the rating for twelve hours can be inconvenient in that one has to remember to switch off. This circuit provides an automatic switch-off at the correct time.

A simple divider chain, using two 4040 twelve-stage dividers, turns off the supply after twelve hours. The switch clears the registers and sets the output flip-flop, reset occurring when \( Q_H \) and \( Q_S \) are both 1. Charging resistor \( R \) depends on the cell size. But 180Ω is suitable for IEC R6 (AA) cells. Four such cells may be connected in series, providing all are at the same state of discharge.

Jens Langvad
Solrod Strand
Denmark
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IBM-PC BUS
Input/Output Cards

DIP-24  Opto-isolated digital input
DOP-24  Opto-isolated Darlington output
PIO-48   TTL level digital input/output
DPC-10  Pulse counter/timer/generator
DCM-16  8 Inputs, 8 Outputs, CTC
AIP-24  12 Bit ADC input
AOP-8   12 Bit DAC output
AIS-16  12 Bit isolated ADC input
TIP-8   Thermocouple input
SIO-2   RS232/422/485/20mA 1/0
ST-24   Screw terminal adaptors
BXT     Backplane extenders
BP-5/11 5/11 Slot backplanes

To obtain details of the full range of plug-in data acquisition and control cards for the IBM-PC/XT/AT, Model 30, Amstrad, Olivetti and compatibles - call us NOW!

BLUE CHIP TECHNOLOGY
Blue Chip Technology Limited, Main Avenue, Hawarden Industrial Park, Manor Lane, Deeside CH5 3PP. Telephone: (0244) 520222.

CIRCLE NO. 122 ON REPLY CARD

Many Radio Amateurs and SWLS are puzzled. Just what are all those strange signals you can hear but not identify on the l.f. and h.f. frequencies? A few of them, such as c.w., RTTY, and Packet you'll know - but what about the many other signals?

Hoka Electronics have the answer! There are some well known CW/RTTY decoders with limited facilities and high prices, complete with expensive PROMS for upgrading, etc., but there is Code 3 from Hoka Electronics. It's up to you to make your choice - but it will be easy once you know more about Code 3.

Code 3 works on any IBM-compatible computer with MS-DOS having at least 640kB of RAM.

Code 3 hardware includes a complete digital FSK Converter with built-in 230V ac power supply and RS232c cable, ready to use. You'll also get the best software ever made to decode all kinds of data transmissions. Code 3 is the most sophisticated decoder available, and the best news of all is that it only costs £249 plus VAT!

The following modes are included in the base-program (with the exact protocols).

Packet Radio AF 25, 50 to 1200 Bps
Heli. Synchronous asynchronous, all speeds
Fax. Weather charts, photographs with 16 grey scales at 60, 90, 120, 180, 240 rpm
 Morse. Automatic and Manual with speed indication
Press DPA F7b spec., 300 Bps ASCII
Wirtschaftsfaxe F7b spec., 300 Bps ASCII
Sport Information F7b spec., 300 Bps ASCII
Autospec Bauer: ITA 2 including 3 modes
SPREAD 11, 21 and SPREAD 51
Duplex ARU Artac ITA 2
TWINPLEX F7b F76 Duplex ARQ
ASCII ITA 5 all speeds, parity
Baudet: ITA 2 plus all types of Bit inversion at any speed
SITOR Automatic Mode A and B ARQ and FEC

All modes in preset and variable user-defined speedrates and shifts.

Three options are available to use with the Code 3 and consist of:

1: OSCILLOSCOPE, this facility displays the measured frequency versus time, including split-screen, storage and non-storage modes at £25.

2: PICCOLO MK VI (Everybody wants this facility, but it's only on offer from Hoka), the well-known multitone-mode at £60.

3: LONG-TIME AUTO-Storage in ASCII (up to several days) £25.

Plus many other special codes. Send for details, price on application.

Along with the many facilities listed, the analysis section of the Code 3 offers you a wide choice of unique facilities such as: a built-in low frequency spectrum-analyser for shift measurement and tuning, plus precision measurement up to 0.001 Baud resolution. Other tool-facilities include Speed Bit analysis, Speed Measurement, Character Analysis, Auto-correlation of MOD and RAW signal, Bit Analysis. All these state-of-the-art features are included in Code 3 to assist the experienced user.

All options are available from the main menu, saving or loading to or from hard or floppy disk in Bit form (no loss of unknown signals), hard copy with printer, on-screen tuning indicator and very easy to use Help-files.

To order, phone us for more details or send cheque, payable to:

HOKA Electronics
Feiko Clockstr. 31
NL-9668 BB Oude Pekela
The Netherlands
Tel: 010-31-5978-12327
Fax: 010-31-5978-12645

HOKA UK
84 Churchstreet
Langford, Biggleswade,
SG18 9OA, Beds
Tel: 0462-700844

Please specify disk size 3½ or 5¼ when ordering!
All prices exc. VAT and shipping, but including 6 month software update free of charge!

CIRCLE NO. 123 ON REPLY CARD
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Landing on a radio beam

The Instrument Landing System which has been used by the world’s airlines and commercial aircraft for 43 years is beginning a 10-year phasing-out period in favour of the Microwave Landing System. Greg Grant tells the story of radio landing systems, which saw a tentative beginning in about 1919.

Vertical aspects of this beam are shown in Fig. 2. Horizontally polarised, its angular displacement and directivity was such as to create a line of constant field intensity and thus a 'glide-path' which a correctly-equipped aircraft could follow. In the horizontal plane, the runway beacon transmitter beam functioned well. The on-board aircraft pointer indicator was operated by reading the currents in vibrating-reed pickup coils tuned to 67Hz and 86.7Hz and could register course deviation of as little as 1%. Consequently aircraft drift of ±6%, which meant a signal strength reduction of 5%, could be accurately displayed.

It was shortly discovered, however, that flying directly from b to a resulted in the swamping of the on-board indicator, due to the increasing proximity of the aircraft’s receiving antenna to the beam transmitter.

Eventually, what could be called a 'decreasing glide' was developed, the aircraft dropping further and further away from the beam's maximum intensity path as it approached the
transmitter. Thus the on-board instrument could be held at half-scale throughout the approach. This track is shown as AB.

From the data obtained, Diamond and Dunmore showed that if the beam was orientated vertically and given "... the proper degree of directivity, this line of constant field intensity may be made to co-incide with the landing path normally followed by a pilot in clear weather".

By 1933, continuing development resulted in the addition of two marker beacons, one located some 600 metres from the runway threshold, the other one third of a kilometre from the threshold. Although they both operated on the same carrier frequency as the localiser transmitter, they were modulated by different frequencies, the approach marker using 1.25kHz and the threshold beacon 0.25kHz.

On the approaching aircraft, too, progress had been made, the combined indicator shown in Fig. 3 - yet another Diamond-Dunmore origination - relieving the pilots "... of the need for considerable mental effort".

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(a)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Figure 3: Diamond-Dunmore indicator.** At (a) the aircraft is on course, at (b) below and left of course and at (c) above and right.

By 1934, there were Diamond-Dunmore beacons in use at Newark, New Jersey and Oakland, California, the first blind landing using the system having been made three years earlier by M.S. Boggs at College Park, New Jersey.

In Europe, too, aircraft landing difficulties were receiving greater attention than formerly. The British government's installation at Farnborough, for example, used what was termed "leader cables" in the localiser role, as indeed did a French government installation at Chartres. Where the former entailed a complete cable circuit around the airfield, the latter made do with a single, straight-cable arrangement.

In Germany, however, they took the American approach to such problems, the Lorenz beacon system dating "... from 1932, when the use of very high frequency (VHF) was suggested, using vertical polarisation for the equi-signal lateral guidance".

Developed by E. Kramer and R. Elsner, this system was as simple and effective as the Diamond-Dunmore arrangement and bore some similarity to it. Both the localiser and the glide-path signals were radiated from a single transmitter, whose vertical antenna had a switch-operated reflector located either side of it, as shown in Fig. 4. One reflector's switch was operated by dots and the other's by dashes which, when interlocked, gave a continuous tone. The major axes of the two elliptical field patterns were parallel to the runway. Only one pattern was present at a time, inasmuch as a single source of energy was used to supply the energy in both patterns.

In other words, by open-circuiting one reflector as the other was simultaneously closed, beacon radiation was given a change in direction. Along the line AB in Fig. 4, though, there was an equi-signal course. In the interval between the opening and closing of the reflector switches, the main beacon transmitter was the sole radiator. Its polar diagram is shown hatched, the perimeter passing through the points of intersection of the two switched beams, thus preventing key-clicks as the reflectors were operated being received as interference on the on-course signal.

Vertical guidance - after Diamond-Dunmore - was by following paths of uniform signal strength, as shown in Fig. 5. Horizontally polarised marker beacons were also provided, the first indicating the point where the glide path began, the second the imminent approach of the airfield threshold. Both beacons transmitted on a carrier of 38MHz, although their modulation characteristics differed, as shown in **Fig. 6**. By the beginning of 1937, experience on both sides of the Atlantic had revealed a number of problems with the existing systems, whether they had been developed by governments, the airlines or both.

Later in the year, the American Bureau of Air Commerce - whose predecessor had begun it all a decade or more earlier - set out detailed specifications for the development of an efficient, workable Instrument Landing System, in concert with the Federal Communications Commission and the Radio Technical Committee for Aeronautics.
seeming displacement of the signal as a result of the aircraft's direction of approach. Furthermore, using VHF loop antennas meant that arrays of three and more could be constructed, giving overlapping patterns and providing all-round coverage in azimuth and sharpening the beams considerably. Indeed a course pattern of 6dB per 1.5° deviation from the on-course became easily realisable.

Undoubtedly the team's most significant innovation was the Alford transmission-line bridge, which enabled them to "... obtain two independent modulations of a single carrier so that under no reasonable circumstances would their rates change, and thus affect the established course".

Moreover, as the transmitter's mechanical modulator divided the RF output in two and modulated these carriers with 90Hz and 150Hz respectively, cross-modulation could have become a problem. It didn't, however, the Alford bridge maintaining distortion levels substantially below 10%.

The localiser was one problem; the glide slope quite another. In Germany, Kramer had taken a critical look at the Diamond-Dunmore constant-intensity glide slope, attempting to control the path's shape. He did this by offsetting the antenna from the runway centreline so that differing amounts of energy could be applied to straighten out this distinctly curved approach. He was only partially successful, his system being reasonably straight for only the final 600 feet or so.

Another concept undergoing investigation at this time was a glide slope akin to the localiser, with overlapping radiation patterns, developed by two other civil aeronautics engineers, J.C. Hromada and D.M. Stuart. The system used two antennas one above the other and a common carrier, tone-modulated by different frequencies. As with the localiser, the radiation patterns overlapped, this time in the vertical plane, establishing a reasonably straight line of descent.

Both these developments had shown that both the Diamond-Dunmore system and the Lorenz equipment were capable of improvement. The Hromada-Stuart system, however, had problems of its own. Firstly the frequency used, 90MHz, was still too low and secondly, the 5° descent path was too high.

Alford and his team proposed that two VHF loop antennas be mounted on a vertical pole, the lower one around half a wavelength above the ground, the upper one several wavelengths above the ground. This would give a cone-shaped beam, whose apex would be at the pole itself. Moreover, if this arrangement was offset from the runway centreline, the localiser's beam signal would be parallel to the cone's axis, giving a hyperbolic intersection.

Such an arrangement would give a constant rate of descent from virtually any height, but the parabolic path would flatten out as it approached the runway touchdown point. There was a further advantage, too, in that the touchdown point would be adjustable, since glide-path angle is "... established by an amplitude ratio between the strength of signals from the upper and lower antennae".

The final difficulty was that of choice of glide-path transmitter frequency. The development team had realised that any frequency below about 300MHz would present difficulties of antenna size. In the end, 330MHz was chosen, firstly because of the above problem, secondly because the localiser's 110MHz crystal-controlled drive unit could readily be provided with tripler circuits, thus being converted into glide-slope transmitter units.

The first complete, fully operational Instrument Landing System was the SCS-51, illustrated in Fig. 7. It was adopted by the American armed services in 1942, and by the International Civil Aviation Organisation for use throughout the world, in 1947.

Since that time, the glide-path segment of ILS has developed apace, particularly in terms of terrain adaptability. Currently there are four different types of glide path station in use.

Where the siting factors are average to good, the null-reference array is the preferred set-up. Although all sites have level ground immediately fronting the antennas, matters can differ greatly thereafter. Where the ground rapidly turns downwards, the sideband reference array is used; where it steadily rises, the quadrature clearance array is employed. Some sites, however, are far from ideal, and present particular problems of their own. In such situations, the capture effect equipment is usually the only solution.

Where the sideband reference array has its lower antenna mounted at h/2 above the ground and the upper one at a height of 3h/2, the null reference assembly is simpler. Its antennas are 4.2m above ground and 8.4m high (for a 3° glideslope). The mast is located approximately 300m after crossing the runway threshold and 150m to the side of the centreline.

Another important facet of glide slope siting is longitudinal distance. If, as in Fig. 8, the ground is flat, then distance d is determined by the general formula

\[ d \tan \theta = \text{threshold crossing height} \]

and

\[ d = \frac{TCH}{\tan \theta} \]

\[ \text{RPI} = \text{runway point of interception} \]
\[ \text{GPI} = \text{ground point of interception} \]
\[ \text{ASBP} = \text{approach surface base plan} \]

\[ \text{extended glide path} \]
\[ \text{glide slope antenna} \]
\[ \text{threshold crossing height} \]
\[ \text{R/W} \]

\[ \text{Figure 8: Glide slope longitudinal distance requirements.} \]
where, for such optimum conditions, the threshold crossing height is taken as 15m.

Not all sites are as straightforward as this, however, and where the glide-slope terrain has, for example, a positive-sloping runway as shown in Fig. 9, then distance \( d \), whilst still being calculated as before, now includes an elevation difference factor \( e \). So:

\[
d\tan\theta = TCH + e
\]

and

\[
d = \frac{TCH}{\tan\theta} + e \tan\theta
\]

If the runway has a linear gradient or slope between the threshold and the general area of the ground point of interception, the change in elevation can be expressed as a function of the slope rate and distance \( d \) or:

\[
e = sd.
\]

where \( DI = \) distance from the GPI to the threshold, \( s = \) slope of terrain (%), and \( d = \) longitudinal distance between TCH and the glide slope antenna.

This is positive if the threshold elevation is higher than the elevation of the ground point of interception, and negative if it is not. Consequently the expression

\[
d\tan\theta = TCH + e
\]

now becomes

\[
d(\tan\theta - s) = TCH
\]

and

\[
d = \frac{TCH}{\tan\theta - s}
\]

Runways come with all directions and varying amounts of slope, which affect the sitting of the glide-slope transmitter, variants of this calculation being necessary; some of them even exhibit a lateral slope. To cope with sites having particularly difficult terrain, the capture effect shown in Fig. 10 can be employed.

A clearance signal with a power of around 0.16W is radiated at low angles, the 4W directional signal being radiated above 1.5°.

Close to the glide path, the aircraft's receiver responds, captures the stronger signal and rejects the clearance ground reflections. There is an 8kHz separation between these signals, although both still remain within the aircraft receiver's passband.

These techniques have enabled the world's civil aviation authorities to meet the ICAO landing performance requirements at some of the most difficult locations, worldwide. Indeed, there is little doubt that the very success of such technology has, through the enormous increase in air traffic over the last two decades, brought about its own demise.

Thus the instrument landing system will join other, earlier casualties of the relentless advance of electronics, such as the Four-Course system and aircraft navigators and radio officers.

**Figure 9: Glide slope with positive-sloping runway and terrain.**

**Figure 10: Illustration of the type of terrain where the capture-effect system would be used.**
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**Tools for the professional engineer and programmer**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>80XX in circuit emulation</th>
<th>PC BIOS support</th>
<th>Universal cross assembler</th>
<th>Analogue PC layout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent software, a truly capable user interface and up to 64K of emulation memory combine to give an advanced 8031/51/32/52 and 8053 PC based emulator. A large trace buffer, unlimited breakpoints and a single step mode make debugging easy and fast. Prices from £685 to £875.</td>
<td>If you need to have your own PC BIOS - for security, quality control or just because you need custom facilities - you need these tools. A complete, documented BIOS for AT or XT with source and a 300 page manual priced from £90</td>
<td>ECAL is a highly polished and well produced cross assembler with a straightforward user interface. It supports all known processors and gives ultra fast assembly supported by more features than packages at ten times the price. There are many hundreds of happy users and the latest release costs only £495</td>
<td>This is the first PC layout package specifically for the analogue designer. It gives you the capabilities you really need to turn out first class work. Ideal for microwave (with built in impedance calculations), HF and high power systems it costs £820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PAL programming**

The best sub-£1000 PAL programmer available, the PLD1100 is pin programmable and handles over 1000 different devices. New PALs are supported without free lifetime update service. The PLD1100 is approved by most PAL/PLD manufacturers, carries a one year warranty and costs £785.

**EPROM emulators**

The EPR2 is an EPROM emulator with a difference. It has truly excellent support software and a simple but complete user interface that operates with your PC. Your target system can be developed faster and you save time and frustration. Prices from £385

**Processor emulators**

We offer emulators for processors from the common to the really obscure - from the 8051 to the 77C82. Dedicated development systems are available for the Mitsubishi 747 series, the Dallas DS5000, the Phillips 80C552 range and several others. Please call for details

**EPROM programmers**

The Expro 40 universal programmer can program EPROMs, single chip micros as well as a range of PALs and most bipolar PROMs and is compatible with all PCs and clones. Complete with driver software and interface card the Expro 40 is £485

---

**NEW**

**ROM EMULATOR**

from only £99

- Emulates CMOS, NMOS and Bipolar PROMs, as well as 24, 28 and 32 pin devices
- All sizes from 16k to 8 Meg
- Bus widths up to 32 bits
- Loads 27512 in under 10 seconds
- Battery backed

UP to 8 Megabit DOWN to 45 nano Second

**SIMULATOR**

only £99

- Debug microprocessor software on your PC
- Break point and trace
- Free run or single step

**SMART COMMUNICATIONS**

2 Field End, Arkley, Barnet, Herts EN5 3E2. Telephone 081-441 3890

---
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Formal specification and design methods for microprocessor-based systems are now finding acceptance, and the development task is undertaken at the human problem-solving level, away from the bit level.

Development-tool manufacturers are providing refined support for the new design methods and advanced microprocessor architectures. Moreover, the new tools are reducing the tedium of the development process, endearing them to engineers. Without the correct development tool, system design and test is speculative, and the product reliability will be unknown.

At issue is the choice of tool for the development task, in which a software monitor, simulator, logic analyser or in-circuit emulator (ICE) could be appropriate. Real-time interrupt driven systems are normally non-deterministic, in that it is not feasible to test for every combination of interrupt after every instruction. When a system cannot be exhaustively tested the choice of development tool narrows to an investigative tool that will expose as many system characteristics as possible. New-generation ICEs are described that expose a microprocessor's use of time and space, the Sigma from Dux (UK), shown in Fig. 1, being a good example of the third-generation ICE.

New-generation ICE

Traditionally, ICEs or logic analysers are used to interrogate and record a microprocessor-based system's activity, the captured data being disassembled to give a
view of the system's behaviour. Originally such ICEs were dedicated development units produced by silicon vendors to support their processors, such as the Intel blue-box system; these have become known as first-generation ICEs. Second-generation ICEs included those from independent emulator manufacturers who produced serially connected tools that worked with a variety of host computers. As larger and faster processors became commonplace and higher levels of abstraction were used for their software, the functionality of the test equipment moved to the third-generation ICE.

New-generation ICE architectures differ in concept and functionality; nevertheless, the fundamental purpose of real-time emulation is to exercise the target processor at full speed and to record a processor's activity without intruding into the target system hardware or software. Non-intrusive emulation is complicated by instruction pipelines, on-board caches and single-chip controllers, where there is a need to view a processor's internal bus activity. An ICE must differentiate between bus and processor activity; in other words, an ICE records what a processor is executing or what is being fetched on the bus. High-speed devices, reduced instruction-set processors and surface-mounted processors have all added to the challenge of real-time emulation.

Various techniques are used to overcome the problems of emulating very large scale integrated processors, such as extra connections to the internal bus or a discrete logic model of part of the processor. However, these techniques can change the electrical characteristics of the emulated device. Some rise and digital signal processors have built-in ICE communication circuitry, allowing on-chip emulation (OnCE mode). This term is also applied to the emulation of a surface-mounted processor which is literally on-chip emulated by placing the ICE probe over the target processor and tri-stating the on-site processor.

New-generation ICE architecture
The Sigma advanced ICE uses the 32-bit high-speed back-plane architecture with a modular construction, shown in Fig. 2, which gives the ICE an ability to support future CPU developments via interchangeable CPU modules.

Ram overlay. Ram overlay allows software development with an incomplete or partially populated target, whereby the target memory is mapped to the emulator, as in Fig. 3. Without the jargon, this means that the programmer can set up
The new tools are reducing the tedium of the development process, endearing them to engineers. Without the correct development tool, system design and test is speculative and the product reliability will be unknown.

Screen shots of Sigma ICE. Fig. 5 (top left) shows on-line help screen and Fig. 6 (right) demonstrates how menu-driven function keys allow debugging without cryptic commands. Performance analysis is shown in Fig. 7.

Filtering of specific information into the trace buffer, such as a program area or I/O access, is achieved via trace-buffer triggers which act upon combinations of address, data, control and logic signals.

So-called "on-the-fly" start, stop and display of a trace while emulating in real-time, along with the display of a trace buffer's contents relating the processor activity to its high-level source code was an important advance in ICE technology. This feature should support any language or compiler.

ICE timers give duration measurements of executed code, which can be combined with the trace buffer to time "snap-shots" of traced code.

Break logic. Comprehensive hardware break logic should allow the user's program or target to stop emulation when accessing a particular address, data, control signal, external logic or any number of combinations of these events, with their nth occurrence. Non-intrusive break logic allows real-time execution while trapping an elusive bug or checking the occurrence of a particular event. A common use of break points is in the elimination of an incorrect return after an interrupt service routine; the break logic would first detect an interrupt acknowledge, then the return instruction. When stopped, the processor's internal registers, stack contents and other information will generally reveal the cause of the bug.

Hardware break logic is normally built with registers and comparators which detect bus events, unlike software break points which intrude into the code and require the code to reside in ram.

Fully buffered ICE probe. Real-time non-intrusive emulation demands that an ICE presents the correct electrical load to the user's target. Buffering an ICE probe satisfies the single-device load requirement and isolates the ICE from the target, protecting the ICE circuitry. The ideal
ICE will have its buffers mounted in sockets for ease of maintenance; a buffer will fail if an ICE probe is inserted incorrectly or excess voltages are applied, not uncommon occurrences during development. Good practice in ICE manufacture can substantially reduce service costs and maintenance contracts.

Simple buffering of the address and data lines must be accompanied by similar buffer characteristics for the control signals if skewing of the processor signals is to be avoided (Fig. 4). Another advantage of buffering all the probe lines is the ability to enable or disable control signals such as interrupt lines via soft emulator commands. A well designed ICE will automatically sense the user power, clock and run-time signals, substituting internal ICE signals if the target fails. These probe features, coupled with an ICE control language, have made the new-generation ICE a powerful hardware debug tool.

CPU module. The personality of an ICE is the term used to describe the processor or family of processors supported by the emulator. Modern processors are fabricated in nmos and c-mos and integrate a range of peripherals to give a processor family any number of variants, including different speeds. A simple personality change may be achieved by swapping the processor in the emulator, but more often a major change is necessary where a complex module is exchanged within the ICE. However, this is more efficient than replacing the ICE, providing that the CPU module is well engineered and does not compromise the emulator at the expense of flexibility. Parallel processing with multiple processors requires master and slave CPU modules to be synchronised to enable their debugging.

ICE driver. Having an intelligent ICE driver module, whereby the emulator and host computer can operate independently, is an advantage during the flow of editing, compilation, linking and debug. Multi-job operation of the ICE and host development system allows a paperless debug, while a record of the debug history is automatically filed by the ICE for future reference.

A parallel connection between the ICE and host computer is essential for the fast communication of object and source code. Without an efficient ICE link, operation of the high-level debug is limited and the emulator becomes awkward to use. An ICE is restricted to particular object-code file formats when serially connected and a typical 64kbyte file transfer time of four minutes is needed at 9600baud, while a parallel bidirectional interface communicates 64kbyte in eight seconds, allowing the transfer of .ABS and .EXE files.

Systematic test and debug
It is generally accepted that the development process divides into three main activities: specification and design (40%); prototyping (20%); and test (40%). The reason for using an ICE is to minimise the development time of each phase, while maintaining the product's reliability. Inadequate testing produces a cost of correction which increases by a factor of 10 as a bug passes to the next phase of development. An undetected bug in the design stage can cost 1000 times more to correct when the system is with the customer.

High-level debug
A software simulator is a computational model of a processor; working at a fraction of the speed of the actual processor, it predict the processor's behaviour. Some emulator manufacturers have allowed a simulator producer to put their simulator onto the front-end of an emulator, allowing a simulator to work in real time and interact with a user's hardware. Dux tools are an ICE with a special-purpose high-level debug front-end which will work with any language or compiler. Apart from the advantage of working with the language and compiler of your choice, there is generally a reduction in tool costs.

A high-level ICE interface gives the development engineer the ability to work at higher levels of abstraction, whereby source code is shown including comments, local and global variables, register, memory and stack contents. Operation of the ICE is via menu-driven function keys allowing break points, start and stop triggers of the trace buffer, single step and other debug activities to be achieved without the need to enter cryptic commands — see Fig. 6.

A source code display switch changes the displayed code between mixed source and its corresponding assembler, produced by the compiler and source only. Single-step execution can be carried out in low or high level, according to the source code display switch. Variations of single-step allow called functions to be executed at full speed while stepping through the main code, or full speed execution of the main program with automatic pauses to display the parameters passed to and from called functions.

Performance and coverage
Since it is not feasible to test real-time interrupt-driven code exhaustively, a measure of the code's use of time and space is essential. A particular interrupt or combination of interrupts at a critical part of the main program can produce unwanted events in a system. Moreover, the time taken to service an interrupt is often dependent upon the parameters being processed, the so-called interrupt latency, possibly resulting in too much time away from the main program.

Performance analysis continuously records instruction, statement, function or module executions, the information then being displayed by the host computer as a histogram showing the frequency or duration of the executed code, as in Fig. 7.

Real-time analysis
Real-time analysis should not be confused with a software statistical package; an ICE performance analysis will show what the code is doing while it is exercised in the user's target. Typical applications are checking that all switches in a case statement have been exercised and the time taken to execute them or any number of procedures. Analysis information can be used to optimise code by rewriting the identified inefficient, frequently run routines or interrupt routines.

Coverage analysis shows memory usage where unwanted memory writes occur or the so-called memory hot-spots are identified for reallocation of system memory.
USE YOUR SCOPE AS A SPECTRUM ANALYSER FOR JUST £295

Specifications. Laplace Instruments quote the following specifications for the Type 107 Spectrum Probe:

- **FREQUENCY RANGE:** 100MHz
- **DYNAMIC RANGE:** 50dB min.
- **VERTICAL OUTPUT:** 5mV/dB typical
- **VERTICAL LOGARITHMIC LINEARITY:** ±3dB
- **TANGENTIAL SENSITIVITY:** 100μV ±3dB at 50MHz
- **FLATNESS:** ±2dB, 5MHz to 100MHz
- **LF DEGRADATION:** Approx. 5dB down below 1MHz
- **SPURIOUS RESPONSES:** Generally -40dB
- **IF BANDWIDTH:** 180kHz at -3dB
- **MAX CW INPUT:** +15dBm, 1V at 100MHz
- **SWEEP RATE:** 6ms/100MHz typical
- **HORIZONTAL LINEARITY:** ±10%
- **RADIATION (FROM PROBE TIP):** 40dBm at 150MHz
- **POWER SOURCE:** 220V ±10% 50Hz 4W max.
- **SIZE:** 190 x 25mm diam. (probe)
- **WEIGHT:** 56gm (probe) 260gm (power supply)

The Type 107 Spectrum Probe allows any standard oscilloscope to be used as a 100MHz spectrum analyser; the vertical deflection indicates amplitude (on a logarithmic scale) while the horizontal scale gives a linear indication of frequency. Mike Tooley reviewed the Laplace Instruments Spectrum Probe in the November 90 issue of Electronics World+Wireless World. This is what he had to say: "The ability to display signals in the frequency domain on a conventional low-cost oscilloscope should not be underestimated. Indeed, it should be stressed that the Spectrum Probe can display signals at 100MHz far outside the bandwidth of, for example, a 10MHz oscilloscope."

Our magazine is pleased to be able to offer the Spectrum Probe to its readers for just £295, £45 off the normal price. To order yours, simply fill in the coupon below and return to Lindsey Gardner, Room L333, Quadrant House, The Quadrant, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS. Alternatively phone in your order on 081-661 3614 (mornings only).
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Please send me the special offer instrument I enclose a cheque for £339.25 (inc VAT) payable to Reed Business Publishing Group.

Please debit my credit card Access, Visa, American Express, Diners Club.

Card No: ____________________________ Expiry date: ______/____ To the sum of £339.25

Daytime telephone number: ____________________________

Name Mr/Ms (with initials) ____________________________
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In the field of audio systems, and particularly with amplifiers, there is a long-standing problem of what measurements should be made to make a quantitative assessment that is in agreement with subjective listening tests. It is well known that amplifiers found to be very linear in the laboratory do not always perform well in listening tests.

Most tests use repetitive waveforms that have a defined spectrum; the relative amplitudes of those frequency components in the output waveform that are not present in the input signal can then be used to assess the performance of the amplifier. The simplest test is to apply a single sinusoid to the amplifier and to find the harmonics in its output. Taking the square root of the sum of the squares of the amplitudes of the harmonics and relating the result to the fundamental leads to the total harmonic distortion (THD) figure. It is now accepted that THD has little relevance to audio performance. However, a poor THD does suggest that all is not well, while a low figure is encouraging, in that the amplifier may be capable of good subjective results.

A slightly more complex approach is to use two sinusoids and to find their intermodulation products, which are generally larger and more numerous than the harmonics. The same distortion mechanisms are involved, so little more information is gained about the amplifier.

Some have employed pulse waveforms. Hirata proposes an input composed of asymmetrical positive and negative pulses, arranged so there is no DC component in the signal. Any DC present in the output waveform is due to non-linearities in the amplifier and forms the basis for the assessment. The ‘no-DC’ requirement for the input waveform is critical, and not easy to satisfy if low-distortion amplifiers are being tested; Belcher uses computer-generated pseudo-random binary waveforms. The process involves digital frequency shifting and comb filters to isolate the distortion components generated within the amplifier. It is a complex system, but good agreement with listening tests is claimed.

Amplifiers in the 1990s
What are the critical areas of amplifier performance that should be investigated? The days of worrying about reproducing the full audio frequency range are past, as is the concern over obvious distortions present in the output signal; yet most systems cannot create an effective illusion of a live performance, which surely should be a principal aim. Two important qualities necessary for the illusion are clarity and definition.

Until the arrival of the CD, all sources of reproduced music contained appreciable noise, which served to mask low-level distortions produced by amplifiers. Low levels of noise, being steady and not related to the music, are easily tolerated by most listeners. Without noise, such distortions can be detected, not as definite sounds, but as a lack of clarity. In stereo and other

- Fig. 1. For two sinusoidal waves with different frequencies to have the same peak particle velocity, relative amplitudes must be inversely proportional to frequencies.
multi-channel systems, this will be experienced as a loss of definition, with the spaces between the performers filled with a variable background derived from, but not simply related to, the programme material. It follows, therefore, that we should measure distortion components down to lower levels than has been the practice. (The fact that audio masking occurs is evidenced by the literature accompanying some CD re-issues, apologising for distortion and/or spurious studio noise that was only found when the master tapes were digitised.)

Some basic acoustics

The power in a plane sound wave is given by the product of the square of the RMS particle velocity and the specific acoustic impedance of the medium, air in our case. Figure 1 shows the particle amplitudes of two sinusoidal sound waves with different frequencies. They have the same gradient at the zero crossings, and hence the same peak particle velocity. To achieve this, their relative amplitudes have to be inversely proportional to their frequencies. The specific acoustic impedance is resistive and independent of frequency for a plane wave, so the power in the waves is the same. The amplitude of a 100Hz sound will be 100 times, or 40dB, greater than a 10kHz one of the same power.

![Fig. 1. Block diagram of test system.](image1)

This is a simplified situation; most sound waves met in audio reproduction are not plane and the ear does not have a flat frequency response, but these considerations do not alter the basics. In fact, the situation is worse when non-plane waves are considered. If a 100Hz sinusoid produces high-order harmonics 70dB below the fundamental, they are only about 30dB below a 10kHz signal of equal energy. High-frequency sounds are not effectively masked by large-amplitude, low-frequency ones; consider how the piccolo or triangle can be heard through a loud orchestral climax.

This was discussed by Wigan in 1961. He applied a weighting factor to each harmonic up to the tenth, so increasing the significance of higher-order ones, but that number of harmonics is surely too low for current amplifiers. This is a lengthy process that requires the measurement of very low level harmonics.

Triple-tone method

Figure 2 is a block diagram of the test system. The first signal is a low-frequency (40Hz), large-amplitude sinusoid, gated at its zero crossings to form tone bursts. The other two signals are equal-amplitude continuous sinusoids and come from low-distortion oscillators. They are smaller than the low-frequency signal and their frequencies are close together (nominally 4.4 and 4.6kHz). All three are added to make the input signal to the amplifier under test. Using two high-frequency signals enables harmonic and intermodulation products to be investigated.

A low frequency is chosen for the first signal so that the variable current taken from the amplifier's power supply during each cycle is likely to cause the rail voltages to alter, the effect being enhanced as the signal in bursts. After gating, it is passed through a low-pass filter to reduce the high-order harmonics produced by the switching process. Another advantage of gating is that it lowers the dissipation in the amplifier for a given peak output. Most amplifiers are not intended to operate continuously at high power levels, music signals having a high peak-to-mean power ratio.

The low-frequency signal sweeps the two small signals over most of the amplifier's working range, changes in their amplitude and waveform being observed as harmonic and intermodulation products. The cross-over region is critical for class-AB amplifiers, which are by far the most common type; the gated 40Hz allows the small signals to remain in this region during its off periods, hence giving it extra weighting.

A passive, high-pass RC filter effectively removes the 40Hz signal and its low-order harmonics, leaving the two high-frequency signals and distortion products to be displayed on a spectrum analyser, with each fundamental at a level of approximately —6dB. If the fundamentals do not appear in a given spectrum they can be suppressed and the analyser sensitivity increased. To show the fine detail of the spectra only a narrow range of frequencies can be displayed, using a slow sweep rate and narrow bandwidth.

In this instance, the 40Hz bursts have equal on and off periods of eight cycles, with a peak level at the output of 15V. The corresponding steady-state sine wave power is 14W in 8Ω, so the output voltage sweeps about two thirds of a 30W amplifier's dynamic range. Each high-frequency signal is about 30dB below the peak output level; RMS voltages of the individual signals at the output are 9.94V at 40Hz and 0.34V at 4.4 and 4.6kHz.

Spectra are centred on multiples of 4.5kHz, with an analyser bandwidth of 3Hz. When the 4.4 and 4.6kHz compo-
ponents are displayed on the analyser at -6dB, its noise level of around -85dB is some -109dB below the peak output signal, enabling components of 0.0004% of the peak to be revealed.
For higher-frequency spectra with the suppression filter in circuit, this figure is reduced by 10dB.

Input waveform
For all distortion measurements it is important to check the spectrum of the input signal and to be certain that no significant distortion is being introduced by the equipment. Figure 3 shows the input spectrum centred on 4.5kHz with small side components 50Hz away from the main signals. The higher-frequency spectra have no components above the noise level and are not shown.

Results
Spectra labelled (a) (b) and (c) are from triple-tone tests and are centred on 4.5 9.0, and 13.5kHz respectively, with the analyser sensitivity increased by 10dB for spectra (b) and (c). The frequencies of the two small signals (f1 and f2), and the frequency scaling on the spectra depend on manual setting up, so will not be highly accurate. In this context, this is of no importance.

Amplifier 1. Many component distributors offer an encapsulated module that will provide an output of 30W into 8Ω at 1kHz, with less than 0.02% distortion. Considering these figures alone, it seems suitable as a good-quality domestic power amplifier. Figure 4 shows the results of testing one of these modules.
(a) Intermodulation components at (2f1-f2); (3f1-2f2); etc. There are no specific peaks to relate to the 40Hz signal, but there is a rise in the noise level near the peaks, indicating many small intermodulation products.
(b) Second harmonics at f1 and f2 are present, with the intermodulation sum component at (f1+f2) and others at (3f1-f2) etc. Again, the noise level rises near the peaks.
(c) Third harmonics are present with peaks at (2f1+f2) and (2f2+f1) between them. These intermodulation products are only some 54dB (0.2%) below the signals they are derived from.
All these components come from only three input signals. How many more will occur with a complex music waveform? It is worth noting that when the 40Hz signal is made continuous, most of the intermodulation components disappear. The weakness of the design clearly lies in the cross-over region.
(d) As a check, the spectrum for a 1kHz 15V peak output is also included. There are no apparent problems, at this level the specification was handsomely satisfied, with all distortion components at -90dB or better.

Amplifier 2. Figure 5 shows the results from a well considered amplifier designed some twenty years ago. It has a single supply rail and feeds the load via a large output capacitor. Both channels were driven.
(a) Significant components are present at multiples of 40Hz away from the fundamentals. There is no evidence of intermodulation products from the two high-frequency signals.
(b) Shows second harmonics and the
Fig. 5. Triple-tone testing of amplifier 2 centred on (a) 4.5kHz; (b) 9.0kHz; (c) and 13.5kHz.

Fig. 6. Triple-tone testing of amplifier 3 centred on (a) 4.5kHz; (b) 9.0kHz; (c) and 13.5kHz.

sum component.
(c) Only very small peaks at \((2f_1 + f_2)\) and \((f_1 + 2f_2)\) are present.

The cross-over region is better managed than in the first amplifier, but variation of the supply rail voltage with signal does cause problems.

A "classic" valve design and a class-A transistor design, both of about the same vintage as amplifier 2, were also investigated, their spectra showing similar 40Hz-related features. Is it a coincidence that all three have a single unbalanced power supply?

Amplifier 3. This is my experimental mosfet design, previously described in this publication. Spectra in Fig. 6 are for one channel of a stereo pair, with both channels driven and fed from a common, unstabilised power supply. The reservoir capacitors were 2200µF; an appreciably lower value than would normally be used.
Apart from an increase in low-frequency noise, shown by the rougher base line to the spectra, they are little different from those for the input waveform. The noise can be lowered somewhat with larger reservoir capacitors.

Other amplifiers. A number of amplifiers belonging to Brunel University students have also been tested; most of them commercial products. They outperformed amplifiers 1 and 2, but all had defined distortion components in their spectra. None were quite so clean as amplifier 3.

Conclusions
This triple-tone method is a by-product of my work on mosfet amplifiers. Equipment that has to be made is not complex and the rest is readily available in audio laboratories. The composite signal "exercises" the amplifier in a similar manner to music signals, and has a simple, well defined spectrum. It does not directly investigate transient distortion mechanisms, but these should not be a problem with careful design. (Antoniazzi and others describe a method for determining whether transient effects are a problem.)

Frequencies and relative amplitudes of the signals were chosen because they fitted in reasonably well with acoustic theory, suited the equipment available and gave informative results. It may be that more meaningful results would be obtained if these were changed. Some amplifiers tested produced worse-looking spectra with different amplitudes and frequencies, but a standard condition is necessary for comparisons to be valid.

As a university lecturer, my main concern is electronic circuits, so I have neither the time, nor resources to perform laboratory and subjective listening tests on either a wide range of amplifiers, or costly ones. My mosfet amplifier has now been heard by a considerable number of people, who confirm that it does have the qualities of clarity and definition. From the number of significant distortion components in the spectra, their frequencies and amplitudes, it may be possible to derive a figure of merit for amplifiers that agrees with subjective assessments. I must leave that to other interested parties.

Triple-tone testing, as a development tool in the laboratory, has already proved very useful, and should be more so if the sensitivity of the system can be increased further.

References.

Write in Assembler?

"Editor...incredibly useful. METAi...can assemble source code for any processor...without compromising on speed...excellent backup and tech support."

Electronics & Wireless World, Feb '91

"METAi is the Rolls Royce of Development Gear"

Unsolicited fax from G.E.M.S. Ltd

Crash Barrier Ltd, 18 Oxford Street, Wellingborough, Northants, NN8 4HY, United Kingdom
Tel: (0933) 224366, Fax: (0933) 441877, Modem: (0933) 224377 V22(bis), HST, V32(bis)
METAi is claimed to integrate more features in one package than any other PC-based assembly-language software-development system. Kevin Dineley investigates the claims

**BREAKING THROUGH THE BARRIER**

METAi is claimed to integrate more features in one package than any other PC-based assembly-language software-development system. Kevin Dineley investigates the claims

**Editor**
This is where a programmer spends most of his time, firstly when he types in the code and secondly when he is trying to find his mistakes. The editor has an excellent "feel".

Its major feature is that you can open two files in separate windows on the screen at once. You can scroll them independently and copy or move blocks between them as simply as moving a block within a file; an extremely useful feature. It has all the other features that you would expect from a good editor, including search and search/replace, but extended to search through all the files in the MAKE file if required. It also supports folding, where sections of code can be hidden under a single line, which makes it easier to visualise the operation of the program as a whole, ignoring inapplicable code and allowing you to concentrate on the salient points. Macros remember sequences of key presses and are automatically reloaded each time the editor is used.

HELP is fairly comprehensive, providing information on most areas, including instruction-set information specific to the selected processor, and displaying the format of the instruction and legal addressing modes. It knows reset and interrupt vector addresses, along with details of special function registers, common in microcontrollers such as the 8051 and the pin-out of the chip itself. Finally, the editor provides four functions useful for debugging. It finds the line in the source-code file for a given address and reports the address of the current line. A numeric parser can do some instant calculations, using the values of PUBLIC symbols, if necessary, and the value of a given PUBLIC label will be reported.

**Serial communications**
Serial Comm is a fairly standard terminal emulator with all the usual comms functions. In addition to using the serial ports, it can communicate with the Back Channel, a feature of the eprom emulator described later. Addresses obtained from the previous editor functions can be directly transmitted to your ICE or monitor program by pressing a function key.

One criticism of the user interface is that the ESC key is used to access the pull-down menus. This means that it is not possible to transmit the ESC character (1bh), which may be inconvenient in some circumstances. (Crash Barrier says that Ctrl-ESC will work in these circumstances — Ed.)

**Crash Barrier environment**
CBE is the heart of the METAi development system, providing an organised, structured method for editing, assembling and debugging assembly language programs.

Pull-down menus display and select the options available, or they can be selected by the function keys. A very useful feature is that CBE remembers your position in each of the different menu options; for example, if you leave the editor to use the serial comms, it will restore the screen on return.

Function and soft keys are redefinable to accommodate individual whims. Some of the colours used were not quite to my taste; perhaps a future update would provide a configure utility to allow the user to choose his own palette.

**Anyone who designs microprocessor-based systems needs some kind of software-development method to make the hardware do its intended task. Basic requirements are an editor to construct the source code, an assembler to convert this into the microprocessor’s native machine code and a means of testing and debugging this code on the target system—an eprom, an eprom emulator or an in-circuit emulator (ICE). The METAi development system from Crash Barrier is an integrated solution to this thorn in the development engineer’s side. It provides all the necessary tools in one PC-based, user-friendly package and consists of an editor, assembler, serial communications and debugger, gathered under the umbrella of the Crash Barrier Environment, or CBE as it is referred to.

A disassembler and a collection of utilities are supplied as separate programs, the package being completed by a versatile eprom emulator.**
Opening screen of METAi. Pull-down menus are used throughout the system.

METAi editor screen, with file. Two files can be opened in separate windows, with copying between them.

Help screen providing interrupt-vector addresses, pin-out and bit meanings of special-function register.

Main disassembler, turning bare object code back to labelled source code for editing and assembly.

Debugger

Debugger is a simple but powerful program used to track down errors in your source code, communicating with a simple monitor program in the target system via the serial port or Back Channel; this is what you use if you can't afford an in-circuit emulator. It can't provide all the features of an ICE, but is adequate for most applications, setting breakpoints, setting/dumping register or memory contents and single stepping if the processor (for example, the 68000) supports this. Disassembly can be performed if source code is not available.

It is necessary to add a small monitor routine to the target software to provide these functions—called MONST for Monitor Standard. This is a processor-independent language which provides several simple functions which are used by the debugger to build more complicated functions; examples of this program are provided for several processors. It is a simple matter to adapt them to suit the appropriate processor.

Assembler

This is where the METAi system excels. It can assemble source code for any processor without compromising on speed. It is a relocatable, linking assembler, assembling only those files which have charged since the last assembly and saving a great deal of time when working with large files.

It has all the features you would expect to find in any other assembler, including conditional assembly and macros, in addition to a few unique facilities, and handles the four different radix styles from each of the major manufacturers: Intel, Motorola, Texas and Zilog. Error-trapping is particularly powerful; it will return to the editor, with the cursor automatically positioned on the pertinent line. This can be a major time saver in correcting silly syntax errors.

A utility called TABGEN is used to generate the tables used by the assembler to define the properties and features of the instruction set. These are then compiled to a format which is used by both the assembler and the disassembler. Table files are provided for all the major processor families and upgrades are available free for new processors; it is also fairly easy to construct your own tables. The assembler does not, however, recognise names of special function registers, for example TCON in the 8051, which must be defined in a header file with your source code.

Librarian is another very useful facility, which generates libraries of object files and includes the appropriate one at link time. This allows the programmer to reuse routines in other programs with ease.
If changes are required, only one source module needs to be modified. Updates are then implemented by simply re-linking the appropriate programs.

Disassembler

This is an extra option, costing £300. It uses the same table files as the assembler, and generates source code for any microprocessor.

Disassembler is able to generate re-assemblable, labelled source code from bare executable code. This is not a trivial task and requires a careful, structured approach. It is done in two phases. The first phase does an initial disassembly; the user then has to work through the code, marking data areas (which are indistinguishable from op-codes) and splitting the file into manageable modules. In the final phase, all the source code files are generated, complete with labels, EXTERN and PUBLIC directives, a #INCLUDE file and even a MAKE file.

Disassembler uses the same kind of layout as the CBE, with several features to make the task a little easier. In short, it makes an almost impossible task fairly straightforward.

Utilities

A collection of utility programs includes file format converters, splitting and combining files and a hex. file editor.

Eprom emulator

Using an eprom emulator is the most usual way of testing out your code on the target system. Executable machine code is downloaded into dual-ported ram, which then looks like an eprom to the target system. This avoids having repeatedly to program, plug-in, remove and erase eproms, each time a modification to the code is made.

Emulator 3 is based on Xilinxasic technology, which allows the hardware to be reprogrammed to adapt to many different types of eprom, up to 64kX8 or 256kX8 on the extended version. It can thus emulate more types than any other emulator currently available. 87c64 and 87C257 latched eproms are as yet outside its range, but I believe this is a fairly straightforward software upgrade. Connection to the parallel printer port (up to three emulators on one cable), means that data transfer is very quick indeed.

Operating environment

IBM PC/XT/AT/386/PS2 with at least one 360k/1.2Mbyte disk drive; MSDos or PCDos 2.00 or greater; at least one parallel printer port; at least 512k memory; MGA, CGA, EGA, VGA or equivalent with standard 80x25 mode.

Although it is theoretically possible to run METAi on a single disk drive, it is not very practical; a hard disk is a more realistic requirement. After installation and unpacking of files, METAi uses about 1.5Mbyte of space, although this can be reduced by deleting any processor instruction table files that are not required. A serial port may also be required for communicating with your target system or ICE.

Back Channel allows the target system to communicate with the debugger, in both directions, reading only from a 16byte block at any specified address in the eprom space. This avoids the need for a serial link with its associated hardware and software to implement the monitor and debugging functions.

The emulator is of robust construction, housed in a low-profile metal case with connectors to the PC and the eprom cable and some leads to indicate status. It is configured by software through the printer port, although the address (used if more than one emulator is required) needs to be set by links inside and it is powered by an external mains adapter. All address and data lines are current-limited, so it should be fairly difficult to damage it by incorrect connection.

Conclusion

The METAi Development System is a comprehensive, well thought-out system for developing assembly-language software. It provides all the tools required for development: editing, assembling and debugging in one easy to use, time-saving package. The manual is written in a clear, unambiguous manner and well laid out, with indexes for each section. I did find one minor bug in the software, but this will undoubtedly be corrected. Crash Barrier also provides excellent backup and technical support.

If you are the type of development engineer who only uses one processor, has plenty of spare time and never has to do any debugging, then this package is probably too expensive. The rest of us will find it indispensable.

Supplier

METAi is supplied in three different versions.

METAi-01 CBE, assembler, linker, loader, utilities £395
METAi-02 CBE, assembler, disassembler, linker, loader, utilities £695
METAi-03 CBE, assembler, disassembler, linker, loader, utilities, emu emulator 3 £940
METAi-11 emu emulator 3 £295
METAi-12 extra user licence, including extra manual £195
All prices exclude vat.

Crash Barrier Ltd., 23 Wellard Drive, Wellington, Northants, NN8 1RY. Telephone (0933) 224366; fax (0933) 441877.

Crash Barrier has a very enlightened policy of providing free software updates on demand for the life of the product. It is even possible to get updates immediately by calling a bulletin board.
The power and speed of the digital computer has doubled every two years for the past forty years. We are constantly hearing of the "unbelievably fast" computers that are just around the corner. Yet to date there has not been a computer built that can do things that ants can, such as building cities. This is rather surprising considering that an ant's brain is really very small compared with a modern supercomputer. Yet it is apparent that at some tasks, such as arithmetic, computers are exceedingly fast.

Electronic computers and biological nervous systems can be described in terms of the two axiomatic elements of the "passive wire" and the "active switch". These "wires and switches" are abstract concepts but on a practical level they are analogous to the metallic wires and semiconductor switches of electronic computers and to the neuronal processes and synaptic switches of nervous systems.

Wires, in this scheme of things, are distinct conduits that meet each other at points called switches. The function of a switch is to isolate or connect the wire at its input to the wire at its output. An inactive switch will allow any logic level on the output wire. An active switch will cause the output wire to mirror whatever is happening on the input wire. Switch state depends on the program.

The function of the wire is to propagate the impulses unchanged throughout its space. It is the moving impulses that interact with each other and the switches that do the computing. I stress again that these concepts are abstract and the various names are not to be taken too literally. But they do enable easy comparison between differing types of computer. For instance in the first four columns of Table 1, I have listed the relevant details for the top and the bottom of the range of electronic and biologic computers. Note that these figures are only an order of magnitude estimate.

A turn of speed
The bottom line is a speed index, a measure of the maximum number of impulses that can propagate through any of the computers in one second. This speed in impulses per second is a reasonable indicator of the activity going on inside any of these computers and so presumably also of their computing potential (although I note that activity is not always equated to productivity).

It appears that current electronic computers have a similar capability in impulses per second to their biologic counterparts. The numbers of wires, the length of the wires and their equivalent length of the switches (the measure of the switch propagation delay) are also within an order of magnitude. But electronic and biologic systems achieve their speed in different ways.

The strength of electronic computers is the high propagation velocity of their impulses and the high speed of their switches. Against this their low efficiency in terms of the fraction of wires and switches that can be actively involved in the computing. Conventional von Neumann computers will typically have 99% of their machinery sitting idle while only 1% does any computing. The only other significant inference is the number of switches per wire in average electronic computers have less than ten transistors to each wire compared with more than a thousand synapses per neuron for biological systems.

This greater interconnectivity of neurons means that an impulse on one neuron can simultaneously interact with a greater number of synapses than is the case in electronic computer. While electronic computers have a clear advantage in speed, they lose it by using only a few of their available wire and switches—and in an inefficient manner.

The von Neumann trouble
An ordinary computer runs a program one instruction at a time or, at most, a few instructions when they are pipelined. The memory, which forms the bulk of the electronics, serves only as a temporary store of the program and data and is never actively involved in the computing.

The computer produces the greatest output per machine cycle when the processor is executing its most complex instruction, that is when most of the processor circuitry is active. But in practice even the processor cannot sustain its maximum speed because the most complex
instructions are the least used. The majority of design effort in alternative computer architectures are based on parallel von Neumann computers interconnected as parallel processing machine.

Now instead of there being one large memory that sits idle, there are many small memories that sit idle. The overall efficiency (by the author's definition—<1%ed) remains as low as before. No amount of fiddling with the hardware will solve this “one word at a time” problem. The problem can only be solved by changing the way in which the computer is programmed.

The Impulse Matrix

My putative architecture is based on the observation that a hardwired implementation of a digital circuit will run faster than a software simulation of the same circuit. For instance a hardware Fast Fourier Transform chip will run several orders of magnitude faster than a software FFT. But hardware implementations are inflexible and only suited to the specific function for which they have been designed. What we need is a more flexible arrangement of wires and switches.

The impulse matrix consists of a large number of identical cells arranged in a regular two dimensional grid. Fig. 1a shows a simple version of one of the matrix cells. Each cell has a unique row and column address and two bits of memory that can be written to but not read. The two bits of memory define any of four configurations of programmable wire or switch that the matrix cell can adopt (Fig. 1b).

This enables the matrix cell to be set up to perform the functions of an insulator, a switch or two types of wire cell. By appropriately setting adjacent matrix cells, any conceivable digital circuit can be constructed (for example Fig. 1c).

The matrix can be thought of as a reprogrammable gate array. Conventional gate arrays are chips that consist of a regular array of gates that are connected by a unique layer of metal wires during the final stages of manufacture.

The matrix is even more economical because the customisation is “soft” and can be changed as easily and quickly as loading a program into a memory. The program in this case is a circuit schematic: the idea of programming with schematics is the major difference between von Neumann computers and the matrix. It frees the hardware from the “one program word = one hardware operation” constraint and allows the hardware to perform the many functions that can be represented in a schematic simultaneously. The impulse matrix is simply a hardware architecture suited to schematic programming.

Another way to think about the matrix is as the ultimate risc parallel processor. In the case of the matrix, each cell can be...
"... von Neumann computers will typically have 99% of their machinery sitting idle while only 1% does any computing..."

thought of as a single computer node consisting of a processor with only one active instruction, the switch (or impulse) and no memory that can be accessed by the processor. The program is formed by connecting many copies of this single fastest possible instruction via the passive wiring functions of the adjacent cells. The program has become the simultaneous definition of the settings of all the matrix cells. Thus, in effect, the whole program is being "read" all of the time.

The impulse matrix as described above needs some peripheral circuitry to create a self-contained system. Foremost is the requirement for a "schematic control circuit" that consists of the pass gate (Fig. 1a) and controlling configuration bits and also the row and column drivers that allow the configuration bits to be written.

Since it is most likely that the schematics would be loaded from a serial mass storage device such as a disk drive, the row and column drivers would be very similar to the addressing circuits of conventional memories. The schematics would be loaded into the matrix similarly to the way that conventional programs are loaded into conventional memories. Hardwired circuitry that initiates or "boots" the loading of the first schematic and also provides specific input and output functions is also required and would be analogous to the bios of conventional computers.

Once the first schematic (for instance the operating system) is loaded it could assume control of the entire system. It would then communicate either directly or via the bios with the I/O port to load other schematics and so on. Before leaving the hardware I would like to point out that the matrix cell in Fig. 1 is not the only one possible and is in fact not very efficient. I show it simply because it is easy to describe. Typical circuits would devote more area to wires than switches.

I have not the space here to argue all of the pros and cons of schematic versus language programming but I will make the two points.

Firstly it seems that some programmers have lost sight of the fact that anything that can be programmed in a software language can be represented (usually better) by a schematic and so implemented as a hardware circuit no matter how abstract.

Secondly it is a matter of history that the hardware industry has outperformed the software industry. For instance fourth generation 486 PCs must still run second generation 286 software such is the pace of software development.

In practice

Given that the matrix will be programmed with schematics let us consider two approaches to solving the same small problem (Figures 2a and 2b) Fig. 2a is a ripple carry full adder that adds three bits together by first breaking the addition up into two half adds where only two bits are
HYPOTHESIS

"... self-clocking means that different parts of the matrix can run at their own full speed..."

added at a time. It then combines the results to give the sum and carry bits. This circuit is "long and narrow" since it must traverse the three input bits two bits at a time before it can complete the calculation. Figure 2a can be converted to the "short and wide" circuit of Fig. 2b which also adds three bits but now does the addition all at once.

The circuits of Fig. 2 take as inputs impulses that indicate that the bits to be added are ready for the addition. These impulses are banded together and propagated through the circuit via a path slightly longer than the longest addition path. This means that when the ready impulse reaches the output, the addition will be complete. The circuits are self-clocking. Self-clocking means that different parts of the matrix can run at their own full speed. No part of the matrix need slow down because it has to keep step with the clock of a slower part of the matrix.

The output bits are calculated simultaneously and the calculations for each output bit take approximately the same time. The method of converting one circuit into the other is straightforward and can be applied to any similar circuits (that is any first degree circuits). In general equivalent switch lengths are longer than the physical size of the switches. Therefore long narrow circuits like Fig. 2a will be slower than short wide circuits like Fig. 2b because the calculation has to pass through many more switches and must therefore cover a greater equivalent distance. The penalty paid for the faster configuration of Fig. 2b is that the number of wires and switches in its middle plane grows exponentially with the number of bits to be added. The impulse matrix can be programmed in either of the above ways the choice is up to the programmer.

In the above I have touched on only two aspects of programming the impulse matrix: narrow versus wide focus and self-clocking. I would like to stress once more the futility of trying to program a machine as flexible as the matrix with something as restrictive as a language. To describe the sample figures with a language would result in an incomprehensible netlist of wire and associated switch interconnections. Using high level verbal instructions such as "ADD (A, B)" is not a solution since the words can only be connected in one dimension and the inner details are lost. Schematics can also have high level components but unlike a programming language the schematic components can be connected in three dimensions and also successively disassembled and examined until only wires and switches are left.

Practical implementation?

A practical matrix might comprise 64 silicon wafers each 10cm across stacked in a cube 10cm on a side. The technology would be cmos with about ten million transistors per wafer or a billion switches in total. The switching time and propagation velocity would be similar to those of a microcomputer. This matrix would be classed as a high performance workstation or even a mini-supercomputer. I give this example for illustrative purposes only, the regular nature of the matrix means that it could be easily scaled up or down.

The matrix of Fig. 3 uses waferscale integration similar to that currently used in memory arrays. The cell based design together with the powerful schematic control circuitry make the matrix ideally suited to this type of fault tolerant design.

The speed indices for conventional computers are based on the assumption that the processor is working at full speed, that is the processor is perfectly matched to the program. This is rarely true. Few specific programs will ever be able to use all the resources of a conventional general purpose processor simultaneously — except perhaps to run advertised benchmarks. The matrix is configured so that the hardware becomes the program and thus always runs at a speed limited only by the hardware.

Being able to model conventional von Neumann computers, the matrix can compete most favourably with them. It can also model and so compete with special purpose circuits such as digital signal processors or customised gate arrays. But it can also be programmed to model nervous systems efficiently. While it doesn’t look as though it would operate as fast as the mammalian brain, it could be considerably faster than an ant’s. One might therefore expect it do perform all the things which an ant’s brain can achieve but which a conventional computer cannot.

Reference:
The complete signal inspection system from ITT Instruments available directly from Electronics World for just £169.60 + VAT

The OX7520 Digiscopy from ITT Instruments combines the best features of analogue storage instruments in a top quality 20Megasample/s digital storage oscilloscope. The TX7130 XY plotter, also from ITT, provides A3 hard copy in up to eight colours with a reproduction accuracy of 0.1 mm. Used together, the instruments provide an complete capture and analysis package for most of the signals encountered in industrial systems, laboratories and educational establishments.

**OX7520 DIGISCOPE**
- Analogue mode bandwidth 20MHz
- Storage rate 20MS/s
- Two identical Y channels
- Sensitivity 1mV to 20V/div
- Timebase speed down to 20ns/div (×10)
- 8-bit A-to-D converter precision
- Two, 2K-word storage memories
- Multiple trigger modes
- Multiple acquisition modes
- Multiple signal analysis modes
- Or-screen measurement parameters
- Two selectable measurement cursors
- Store signal display
- Accuracy ±3%
- RS232 interface
- HPGL data output for plotter

**TX7130 XY PLOTTER**
- A4 and A3 paper size
- Eight recording colours
- Plotter speed 230mm/s
- Accuracy ±0.1mm with same pen
- Memory capacity 2.9K words
- HPGL protocol
- RS232 interface, 209 to 9600 baud
- Test program with stored signals/characters

As well as supporting all the functions of a high performance, dual channel 20MHz analogue oscilloscope, the OX7520 provides three acquisition modes covering numerous applications with transient or repetitive signals.

The analysis of all facets of the displayed signal can be simplified by using the two measurement cursors. These make horizontal (level) or vertical (time or frequency) measurements and display the quantified results directly on screen.

The output of the screen display to the plotter using HPGL protocol via an RS232 interface.

We recognise there are one or two tasks which the DSO plotter combination can’t tackle. To help you with these we are pleased to include an ITT MX512 full function digital multimeter with every order.

All equipment supplied through Electronics World carries an unequivocal guarantee backed by a nationwide servicing agreement.

**ITT OX7520/TX7130 ORDER FORM**

Please send me the special offer instrument, I enclose a cheque for £1953.85 (inc VAT) payable to Reed Business Publishing Group.

Please debit my credit card Access, Visa, American Express, Diners Club

Card No: ________________________________
Expiry date: _____/____/____

Please send more information.

Name Mr/Mrs (with initials)

Address

Daytime tel no: ________________________________

Signature
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INTERFACING WITH C
PART 10

Correlation is an effective method of detecting signals buried in noise. Howard Hutchings describes the concept, approaching it by way of matching signals to systems.

Correlation methods using a PC
In the detection of small signals, noise is the limiting factor. There are four principal methods of recovering signals in the presence of noise. These are:
(1) Filtering
(2) Averaging
(3) Correlation
(4) Coding

As high-performance instrumentation systems have become available, increasing interest has been expressed in correlation methods. Although auto-correlation is an interesting signal-processing operation in its own right, it remains an abstraction. It is preferable to identify a practical problem. This should provoke further discussion and illustrate the principles of this method of signal processing.

How do you recover the characteristics (such as amplitude and frequency) of a periodic signal embedded in noise? Conventional filtering is inadequate if the wanted signal and unwanted noise share frequency spectra. In such a case, filtering out the noise removes the signal as well. An effective technique is averaging if the signal can be considered stationary using, for example, a 2- and 5-term moving averager, as demonstrated in Chapter 2. This chapter will describe the effects of matching signals and systems from an engineering point of view, and this will lead conceptually towards the correlation methods.

Many advanced signal-processing methods used to recover signals corrupted by noise have their origins in the analytical procedures developed by Gauss and others in the nineteenth century. Statistical analysis of data is routine using a PC — what is stimulating and exciting is the application of these techniques in conjunction with a data-acquisition system. The aim is to discover if there is any statistical regularity, or correlation, in a random process. The opportunity of using the PC as part of a data-logging and signal-processing system encourages more detailed numerical analysis. It also offers alternative methods of displaying the characteristics of signals detected and recovered in the presence of noise.

Linear systems and random inputs
Discussions in previous chapters have been restricted to finding suitable mathematical models of signals and systems in the time and complex frequency domains. In keeping with the assertion that the principles should precede the applications, this section will demonstrate how mathematical representation can be used to determine the response of a linear system when the input is a random signal rather than a deterministic one.

An incisive method of describing a system's behaviour is in terms of the impulse response $h(t)$ transformed into the complex frequency-transfer func-
tion \( H(s) \) or the frequency-transfer function \( H(j\omega) \). The fundamental attraction of this approach is that the output \( Y(s) \) is related to the input \( X(s) \) by the operation of multiplication. This is shown using the system diagram, Fig. 7.1.

When the input signal is a random waveform, this simple relationship no longer exists and the spectral characteristics of the input signal cannot be modelled in terms of transforms. To retain the simple operation of multiplication associated with complex frequency-domain analysis, it is necessary to recast the input signal into an alternative form to make it transformable.

To ensure that a Fourier transform exists, it is necessary that:

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |x(t)|^2 dt < \infty
\]

Since \(|e^{-j\omega t}| = 1\), a sufficient condition is:

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |x(t)| dt < \infty
\]

With one eye on the answer, this can be rewritten in the form:

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |x(t)|^2 dt < \infty
\]

where the integral is finite as before. The use of Parseval’s theorem gives the frequency-domain model:

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} f(t) g(t) dt = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int P(\omega) G(-\omega) d\omega
\]

Write \( f(t) = g(t) = x(t) \) to show that the integral on the left is an expression for the mean-square power in the time domain.

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} |x(t)|^2 dt = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int |X(j\omega)|^2 d\omega
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2\pi} \int X(j\omega) X(-j\omega) d\omega
\]

It is particularly important to grasp the significance of this result, which describes how the average power in the various frequency components of the signal are distributed in the frequency domain. This concept is sufficiently important to be given a special name — the power-spectral density function — symbolised by \( P_{\text{xx}}(\omega) \). Fig. 7.1 shows the operation required to model spectral-power density as a transfer function.

![Fig. 7.1. Multiplying input spectral power density by system function \( \left|H(j\omega)\right|^2 \) gives output spectral power density.](image)

Total average power contributed by all the frequency components is given by Parseval’s theorem:

\[
P_{\text{average}} = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int P_{\text{xx}}(\omega) d\omega
\]

The factor \( 1/2\pi \) is necessary since the units of average power are \( V^2 \), while \( P_{\text{xx}}(\omega) \) has units \( V^2/Hz \). The integration is with respect to \( d\omega \), which has units rad/s.

An alternative description of the average power \( P_{\text{xx}} \) can be deduced by recognising that \( P_{\text{xx}}(\omega) \) is symmetrical about the origin, and that the limits of integration are from \(-\infty \) to \( \infty \). This is simply twice the integral from 0 to \( \infty \), so that:

\[
P_{\text{average}} = \frac{1}{\pi} \int P_{\text{xx}}(\omega) d\omega
\]

As explained in Chapter 6, Fourier transforms are necessary to commute between the time and frequency domains. Stated formally, the transformation from time to frequency domain is:

\[
H(\omega) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} h(t) e^{-j\omega t} dt
\]

while the inverse transformation is:

\[
h(t) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} H(\omega) e^{j\omega t} d\omega
\]

Fig. 7.2 shows how the Fourier transforms relate to time and frequency domains. It is helpful to consider the reality behind the abstraction of these last two equations. The first describes how the energy of \( h(t) \) is continuously distributed as a function of angular frequency in the range \( \omega = \pm \infty \). In the second equation, the original time-domain function \( h(t) \) is recovered by reassembling the weighted frequency components by means of summation.

![Fig. 7.2. Commuting between time and frequency domains requires Fourier integral relationships.](image)

The Fourier transforms are needed to commute between the time and frequency domains. To acquire a little hands-on experience of using the power-spectral density function, consider the transformations required to express the decaying exponential:

\[
x(t) = Ae^{-at}
\]

in the power-spectral density form. Fig.

![Fig. 7.3. Matching the transform of the signal to that of the system produces the power spectral density without integration.](image)
7.3 avoids integral relationships. Instead, it features the transformations using the concept of the matched filter.

Wiener-Khintchine theorem
If the inverse form of the Fourier transform is used and $H(\omega)$ is replaced by $P_{xx}(\omega)$, the autocorrelation function can be written as:

$$r_{xx}(\tau) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{xx}(\omega) e^{j\omega \tau} d\omega$$

Note that $P_{xx}(\omega)$ is an even function and that the exponential term $e^{j\omega \tau}$ is composed of an even and odd function. The autocorrelation function ACF can be written in the equivalent form:

$$r_{xx}(\tau) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{xx}(\omega) \cos\omega \tau d\omega$$

$$+ \frac{j}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{xx}(\omega) \sin\omega \tau d\omega$$

Notice that $P_{xx}(\omega)$ and $\sin\omega \tau$ are mutually orthogonal over the interval $\pm \infty$, so that the second integral is zero. Hence:

$$r_{xx}(\tau) = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} P_{xx}(\omega) \cos\omega \tau d\omega$$

Since $P_{xx}(\omega)$ is symmetrical about the origin, the autocorrelation function can be expressed in the form:

$$r_{xx}(\tau) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{0}^{\infty} P_{xx}(\omega) \cos\omega \tau d\omega$$

Additionally, the Fourier integral relationship expresses the spectral-power density function $P_{xx}(\omega)$ in terms of its autocorrelation function:

$$P_{xx}(\omega) = \frac{1}{\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} r_{xx}(\tau) \cos\omega \tau d\tau$$

Hence, the ACF and power-spectral density function are related as a Fourier-transform pair. This is shown in Fig. 7.4.

**Autocorrelation**
Autocorrelation is a useful method of detecting signals in the presence of noise. The time-domain signal-processing operations applicable to aperiodic pulses or finite energy signals is given by:

$$r_{xx}(\tau) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} x(t) x(t+\tau) dt$$

The ACF of continuous or finite power signals is:

$$P_{xx}(\omega) = \lim_{T \to \infty} \left[ \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T/2}^{T/2} x(t) x(t+\tau) dt \right]$$

Fig. 7.5 is a system model of the processing required to obtain the ACF and Table 7.1 shows the autocorrelation functions of a variety of common signals. Consider the meaning of these expressions in conjunction with the system diagram. Expressed simply, the operation of autocorrelation involves multiplying a signal by a delayed version of itself, and then taking the average of the product. Once you have understood what autocorrelation means, and intend to apply it, you will prefer a more precise exposition of the facts. That is the reason for presenting the integral relationships. Before confirming the results, recognise that comprehension of the signal-processing operations requires a little mathematical talent. It also needs a genuine understanding of the reality behind the abstraction.

**Effect of finite observation time**
It is interesting to examine the effect of the finite observation time $T$ associated with the proposed signal-processing system advertised in Fig. 7.5. Consider the problem of evaluating the ACF of the signal $x(t) = A \sin(\omega t + \phi)$ over the interval $[0, T]$. Write the ACF as:

$$r_{xx}(\tau) = \frac{1}{T} \int_{-T}^{T} x(t) x(t+\tau) dt$$

and substitute $x(t) = A \sin(\omega t + \phi)$, so that:

$$r_{xx}(\phi) = A^2 \cos(\omega t) \cos(\omega t + 2\phi)$$

The first term is the theoretical ACF and the other term represents an error. Provided the observation time $T$ is very much greater than the delay, the error will be small.

**Calculating discrete autocorrelation functions**
Sampled data sequences can be readily processed to obtain the discrete form of the autocorrelation function. This is probably best understood by calculat-
ing the autocorrelation coefficients which make up the function. A sampled data sequence of length \(2N + 1\) samples has the autocorrelation coefficient defined by:

\[
r_{xx}(k) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=0}^{N-1} x_n x_{n+k}
\]

\(k = 0, 1, \ldots N-1\)

The autocorrelation function is simply a graph of the calculated coefficients, plotted as a function of \(k\). The next step is to endorse the results of Table 7.1 using numerical methods with the help of the computer. Consider the sampled data form of the sinusoid \(x(t) = \sin \omega t\), sampled every \(T\) seconds. Fig. 7.6 contains the details of the shift-multiply and summate structure of discrete autocorrelation.

### Computing the autocorrelation function

Pencil and paper confirmation is a necessary first step, but it does take time. Once the abstraction has been mastered, a more satisfactory approach is to implement the algorithm in software form. A suitable program is shown in Listing 7.1. Initially, the sampled input will be generated synthetically. This provides an opportunity to examine the ACF of a variety of signals, in addition to testing the algorithm.

#### Listing 7.1

```c
#include<stdio.h>
#include<math.h>
define Pi 3.14159

main()
{
    int x, k;
    double t;
    double contents[2*N + 1], sum[N];
    ...

    GENERATE SYNTHETIC DATA SINEWAVE
    ...
    ...
    ...

    ACF ALGORITHM STARTS HERE
    ...
    ...

    for(k = 0; k < N; k++)
    {
        sum[k] = 0;
        for(x = 0; x < N; x++)
        {
            ...

            \[
            \text{sum}[k] = \text{contents}[x] \ast \text{contents}[x + k] / N;
            \]

            print("Sample No. 3 file acc = \%hn", k,
                  sum[k]);
        }
    }

    ...

    ...
```

The other coefficients follow by progressively shifting the sample of interest one place to the left until none of the samples overlaps. My results are:

\[
r_{xx}(0) = 0
r_{xx}(1) = -0.3535
r_{xx}(2) = 0
r_{xx}(3) = -0.3535
r_{xx}(4) = 0
r_{xx}(5) = 0.3535
r_{xx}(6) = 0.5
\]

So that the autocorrelation function of the sampled-data sequence is \(r_{xx}(t) = (\sqrt{2}/2)\cos t\) as expected.

![Fig. 7.6. Signal processing needed to generate autocorrelation coefficients from captured and sampled data sequence.](image)
Anatomy of the program
An ordered approach is needed to process sampled data sequences. Notice that the algorithm requires \(2N + 1\) samples. Sequential data storage is provided by incorporating the array construction, contents[x], inside a controlled for-loop. The intention is to imitate the results of sampling a sine-wave of unit amplitude and frequency 125 Hz. The selection of a sampling interval of 1.0ms ensures two complete cycles will be digitised.

The ACF construction consists of a pair of nested for-loops to provide the necessary multiply-summate and shift structure.

```c
for(k = 0; k <= N; k++)
{
   sum[k] = 0;
   for(x = 0; x <= N; x++)
   {
      sum[k] += contents[x] * contents[x + k] / N;
   }
   sum[k] += contents[x] * contents[x + k] / N;
}
```

Observe how the pseudo-sampled data, contents[x], is declared as a double. The shifted and multiplied data array is summed by the addition assignment operator sum[k] +=. This is divided by the number of samples to generate the autocorrelation coefficient. The modest results of running this program are shown in Table 7.2 and they confirm that the ACF is a cosine waveform of amplitude \(\sqrt{2}/2\). This agrees with Fig. 7.6.

Graphical autocorrelation
In the previous program, the computer existed simply for the purpose of generating data and calculating the ACF numerically. Greater insight, plus an intuitive feel for this form of signal processing, is achieved by plotting the results graphically. This example, which is a modification to listing 7.1, is designed to be run through an EGA card and colour monitor. In keeping with good practice program development is simplified with bottom up design.

Listing 7.2
```c
/ ****************************
* ACF WITH COLOUR GRAPHICS
* SYNTHETIC DATA
* ****************************
#include<stdio.h>
#include<graph.h>
#include<math.h>
#define PI 3.14159
#define N 320
main()
{
   struct videoconfig screen_size;
   int x, k;
   double sum[N + 1], contents[2*N + 1];
   for(;;)
   {
      _setvideomode(_DEFAULTMODE);
      _setvideomode(_HRES16COLOR);
      /*************** EGA MODE ***************
      _clearscreen(_GCLEARSCREEN);
      _setbkcolor(_GRAY);
      _getvideoconfig(&screen_size);
      _setlogorg(screen_size.numxpixels/4,
                  screen_size.numypixels/2);
      _moveto(0, 0);
      _lineto(320, 0);
      _moveto(0, 0);
      _lineto(0, -90);
      /*************** DRAW X & Y AXES ***************
      _settextposition(14, 50);
      _outtext("A.C.F.");
      _outtext("Parametric time");
      /*************** COLOUR AND POSITION TEXT ***************
      for(x = 0; x <= 641; x++)
      {
         /*************** LOCATE SYNTHETIC DATA HERE ***************
         SEE TEXT FOR SUGGESTIONS
      }
      /*************** ACF ALGORITHM ***************
      for(k = 0; k <= N; k++)
      {
         sum[k] = 0;
         for(x = 0; x <= N; x++)
         {
            sum[k] += contents[x] * contents[x + k] / N;
         }
      }
      _setcolor(14);
      _moveto(k, -7.2 + sum[k]);
      _lineto(k, -7.2 + sum[k]);
      /*************** PLOT AND SCALE ACF ***************
      _settextposition(16, 20);
      printf("Mean-square value = %fn", sum[0]);
      getch();
      /*************** HIT ANY KEY TO EXIT ***************
   }
}
```

Applying the program
The program will allow confirmation of the results of Table 7.1 without any unpleasant mathematics. Rather than pedantically working through the first two entries, attention is focussed on the final two. The work should stimulate further thought, and encourage the autocorrelation of more ambitious synthetic signals using the PC. The following functions are software-generated. The pseudo-sampled data is stored in the array contents[x] prior to processing. The choice of sampling frequency is not coincidental. These routines will be used later to process real signals captured through an a-to-d with a minimum sample cycle time of 25µs.

ACF of sampled sinewave
This example generates a DC component of 2V and a sinewave of amplitude 2V and frequency 750 Hz. The signal is...
digitised into $2N + 1$ (641 samples), where the sampling interval $T$ is 25µs.

The effect of auto-correlating this signal is illustrated in Fig. 7.8.

![Fig. 7.8. Graphical autocorrelation, obtained by combining listings 7.2 and 7.3.](image)

Listing 7.3

```
/ ********************************************
/ GENERATING A SINEWAVE 2V PK
/ 750 Hz, PLUS D.C. COMPONENT
/ SAMPLING (T) 25 MICRO-SEC
/ ********************************************

for(x = 0; x <= 641; x++)
{
    contents[x] = 2 + 2 * sin(2 * PI * 750 * t);
    t = t + 0.25e-4;
}
```

ACF of decaying exponential

Interpretation of the ACF requires care for wideband aperiodic pulses. When applied to signals of limited duration, the average value will be zero for large values of $T$. It may help to reconsider the definitions of finite power and finite energy signals. Finite power signals, such as the continuous sinusoid, have a well-defined average power when measured over long observation times. Finite energy signals, such as pulses, have a zero average value and a mean-square value of zero. The following example generates a decaying exponential of amplitude 8V and time constant 1.6025ms. As before, the signal will be synthetically sampled at 25µs. The processed output is shown in Fig. 7.9.

![Fig. 7.9. Incorporating listing 7.4 as a source of synthetic data into listing 7.2 produces ACF of signal, $Ae^{-at}$.](image)

Listing 7.4

```
/ ********************************************
/ GENERATING A DECAYING EXPONENTIAL
/ TIMECONSTANT = 1.6025 MILLI-SEC
/ SAMPLING INTERVAL 25 MICRO-SEC
/ ********************************************

for(x = 0; x <= 641; x++)
{
    contents[x] = 8 * exp(-624 * t);
    t = t + 0.25e-4;
}
```

White noise

A random signal in which all frequencies are present with equal weighting and random-phase distribution is defined as white noise. Imagine the analogy of white light, which has a constant spectral density over the visible spectrum.

Such a signal cannot exist physically — the mean-square value would be infinite. Despite this limitation, it is a useful mathematical model. It can be adopted with confidence provided the bandwidth of the random signal is very much greater than the bandwidth of the linear processor.

To evaluate the autocorrelation function of band-limited white noise shown in Fig. 7.10, use the Wiener-Khintchine relationship, so that:

$$r_{xx}(t) = \frac{1}{\pi} P_0 \cos(\omega t)$$

$$= \frac{P_0}{\pi} \sin\omega t \frac{B}{\tau}$$

The sampling function $sin(x)/x$ characterizes the autocorrelation function.

![Fig. 7.10. Increasing upper angular frequency $B$ of band-limited model reduces width of ACF pulse. In the limit, as bandwidth becomes infinite, autocorrelation function is modelled by an impulse function.](image)
Radio quiz

I have recently purchased an RDS car radio, and following initial enthusiasm now find that the unit does not entirely function as the European Specification intends.

In my case the unit’s audio is not muted during AF scan modes and the unit cannot handle the Regional Editorial Area’s now in place on the BBC local radio network. I have had considerable support from both the BBC and the IBA.

I wish I could say the same about the manufacturer, in my case the Japanese firm with the Omega logo. Having spoken to other users of RDS equipment there appears to be various “grey” area’s in such units’ operation.

So through your magazine I should like to ask other readers who may have experienced similar or different problems if they would contact me. The manufacturers argue there is no market for RDS units but there will only be a market when the units function correctly.

TG Parrott

Signally strange

During experiments with “Earth Loop Antennas” as an alternative to ordinary antennas, for reception of very low and extremely low frequencies, I came across continuous signals on 1.6, 2.2 and 3.3 kHz plus several more intermittent signals between 1.0 and 9.0 kHz, but so far, I have been unable to obtain an explanation on their origin. Any information would be greatly appreciated. The waveform of these ELF signals varies considerably, but all appear to be generated by some kind of damped wave oscillator. Indeed, the most common waveform, Fig. 1, is to all intents and purposes identical to that of spark type transmitter, where amplitude rises suddenly at the moment of the spark, followed by a chain of about ten waves of diminishing amplitude. Sometimes, a new chain commences before the first chain has completely decayed Fig. 2. At other times, the chain completely decays before a new chain commences. Occasionally, the waveforms of all three signals is complex, typically as Fig. 3. The receiver system consists of a pair of earth rods, spaced 50m apart, orientated N/SW sites along my garden boundary with the adjoining open farmland. The soil is heavy clay overlying limestone. The

---

**Fig. 1**

receiver consists of a 20nH inductor wound with 1.0mm wire on a large ferrite rod to give a DC resistance of only a few ohms and tuned by a capacity “box”. The “tapped” coupling coil is located at the end of the tuning coil. Visual indication of the waveforms is by means of an oscilloscope connected directly across the tuning coil. Signal strength with all three

---

**Fig. 2**

frequencies in their “quietscient” mode is typically 40 to 80mV pk-pk (max amplitude of damped waves), but suddenly, and apparently at random, rises to several hundred mV. However, unlike 16kHz (marine) and 60kHz (time) signals radiated from Rugby (approximately 45km away) which consistently produce

---

**Fig. 3**

300 to 400mV, and Radio 4 on 198kHz (radiated from Droitwich 110km away) which produces a 1.6V across an alternative tuner connected to the same earth pins, I have found no evidence of ac学习成绩. electric field with the ELF stations. Possibly because my 35m elevated antenna is too short to be effective. Nonetheless, the question comes to mind as to whether the ELF signals actually arrive as Hertzian waves. Indeed, if they are propagated as Hertzian waves, I would be most interested to know the kind of antenna employed. Now, if the ELF signals are not propagated as Hertzian waves, is it possible that they arise as “true” earth currents, or do they arise as “earth standing waves”? I was struck by the remarkable similarity of the damped waves with those which would have been generated by Tesla’s “Magnifying Transmitter”. Am I therefore witnessing the resurrection of Tesla’s system, or is there some less exciting explanation?

George Pickworth

Surrey

No interaction on CFA

There appears to be a lack of communication between the school against the CFA and those who support it. The important aspect of the CFA proposal is its ability to synthesise an EM wave, we know that in free space two EM fields will not interact in any way to produce a product, they will simply add as vectors. Consider two plane polarised EM waves in the same planes and direction, having components E1, H1 and E2, H2. The vector sum can be written:

\[ E1H1 + E2H2 + E1H2 + E2H1 = (E1+E2)(H1+H2) \]

The vectors are in respect of magnitude and phase. The vector product has an argument which is in fixed relationship to E or H arguments which are in quadrature. The terms E1H2 and E2H1 do not imply any “synthesised”, as can be seen from the RHS, the two waves simply add as voltage vectors. An EM wave could only be synthesised if an alternating E field could exist without an associated H field and vice versa, but this is impossible because it contradicts Maxwell’s Laws.

The CFA will produce an EM wave from the E plates, and also an EM wave from the D plates, since they have finite spacing. The question we must answer is whether or not there is a term in the EM output of the aerial which is proportional to the product of the two applied voltages. This can easily be verified experimentally by applying different frequencies to the two sets of plates, if a product term exists then frequency conversion will take place.

A 2-in high CFA has been tested at 70MHz; there is no EM output term which is a product of the two input voltages, no matter what phase difference they applied. The EM output is the sum of the radiation from the two sets of plates. When fed with different frequencies, frequency conversion does not occur.

P. Brookings & P. Burgess

Ryde

Isle of Wight

Quack technology

I witnessed the original demonstration of Alec Jones’ device on Tomorrow’s World in about 1975 when the trolley did indeed appear to move forward. I subsequently wrote to Professor Lathwaite, suggesting an improved version using four gyroscopes to neutralise any side thrust and torque Professor Lathwaite seemed to think this of little value so I built a replica of the original machine as a starting point sure enough when the trolley moved forward; however closer inspection revealed that the gyroscopically feedback was.

Marking the centre of gravity revealed that there was no apparent movement whatever of the overall mass in the direction in which the trolley was free to move.

There the matter rested until December 26, 1988 when Channel 4 showed a program called TIE Man who wants to Change the World. This was the story of a Scottish engineer who had spent a large amount of money and time constructing a machine similar to the one I had proposed.

I was unable to observe any thrust from this machine although it was claimed to work. This prompted me to devise a simple modification to Jones’ original machine, which consisted of adding a counterbalance to the pendulum and then using a motor to force its motion. Again there was no observable departure from Newtonian behaviour.

Finally I suspended the device from the ceiling, so that even a small effect would be observable, but to no avail.

In conclusion I would point out that, if such an effect did exist, it would manifest itself in natural phenomena and since people have been trying for 20 years to produce results without success, it is fairly obvious that the device is a dead duck.

D. Austin

Birmingham
Civil unrest
As a relevant Civil Servant, I find your assertion that "Civil Servants are by and large amoral" (Comment November EW + WW) deeply offensive. There are thousands of civil servants who are not involved in policy making decisions and surely they should not all be tarred with the same brush.
I should also like to draw attention to the difficulties of "whistle blowing."

It would be an interesting exercise to estimate how many people in the UK have had to sign that detestable document the Official Secrets Act. It seems that almost any job except mending roads and cleaning toilets has the rider: "Oh and just sign this" (The Post Office, BBC, army, navy, air-force to list but a few).

Regarding your mention of index linked careers: first the index listing. Each year we do get rises usually two or three percentage points below the rate of inflation.

As for careers, we don't have careers, we have jobs. Many Civil Servants have FTC or HNC since after the war with the country virtually bankrupt only the very well off could go to university.

In those days it was possible to achieve CEng without a degree but as you are aware this path is now closed. The situation now in the Civil Service is that we have "Chartered Professional Engineers", some of whom I would not trust to change the spark plugs on my car. These people have careers, and the rest of the staff with devalued FTCs and HNCs just have jobs.

But in many cases it is the people with the jobs who make things work.

Name and address supplied

Robot recruiting
The android, as a humanoid robot from science fiction, has been with us for many decades; now the time has come for it to take form.

Knowing that many different talents will be needed to achieve this it is proposed that a research and development initiative be set up, in association with committed universities.

The idea is for a coordinating body to provide guidance on the work that needs to be done, and to disseminate information. The aim will be to allow participating researchers to pursue their own ideas as far as possible, while ensuring that their combined efforts merge towards the android robot objective.

Potential researchers must first be clear on what an android robot is and how it differs from conventional robotics technology. An android is a humanoid robot for doing manual work and must be human-sized and shaped so it can use our tools, walk in our buildings, operate our machines, and use our transport.

It should be able to go wherever we go and will need to be physically lightweight (no heavier than a human), and be able to walk, run, jump, and travel quickly over rough terrain.

It will also need considerable intelligence to be cognisant of surroundings, have coordinated movements, instantaneous responses, and be able to learn complex tasks. Furthermore it must be able to communicate with people. The android would be a model ideal for hazardous tasks.

Initially I would like to make contact with anyone interested in the idea of an android robot. If there is sufficient interest then the initiative will be launched.

Phase I will be to produce an android robot using only current technology, a remotely driven version relying on a remote operator.

This "tele-droid" version would be an essential step in evolution of the true autonomous android. Researchers would have the means to study and create an artificial brain in the laboratory: a learning machine to assimilate and coordinate all the experiences of a free moving entity.

If this vision of android robot technology interests you, then I would like to hear from you. Please write to:

Dr Matthew Duggan
8 Grand Avenue
Worthing
West Sussex, BN15 5AN.
0151-259-5436 (home)
0151-794-4596 (work)

Tagging response
In November EW + WW Mr J Trott asks whether any work has been done on tagging devices for people suffering medical conditions where they can wander at risk to themselves and others, to the consternation of those responsible for their care.

I would bring to his attention the case of a boy living on a Cotswold farm who was brain-damaged at birth but is now aged ten. He is very agile and wanders with no fear of farm-machinery or traffic.

His parents initially discussed the case with their local occupational therapist, but as their mother put it so neatly: "He is getting faster and I am getting slower." The problem was referred to the Gloucestershire panel of Remap (part of Radar) which provides voluntary engineering help for the disabled.

Radio tagging is widely used for tracking and monitoring wildlife for a variety of purposes. Such a tracking receiver and Yagi aerial normally used to track badgers were borrowed and a radio transmitter on 173MHz was fitted in a money-belt which the boy readily took to wearing.

His mother soon became familiar with using the receiver to find which way he had gone. But although a great help it soon became apparent there were limitations.

The tracking receiver with its separate aerial was heavy and somewhat cumbersome; a combined aerial and tracking receiver is under development which will be much easier to use.

More importantly, while the equipment did enable his mother to find where he had gone it did not help with the problem of warning when he was going.

There are several alarm systems in use for hospital patients and also the proposed systems for tagging prisoners on remand. But these all need a complex central installation which is much too costly for just one individual.

The money-belt transmitter sends a 30ms pulse every second. A prototype alarm receiver was developed to give an alarm when the signal strength falls below a predetermined level for ten seconds. This was adjusted to give an alarm if the boy wandered more than 50 yards from the house.

The system has been working for a year satisfactorily. Anyone wanting to find out more about the equipment should contact Dr J French, Mariner Radar, Bridgeway, Campbeath, Lowestoft, Suffolk NR32 5DN tel: 0502 567195 who supplied it all.

The prototype would seem to have many applications, but two notes of warning are necessary. This is specialised radio equipment, made in small quantity and so costs are very much higher than mass produced broadcast receivers.

The tracking receiver is hand-held so requires no special installation but the same is not true of the alarm receiver.

Also radio signals are very much affected by local terrain, buildings and trees, and therefore each location presents different problems in giving the carer a reliable warning system free from false alarms.

DC Green
Hadley
Che

Clipped sine wave

Thank you for printing my note on clipped sine-waves (letters EW + WW December 1990). Your presentation was excellent but unfortunately some important brackets were left out.

Should any reader need the corrected solution please write directly to me enclosing a stamped address envelope. Also Fig. 2 should be labelled Fig. 3. and vice versa.

JE Diggins
Swinnel Wood
Coronation Road
Ascot
 Berkshire SL5 9LL

Division rule

A word of apology to readers. In my article "Direct-conversion FM design" (EW + WW November pp.962-967) the diagrams but not the captions of Figs. 1 and 3 have become transposed. So where the text refers to Fig. 1 I refer to that for the caption but to Fig. 3 for the block diagram, and vice versa.

As I mention in the article, if the denominator of equation (3) is ignored, there will be no AM suppression: the amplitude of a demodulated signal will vary as the square of the amplitude of the incoming RF signal. This is even worse than a conventional FM receiver operating below limiting, where incidental AM is not suppressed, but at least it is not enhanced.

For signals such as PMR and broadcasting, incidental AM is common, due to reflections from vehicles, aircraft etc. so for such signals dividing by the denominator of equation (3) would clearly be inappropriate.

For some other signal types, eg FDM/FM services via satellite, variations in received signal strength are, I believe, relatively small and slow, while additive Gaussian white noise rather than impulsive or adjacent channel interference is the
major problem. In this case, the question of whether to divide by the denominator of (3) or not is not a simple question.

Not to do so is equivalent to multiplying the recovered modulation by the square of the received signal envelope (see letter "Dephi-ning design").

Whether this is advantageous or not depends on type of modulation, type of interference and signal to noise ratio.

For a fuller discussion readers are referred to Chapter 9 of Mr Roberts' own excellent book "Angle Modulation".

Ian Hickman
Hampshire

CFC response
I was saddened to read your editorial "A world class confidence trick" (EW + WW September).

We at ICI are deeply involved in dialogue with our customers in an attempt to discover, and subsequently provide, solutions to CFC phase-out that actually work for each customer. This is a highly complex area; it requires a journal such as yours could have materially contributed to a balanced technical debate. We are sorry that the opportunity was missed in September. Perhaps one of our technical staff could offer a piece for a future issue?

One point we do agree; there is absolutely no panacea for the electronics or any other industry. This is why, in sharp contrast to your assertions, ICI has not restricted its efforts to fluorocarbon solutions, or even to chemical solutions. In fact we estimate that one-third of all CFCs can be replaced by "not-in-kind" substances or technologies which include different ways of doing things (eg "no-clean" solutions) as well as the so-called "non-chemical" processes such as aqueous cleaning.

A further third of all CFCs could in our view be dispensed with altogether by adopting conservation measures, control of emissions, recovery and recycling. The refrigeration industry and some of the larger electronics companies are making good progress in this direction. Nevertheless, a recent UK government report showed that less than 30% of small electronics companies (fewer than 100 employees) were operating procedures to maximise solvent effectiveness, and only 50% of the largest companies (more than 500 employees). What a pity your editorial didn't exhort all of your readers to follow the example of the best.

We believe, it is important to make an objective assessment of all available alternatives. ICI is deeply involved in multi-million pound studies to assess the toxicological and environmental acceptability of proposed new fluorocarbons.

But even aqueous cleaning is not "innocuous": the sort of integrated environmental assessment carried out by ICI (and espoused by the Green Bill) would take account of the global warming contribution of the energy required to evaporate the water, and of the biological oxygen demand of the contaminated effluent.

Similarly, while there is no doubt that a refrigerator could be made to operate with propane as refrigerant, this option has been available for decades and not adopted by the appliance industry. A sober analysis may well ask why, if this solution is the answer you imply, the appliance industry is spending so much time and money evaluating fluorocarbon options. As for the toxic products of combustion from chlorinated compounds, surely the point is that they don't burn and that the leading new refrigerant, KLEA 134a, is entirely chlorine-free.

Perhaps we could look forward to an objective technical and economic appraisal of all of the alternatives in a future issue?

Michael R Harris
Regulatory Affairs Manager
ICI.

Dephi-ning design
Regarding the article on direct conversion FM design (p.962 EW + WW November issue), the idea of using the numerator of the expression for d/dt as a design basis goes back some years.

Colleagues at Preston (LC Walters), and at GCHQ Cheltenham (Dr R Hamer) hit upon the idea in the mid 1960s, while articles by Park and Schmel using much the same approach (see p 215 of ref. 1, below) appeared around that time.

On first acquaintance there would seem to be a high expectation that only small differences should arise in noise performance compared to that offered by a conventional FM receiver.

However an analysis of the analogue situation using the tools of noise theory reveal the following:

a) The presence of any FM modulation on the input signal must not be ignored in the working.

b) No sudden collapse in output signal quality (the onset of an FM threshold effect) occurs as the signal-to-noise ratio falls.

c) At large signal-to-noise ratios the performance is poorer than that given by a conventional device. (See Figs 9.11 & 9.12 of ref 1).

The degradation referred to in c) depends on the FM deviation ratio - the larger the ratio the poorer the performance, but in view of the ease of construction pointed out in Mr Hickman's article, a designer may be prepared to accept this degraded performance, especially when an element of FM threshold extension is available also.

Interestingly, with binary FM data (decisions are made on the sign of the instantaneous frequency), no corresponding worsening of the error probability arises, but this is not the case with data to other bases.

J. H Roberts
Hampshire

References

Gassing on the phone
Your series of articles on "Light Comms" in December issue EW + WW smacks of "jam tomorrow", just as earlier updates of the telephone system, like ISDN, have been so long arriving. Worse perhaps, the systems cover only marginal solutions for business purposes, while Joe Public can see no hope of improving on a 5kHz line now that fibre optics have been deemed too expensive for wholesale replacement of subscribers twisted pairs.

Surely better A-to-D converters and faster modems are a limited answer to the inductance and capacitance of the circuit.

But there could be hope at a more mundane level from another direction, because British Gas has decided that it needs a better gas meter with remote readout, and has conducted trials of data collection by radio.

Recently it announced that it is to install ahead of 200 prototype gas meters using ultrasonic measurement, with a view to a larger trial in 1993 and production in 1995.

The small wall-mounting unit meter could last ten years. However, the standard pipe material for both gas and water (where a similar metering problem arises) is now polyethylene, which seems an ideal location for a copper circuit which could be in the form of a high frequency strip-line.

If this is carried back to the end of the street, connection can be made to the trunk fibre-optic cables of the PSTN, so there is the basis for ISDN service at every house at minimal extra cost.

The standard weld-joint fitting (with built-in electric heater) seems extendable to join the communication circuit as well. Best of all, the whole system could be linked ahead with 300 central battery, so that apparatus could be connected anywhere, with fully buffered input and output signals, for various facilities and services.

It could also provide a versatile telephone system which is completely cordless. A good cordless telephone would make public call-points and house wiring unnecessary as each section of gas or water main would be a local community cell-system.

Further, we could deploy the master station to cover the area using very low power PCN handsets. One central transmitter, say 1W, would suffice but a dozen small receivers distributed on lamp-posts and high buildings would mean diversity pickup from milliwatt pocket handsets.

It would be the humble CT1 again, but with a broad-band audio to suit the pipes strip-line: 200kHz would appear adequate for 10-30 phone conversations.

Less than ten frequencies would give separation between cells, and with a smart card, everyone could have a personal telephone, and use it anywhere.

Robert Redding
Marlenden
REAL POWER AMPLIFIER For car use, it has 150 watts output. Features include 20% 240V to 20KHz and a signal to noise ratio better than 60dB. Has built-in short circuit protection and adjustable input gain. Also exists car stereo, a variety of power amplifiers. Works into speaker inputs of 50ohm or 8ohm. £100.00 ref 10P67

REAL CAR SPEAKERS. Stereo pair output 100ohm each 400mW, this 170mm diameter woofer, 40mm voice coil, and 100 watt power input. £20.000 ref 2P31

FABRICATED FILTER KITS. Customer returns bundle but complete with a pair of stereo headphones very good value at £90.00 ref 2P46. We also have customer returned units with a built-in FM radio £50.00 ref 2P53

2KV 5000 WATT TRANSFORMERS Suitable for high voltage alternating current. £450.00 inc VAT (2000VA output) £100.00 ref 10P39

MINI CONTROL PANEL. Mains operated, with touch switches. Complete with a digi-tum relay, 10x10 tamper switch, 5x25A fuse, and two new outputs one for power and one for pulsed power (programmable). Ideal for garage alarm systems or security applications etc. £120.00 ref 12P12

FIBRE OPTIC CABLE. Stranded optical fibres sheathed in black PVC. 5mm core dia. £795.00 inc VAT (40 meg + floppy case, power supply, 1.44 meg hard disc. £795.00 inc VAT)

MOSEFTS FOR POWER AMPLIFIERS ETC. 12-0 watt models 25-50W and 25-333A £4.00 per pair with push into 9P5. Also available is a 20x451 and a 25x116 £4.00 ref 4P42

10 MEMORY PROG WITS. These are 'Customer returns' so they may need slight adjustment. BT approved. £8.006 ref 2P34 or £2.00 for 10P1897

12 VOLT BRUSHLESS FAN 4.1 fluid new brand new ideal for boat: car etc. £69.00 inc VAT (ref 4P399)

MOSEFTS FOR MARINE USE. £795.00 inc VAT (double output) £39.00 ref 4P23

PHILIPS LASER. 2MW HELIUM NEON LASE R TUBE. BRAND NEW FULL SPEC. £450.00 ref 5P182. MAINS POWER SUPPLY KIT £22.00 ref 2P23 ready built and tested in the latest kit £25.00 ref 2P34.

SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY (Block) £5.00 ref 4P195. MAINS POWER SUPPLY KIT £20.00 ref 2P23 ready built and tested in the latest kit £25.00 ref 2P34.

SOLDER 225W MINI SOLDER on a 1kg reel. Top quality £20.00 ref 2P41

600 WATT HEATERS ideal for air or liquid, will not conk out. Last for years, kullway construction 3'2" mounted on a 4" dia metal plate for easy mounting. £120.00 ref 10P101. TIME AND TEMPERATURE SYSTEMS. A clock, digital thermal alarm. Contains 2 thermistors. £32.00 ref 2P145.

CAR INJONIZER. Improve the air in your car's intake and smoke and reduce fuel consumption. £25.00 ref 2P41. QUALITY PANEL METERS. £225.00 ref 4P22. These units can be modified for your use by changing the connector. Price is £25.00 ref 2P147.

CAR JONIZER. Install the air intake on your car's intake and smoke and reduce fuel consumption. £25.00 ref 2P41.]

5V 10AM AC/DC sealed battery for use in equipment but in excellent condition now only £2.00 ref 2P21.

220 TO 12V INVERTER KIT. As supplied, it will handle up to 150w at 25V but with a larger transformer it will handle up to 400w. £160.00 ref 2P150. Larger transformer 1250w £200.00 ref 2P151.

VEOLI INJECTOR PROTOTYPING SYSTEM. Ideal for designing projects on etc. Complete with tools, wire and instructions. Our price £50.00 ref 5P181.

MICROVACUUM SWITCHES. Complete with a weight sensing electronics that would have to recive the cooling air. £20.00 ref 2P127.

STC SWITCHED MODE POWER SUPPLY 220V or 110V input power £125.00 ex VAT plus £12.80 vat £137.80 12V DC output power £125.00 ex VAT plus £12.80 12V DC output 125.00 VAT plus £12.80 VAT £137.80

BULB ELECTRICAL 250 PORTLAND ROAD HOVE READING BN3 9QT DEPT EW TELEPHONE: 0273 203500 MAIL ORDER-TOLL FREE (£0) WITH ORDER PLUS (2) £2.50 POST
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SUPERHEAT Res. 9P33 battery £1.00 ref BD76

COLLINS TWIN MOTOR. Generates up to 100W in a high noise source. £175.00 ref 2P147

SOLAR POWERED NICAD CHARGER. Charges 4 12V 100W solar cells. £1.75 per cell ref 2P147

MOSEFTS FOR AUTOMOTIVE USE. £795.00 inc VAT (50-100W output) £39.00 ref 4P23

FLIPPPY DISCS. Pack of 15.312° 50P80 £1.00 ref 10P89. Pack of 10. 15° 0.312° 50P60 £0.50 ref 10P89

SONIC CONTROLLED MOTOR. One click to start, two click to stop. £10.00 ref 10P89.

FRESNEL MAGNIFYING LENS 83 mm £25.00 ref BD77. Displays light with connection data £3.95 ref 2P147

TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER. These units were designed for a range of systems and transmit any one of 16 different codes. The transmitter is casided and designed to hand round the neck.

ALARMS TRANSMITTERS. No data available but nicely made commercial transmitters & systems operate. £20.00 ref 10P89.

ULTRASONIC LIGHT. This battery operated unit is ideal for the shop. Can detect movement and gives a light on a remote wall (free of charge).

CLAP LIGHT. This device turns on a lamp at a finger snap etc ref 2P23.

ELECTRONIC DIPSTICK KIT. Contains all you need to build a electronic device to give a 10 level liquid indicator. £170.00 ref 4P52.

UNIVERSAL BATTERY CHARGER. Takes AA's, C's, D's and PP 3's at £3.00 each. £20.00 ref 2P145.

MEMORY micro PROCESSOR. £15.00 ref 2P22.

DRILL OPERATED PUMP. Fits any drill and is self priming. £3.00 ref 2P25.

PERSONAL ATTACK ALARM. Complete with tube and thin plastic case. £5.00 ref BD77.

GAME KIT. Complete with solar, and big PS 12V battery. £1.00 ref 13P155

MEMORY KITS. £22.00 ref 2P150.

AUGUST MICRO PROCESSOR. £22.00 ref 2P150.

THEATRE MICRO PROCESSOR. £22.00 ref 2P150.

SYNCS). £22.00 ref 2P150.

CAR POWER SUPPLY. £45.00 ref 2P150.

RINGING ALARM. £5.00 ref 2P150.

LOW FREQUENCY MICROPHONE. £5.00 ref 2P150.

SYNCS). £22.00 ref 2P150.

iperflop ALARM. £5.00 ref 2P150.

RNA TUNER. £20.00 ref 2P150.

AUGUST MICRO PROCESSOR. £22.00 ref 2P150.

THEATRE MICRO PROCESSOR. £22.00 ref 2P150.

SYNCS). £22.00 ref 2P150.

CAR POWER SUPPLY. £45.00 ref 2P150.

RINGING ALARM. £5.00 ref 2P150.

LOW FREQUENCY MICROPHONE. £5.00 ref 2P150.
C-mos video multiplexer/amplifier

MAX 453/4/5 from Maxim are unity-gain-stable, 50MHz video amplifiers which will drive a 75Ω load and which contain multiplexers for two four or eight channels respectively. All the devices produce a ±2V swing into 150Ω or ±1V into 75Ω and need no external frequency compensation.

In Fig. 1, nine MAX455s are used to multiplex 64 channels, eight of them being used to select eight from 64 and the ninth to select one from these eight. The eight MAX455s are used as unity-gain amplifiers with 150Ω loads to give a gain of 0.99, these loads causing the amplifiers to peak at about 40MHz and partially cancel the rolloff of the final amplifier, which has a gain of 2. Overall gain is set by R1 and the amplitude/frequency response is 3dB down at around 35MHz.

Since the output of the amplifier is a current proportional to the input voltage minus feedback, \( E_{in} \) is 0.5mA/V and output impedance is 1kΩ; unloaded voltage gain is 0.5*1000=500 (54dB).

Figure 2 shows the method of driving a capacitive load, the 27Ω resistor providing isolation and reducing peaking at high frequencies. Choose the resistor to give an RC product of 10ns or more, but do not use the arrangement if R is greater than 150Ω or C is less than 100pF, which is driveable directly without an isolation resistor.

When the input signal is of one polarity, as in many video applications, phase distortion may be reduced by biasing the amplifier as in Fig. 3. Instead of supplying a current of 0-13mA, the amplifier now produces a symmetrical ±8mA, which reduces phase distortion to about 1° at 4MHz. Since the amplifier has a gain of 0.5mA/V, the current from R3 introduces an offset voltage, which is compensated by R4. Gain is set by R5 and R6.

Maxim Integrated Products UK Ltd, 21C Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading, RG8 7JW. Telephone 0734 845255.

Transistor detector

Burr-Brown's CMP100 is a high-speed dual comparator intended to be used as a pin receiver in automatic test systems, although it is also used threshold detection and window comparators. There are two reference inputs and a common analogue input and all are attenuated to provide high common-mode voltage operation by voltage dividers, that on the analogue input being optimised for high-speed inputs. Latch-enable inputs allow the device to function as a sampling comparato.

In the circuit shown, the CMP100 detects and holds transient events above
and below threshold voltages set by \( V_{\text{REF1}} \) and \( V_{\text{REF2}} \). Comparator outputs are fed back to the latch-enable inputs, so that the outputs are latched, the reset input unlocking the outputs when the transient has been observed. Outputs are combined in the output Nor to provide a single window comparator signal. The transient must stay above or below the reference voltages for 3.5ns or more to overcome the propagation delay of the CMP100 and the two Nor gates at the output.

If only one polarity of transient is to be detected, comparator 2 is not latched and, using a different part of the analogue input to give \( V_{\text{REF2}} \), can be used to provide the reset signal to unlock comparator 1. This stretches the transient during the time \( V_{\text{HJ2}} \) is present.

Burr Brown International Ltd, 1 Millfield House, Woodshoats Meadow, Watford Hertfordshire WD1 8YX. Telephone 0923 33837.

Digital thermometer

The Maxim 1990 Applications Handbook contains a large number of circuits for various types of power supplies, A-to-D and D-to-A converters, linear circuits, digital circuits and filters, one of which is this design for a portable thermometer.

It uses a single-chip thermometer amplifier, the MX594, which contains cold-junction compensation and provides a laser-trimmed, 10mV/°C for J or K thermocouples. This chip works with only a positive supply, but needs a bipolar supply for negative temperatures, which is not a particularly attractive requirement in the design for a portable thermometer.
a portable instrument.
A MAX138, used as the DVM chip, overcomes the drawback by using an internal charge pump to provide a negative supply of the same magnitude as the positive line voltage at up to 0.5mA. Since the MAX594 needs only 300mA maximum from this negative line, the combination works well. Using an LCD and a 6V positive supply, the instrument measures temperature from -350°C to 400°C; with a 3V lithium battery, the range is -50 to 100°C. Low-temperature-coefficient resistors at R1, R2, and a better reference in place of the internal bandgap reference in the MAX138 improve accuracy from the ±1°C normally obtained.

Maxim Integrated Products (UK) Ltd, 21C Horseshoe Park, Pangbourne, Reading RG8 7JW.

Step-up/down voltage converter

Motorola's MC34166/33166 power switching regulators are intended particularly for DC-to-DC conversion. They are fixed-frequency (72kHz) voltage-mode regulators that will perform step-up, step-down or inverting functions with a small number of external components.

The 34166 is configurable as a step-up or step-down converter with an external power mosfet at the output. During the "on" time of transistors Q1 and Q2, energy is stored in the inductor and is transferred during the "off"time to the output filter and load.

Output short-circuit protection is afforded by the fact that Q3 is in series with V_in and the load. If V_in is over 20V, the mosfet gate protection network Rg, D3, and D4 is needed.

Motorola Ltd, European Literature Center, 88 Tanners Drive, Blakelands.

---

**Table: Test Results**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Line Regulation</td>
<td>V_in = 8.0 V to 24 V, I_O = 0.6 A</td>
<td>23 mV = ±0.41%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Regulation</td>
<td>V_in = 12 V, I_O = 0.1 A to 0.6 A</td>
<td>3.0 mV = ±0.005%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Ripple</td>
<td>V_in = 12 V, I_O = 0.6 A</td>
<td>100 mVpp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short Circuit Current</td>
<td>V_in = 12 V, R_L = 0.1 Ω</td>
<td>4.0 A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency</td>
<td>V_in = 12 V, I_O = 0.6 A</td>
<td>82.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
50MHz Laboratory Oscilloscopes

from £639!

These new low-cost 50MHz oscilloscopes provide the quality and performance you expect from Hitachi at a surprisingly low price. There are three models offering a choice of delayed sweep or cursor measurement and all offering exceptional value for money. Our sales engineers can provide on-site demonstrations and immediate delivery. Ask for more details of these new 50MHz models and the full 26 model Hitachi range:

Thurlby
Thurlby Thandar Ltd., Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs Tel: (0480) 412451
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The PC 'Scope

The DS-PC Link package connects a Thurlby Digital Storage Adaptor to an IBM compatible PC, creating a flexible digital storage oscilloscope with the sophistication and performance of instruments costing many times more.

- DSAS11 2 channel adaptor, 20MHz, 10MS/s £445
- DSAS24 2 channel adaptor, 35MHz, 20MS/s £595
- DS-PC Link Interface software and cable £139

Alternatively an oscilloscope can be used as the display device in place of a PC. Contact us now for the full technical details:

Thurlby
Thurlby Thandar Ltd., Glebe Road, Huntingdon, Cambs Tel: (0480) 412451
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METEX PROFESSIONAL DMM's

3½ and 4½ digit LCD large display (17 mm) Dmm's. AC/DC to 20 amps. Resistance to 20 Mohms • 6 ranges AC/DC Volts • Hfe Transistor Test • Diode Test • Continuity • Auto Power on and Zero. B With test leads, Hard carry case and instructions.

M1100 Basic
£71.55
M1105 True RMS Autorange 3½ digit £104.00

RANGES 3½ digit £125.00
4½ digit £150.00

£26.50
£35.35
£39.60
£49.00
£42.45
£50.50
£53.85
£59.20
£87.75
£83.25
£71.35
£43.15
£40.85

BRAND NEW

£5.18
£2.57

M1100

£2.99
£2.99

£2.99
£2.99

£2.99
£2.99

£2.99
£2.99

£2.99
£2.99

£2.99
£2.99

£2.99
£2.99

£11.27

ASK ABDUCTION PRICES FOR QUANTITIES
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HARRY'S AUDIO ELECTRONICS

404 Edgeware Road, London W2 1ED. Tel: 071-724 3564
- Open 6 days a week for callers and Telephone orders.
- Trade/Industry/Export Supplied. Quantity Enquiries Tel: 071-258 1831 • FAX: 071-724 0322
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HARRY'S AUDIO ELECTRONICS

404 Edgeware Road, London W2 1ED. Tel: 071-724 3564
- Open 6 days a week for callers and Telephone orders.
- Trade/Industry/Export Supplied. Quantity Enquiries Tel: 071-258 1831 • FAX: 071-724 0322
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Benjamin Franklin 1706-1790
Printer, postmaster, scientist and statesman

Mention Ben Franklin's name to an electronics engineer and he will probably say "kite experiment". It was, by far, his most famous (and dangerous) moment, but it was not his most important contribution to electrical science. As important, if not more so, were his contributions to the "single-fluid theory" of electricity and his introduction of the words "plus", "minus", "positive", "negative", "charge", and "battery" into electrical terminology.

In other scientific areas, Franklin added to our understanding of the Gulf Stream, atmospheric convection currents and storms. Outside the field of science, he was a well-known publisher, politician and statesman: his contribution to American politics before, during and after the founding of that nation ensured him a lasting place in history. After failing to reconcile Britain with her American colonies, he helped to draft the American Declaration of Independence, negotiated French support for the War of Independence and conducted the preliminary negotiations for the Peace of Paris in which Britain recognised American independence. He was also a member of the Constitutional Convention in 1787. His final public act, on December 17, 1790, was an attempt to persuade the American Congress to abolish slavery. It was to be nearly another 75 years before the American Civil War brought that about.

Franklin was born in Boston, Massachusetts, on January 17, 1706 of Josiah and Abiah Franklin. It was his father's second marriage and Benjamin was the youngest son of 17 children. He died in Philadelphia at the age of 84 on April 17 1790 and was, therefore, one of that very small band of early pioneers of electrical science, and one of the greatest.

When he was eight, Franklin was sent to a grammar school, as his father was intent on preparing him for the priesthood. Father, however, changed his mind and Benjamin was soon moved to a School for Writing and Arithmetic — where he failed arithmetic. At ten, he left school to help at his father's business, which was that of tallow Chandler and soap boiler. At twelve, he was apprenticed to his brother James, a printer: the two did not get on and Benjamin eventually obtained his release from his indentures by the following subterfuge.

James wrote and printed a newspaper and some of his reports annoyed the authorities. He was imprisoned for a month and banned from continuing to print the paper. To circumvent the ban, a scheme was arranged whereby Ben was released from his apprenticeship on condition that the newspaper be printed in his brother's name. But he also had to sign new, secret, indentures with his brother. After another quarrel, Ben realised his brother could hardly hold him to the secret deal without revealing all to the authorities. So, at the age of 17, Benjamin Franklin walked out on his brother and his
father, who had supported James. Though at the time he had no regrets, he later regarded this as "one of the first errata of my life".

Realising that his family would try to stop him leaving Boston, he convinced the captain of a New York sloop that he had "got a naughty girl with child, whose friends would compel me to marry her, and therefore I could not appear to come away publicly?". Three days later he was in New York, alone and a stranger.

The local printer could not employ him but referred him to his son in Philadelphia, a hundred miles further on. Further adventures followed, including another sea journey in which Franklin rescued a drunken Dutchman from drowning. He reached Philadelphia, got a job and came to the notice of Governor Keith, who happened to have a low opinion of the two local printers.

Flattering the young Franklin, Keith offered to finance him in setting up a new business and sent him to London to make acquaintances and buy types — but without money or letters of introduction. Once in London, Franklin worked hard and further perfected his trade. After nearly two years he returned to his old employer in Philadelphia, but was soon in business on his own account.

Through ability, hard work and a social conscience, he became a man of some importance, first in Philadelphia and then in the colony of Pennsylvania. He strove to improve his mind and character, even defining his own set of honourable rules to live by. He had a love for books and taught himself to read French, Italian, Spanish and Latin.

In 1727, he set up a debating club and was continually looking for ways to benefit the community. From 1736, for 15 years he was Clerk of the Pennsylvania Assembly before becoming a full Member, and for 16 years from 1737 he was Deputy Postmaster of Philadelphia. He relinquished that title to become Joint Postmaster General of the Colonies 1753.

Four years later he was sent to England to represent the Pennsylvania Assembly in settling some local dispute. A decade later he was the London agent of, in turn, Pennsylvania, Georgia, New Jersey and Massachusetts.

Electrical research
Franklin was a gifted inventor and loved to "construct little Machines for my Experiments while the Intention of making the Experiment was fresh and warm in my Mind." This practical skill complemented his philosophical abilities and William Watson described him as having "a head to conceive and a hand to carry into execution" whatever was needed to "enlighten the subject matter".

Franklin's introduction to the fledgling science of electricity came in the mid-1740s when he saw some demonstrations of electrostatics performed by Adam Spencer. About the same time, a present of a "glass tube" was received from London by the Library Company of Philadelphia; glass tubes were much prized for their use in the generation of electrical charge by friction. Franklin enjoyed repeating the experiments he had seen and read about and added new ones to the repertoire.

One of his first discoveries concerned the action of a pointed body. A grounded point would discharge a charged body when still some inches away from it, whereas a blunt-ended body had to be much nearer to do the same. A friend, Thomas Hopkinson, found that a needle attached to a body would prevent it from becoming charged; the "electrical fire" continually "rushing out from the point".

Franklin and his friends were soon speculating on the nature of electricity: "electrical fire is a real element, or species of matter, not created by friction but collected only", they concluded. Electrical experiments were explained by the transfer of this real element of matter.

Franklin considered that all bodies had a "natural" amount of "electrical fire". If some of it was lost, then the body would have less than its natural amount, so he called it electrically negative or minus. Similarly, if it had more than its natural amount, it would have a "superabundance" and be electrically positive or plus; he can hardly be blamed for not foreseeing that electrons would turn out to be negatively charged. His ideas led him to conclude that if one body gained "electrical fire" then another body must have lost it. In this we can see an early version of the law of conservation of charge.

Franklin conveyed his thoughts and descriptions of his experiments to friends at home and abroad. His letters to members of the Royal Society in London, a book he wrote on electricity which appeared in England and France as well as at home and articles he wrote for the Philosophical Transactions in London ensured that his name gained prominence among those interested in science.

Parallel-plate capacitor
His evolving theory of electricity bore fruit when he analysed the Leyden jar capacitor, a glass bottle partly filled with water or metal shot and having the outside clad with metal sheet. He showed that, when the wire connected to the internal conductor was charged positively, then the outside conductor was charged negatively and vice versa (1747); the next year, he found that the two charges had the same magnitude.

Before long, he had proved that the charge resided in the glass and not in the two conductors. He then questioned whether the bottle, as such, was necessary or just a convenience. He changed the shape, using a flat pane of glass with...
sheets of lead on either side — the first parallel-plate capacitor — and found he could store the "force" just as easily as in a Leyden jar. He made an "electrical-battery" of eleven panes of glass with lead plates pasted to each side and joined by wire and chain.

He assumed that "electrical matter" was made up of particles. Particles of ordinary matter attracted one another, according to his theory, whereas particles of electrical matter were mutually repulsive. When electrical matter was introduced into an ordinary body, it immediately diffused through the whole body as if it were "a kind of spunge". When the "spunge" was saturated, the surplus "fire" stayed on the surface and formed an "electrical atmosphere".

This atmosphere caused positively charged bodies to repel one another. Though his theory did not explain the repulsion between negatively charged bodies it was very successful and still influences our thoughts today. Our convenience of "conventional" current flowing from positive to negative is pure Franklin.

Lightning
Franklin's contributions to electrical understanding are especially noteworthy.

Sharpened upright rods of iron, gilded to prevent rusting, could be fixed to the tops of buildings and run down the sides and into the ground. These would "draw the electrical fire silently out of the cloud before it came nigh enough to strike". Later, he found that his lightning rod would conduct a strike safely to ground.

Franklin drew sparks from a brass key which was tied to the wet silk thread which held the kite. The image this has presented over two centuries has left countless people wondering how he escaped with his life.

References
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A-to-D & D-to-A converters

Sampling up to 40MHz. Motorola says its newest pair of 40Msample/s 8-bit video speed converters are capable of driving a 75Ω cable, with appropriate terminations, to EIA-170 and EIA-343-A video levels. The MC10322 has TTL compatible logic inputs; MC10324 logic inputs are ECL compatible. Key parameters are 8-bit linearity; latched data and video control inputs, or transparent mode; differential current outputs with >2.0V swing capability; modulation (multiplying mode), and power supply rejection ratio of >60dB. $4.36. Motorola Inc, 0101 602 897 3615.

Monolithic flash. The MN5901 is an ultra-high speed, 8-bit monolithic device with a conversion speed of 100MHz. It offers differential linearity of ±0.95LSB max over operating temperature range and a signal-to-noise ratio of 36dB. Dynamic linearity (effective bits) is ±0.5LSB min. Packaged in a 24-pin, hermetically-sealed, ceramic DIP and offered commercially for operation over -25°C to +85°C (case); and for extended temperature ranges, -55°C to +125°C (case, "H" models). Micro Networks, 0101 508 852 5400.

Linear integrated circuits

Dual 70MHz c-mos video amplifier. Max457 is a monolithic IC comprising two 70MHz c-mos video amplifiers which can drive 75Ω loads. The amplifiers operate from ±5V supplies, and consume 350mA. Only external components needed are two resistors for gain setting, and two decoupling capacitors. They are stable at gain of 1 when driving 75Ω loads, and 2 when driving 150Ω. Isolation between the two amplifiers is greater than 60dB. Maxim Integrated Products 0734 845255.

Microprocessors and controllers

Graphics chip. TVGA 8900 graphics chip is a VGA-compatible colour graphics interface using only a handful of active components. Standard PC graphics resolutions of up to 1024 x 768 pixels (non-interlaced) in up to 256 colours from a 16-million colour palette are supported. 32-bit architecture. $25 sample quantities. Dean Microsystems, 0734 842165.

Single chip 1750. The MA31750 said to be world’s most advanced c-mos-SOS MIL STD 1750A microprocessor, with powerful performance characteristics of a standard DAIS throughput of 3Mips at 22MHz clock rate with a target of 4Mips at 29MHz, and 11 x 10⁶ 2-byte floating point operations per second at its standard cycle time of 90ns. It has a 32-bit internal bus structure with a 24 x 24 bit multiplier and a 32 bit ALU and can directly access 64K words of memory. 1M words when used with memory management unit (MMU). GEC Plessey Semiconductors, 0793 518000.

Programmable peripheral devices. The PSD301 programmable chip works directly with any 8-bit or 16-bit microcontroller or microprocessor by providing programmable features including I/O ports, buses, address mapping, port programming, 256K of eprom and 16K of sram on a single chip. It can also be programmed on industry standard programmers, such as Data I/O. It is available in commercial speeds of 150ns and 200ns and in industrial and military speeds of 200ns. Micro Call Ltd, 0844 261939.

High-speed, low-power. NEC’s V-Series has been extended by introduction of V20H and V30H, fully-static low-power versions of V20 (µPD70108) and V30 (µPD70116). Clock speeds can now range from DC to 16MHz (with 25MHz planned). Power savings at low frequencies can be substantial; in ‘stop’ mode only 50mA is required. A 3V version is available to minimise number of cells required in battery applications. The V20H/V30H instruction set is a superset of the µPD8088/µPD8086 NEC Electronics (UK) Ltd, 0908 691133.

Oscillators

Tri-state DIL oscillator. Maximum drive capability of SEI’s QC6115 quartz oscillators is eight standard TTL inputs or 150pF of hcmos loading. The hermetically-sealed modules have a tri-state output which reduces component count and provides instantaneous oscillator start-up. They are available in frequencies from 5 to 25MHz, hcmos or TTL compatible. Maximum power consumption is 200mW at 25MHz. Maximum frequency stability of the 6115 varies between ±25 and ±100ppm. SEI Ltd, 0706 67501.

Programmable logic arrays

Gate-array with mixed ECL/TTL IC. ET-2600V/H is an ECL gate array with mixed ECL/TTL inputs and outputs, including 2544 equivalent gates, 72 I/O buffer gates and 32 input buffer gates. Internal cell structure comprises 2016 low power gates and 528 high power gates organised as 36 low power M-cells and 12 high power M-cells. Delay times of the TTL I/O buffers are about 1.3ns (input) and 2.9ns (output). For the ECL I/O buffers signal delay times are 0.1ns (0.3ns including package delay) at the input, and 0.5ns (1.0ns) Fujitsu Microelectronics Ltd, 0626 76100.

Power semiconductors

High-side power IC. IR8400P from International Rectifier (LM81400 from National Semiconductor) is the first power integrated circuit providing full diagnostics and thermal warning features. It is rated for 6-28V operation with an 80V transient capability. Each of the four independent power switches can conduct a continuous 1A (3A peak). All switches together have a current rating of 6A peak. International Rectifier, 0863 713215.

Power transistors

Manufactured in Glenrothes by Semalm, the BUL46-51 range of n-p-n power transistors is claimed to overcome problems with fast switching at high temperatures and high gain at low temperatures. As a result, a typical 1000V TO3 device can switch in 50ns, even at 25°C. BUL46-51 is offered in TO3 metal can at 3000W. Verospeed, 0703 461111.

5A transistor. ZTX581 is claimed to be the first TO92-compact DIP to transistor to handle 5A collector current continuously, made possible by a low saturation voltage of 0.2V at maximum continuous current. At its limit, it can switch 60V at 5A equating to 300Ω. Gain is a minimum of 65 at 5A, given a 2V collector-emitter voltage. Under pulsed operation, the device can be used at up to 10A, where it still has a gain of 20. Zetex plc., 061 627 4963.

Compact photoconductive cells. In the Tocos Cds 2PBL 5x photocells, normal packaging has been replaced by a tough resin coating, for a compact component with wide angle of incidence. 5.4mm diameter by 2.4mm high excluding leads. Available in ten ratings from 4.5kΩ to 200kΩ at 10Lux and spectral peaks of 540 to 650nm. 100V DC. Young Electronic Services, 06285 31417.
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**Passive**

Connectors and cabling

Woven braid for up to 390A.

Available in nominal widths from 0.25 to 3m. Alpha’s flat braid can carry up to 390A. Tubular braid provides 95% shield coverage with nominal inside diameters ranging from 0.031 to 1.5in and maximum current carrying capacity of 190A. The tinned copper oval braid varies from 0.063 to 0.78in inside diameter and handles 85A. Alpha Wire Ltd, 081 751 0261.

Subminiature.

Chomerics/Steward EMI absorbers reduce radiated emissions on data and power cables without affecting data transmission. They install by sliding on to, or clamping around, I/O cables, ribbon and power cables. Most recent addition is a subminiature D-type connector. Mounting packages accommodate cable diameters up to 0.45m as a single sleeve or straps for reel-to-reel applications. Chomerics (UK) Ltd, 0628 486030.

Low price PLC sockets.

Low price is the aim of the 709 2000 series plastic leaded chip carrier sockets for industry standard Jedec 'lead packages; 88 pin version is <£11 for more than 500 pieces. Available in sizes from 20 to 84 pins. Gas tight contacts prevent contact corrosion and provide a low contact resistance. Interconnection Products Ltd, 0433 21555.

Data Loggers

Data acquisition. Small size and portability are features of the 3kg Fluke Hydra series offering flexible measurement capability on up to 21 universal analogue input channels and 12 digital I/O channels. Two models include the 2620A for use with a PC or printer, and the enhanced 2625A data logger featuring built-in memory for full stand-alone logging. Philips Test & Measurement, 0923 240511.

Displays

16-grey scale plasma. FP12000SA is 15-in, high-resolution, plasma display offering a matrix of 1024 x 768 dots of 0.3mm pitch. It incorporates an automatic brightness control, progressive/active adjusting image intensity as the density of the displayed image is altered. Power dissipation is 30W. Neon orange display against black background. Effective screen area of 307mm x 230nm. Fujitsu Microelectronics Ltd, 0628 76100.

Filters

RFI mains filters SDX415 (15A) and SDX425 (25A) filters are for three-phase four-line applications, designed for protection of sensitive equipment. They can also be used as general suppression components. Models are compact, using current compensated inductors, and are encased in steel cases. Termination is by screw terminals. Roxburgh Electronics Ltd, 0797 223777.

Institutional

Portable ARB. Fanfare Instruments SFG25 arbitrary waveform generator is being offered with more horizontal resolution, improved software, LabWindows support, and a different graphics tablet option. It will provide sine, square and triangle waveforms from 1mHz to 1MHz. Arbitrary waveforms can be programmed in the range DC to 12.5MHz. The 12-bit vertical resolution waveform can be output at up to 25 megapoints per second. Fan nell Instruments, 0397 91691.

Nonovolt DVM. Model 182 with a 1mV sensitivity, has an input resistance of greater than 100GΩ on all ranges. Noise levels are held to 15nV pk-pk. The 6.5 digit instrument has a dual display showing reading and range, and can make over 50 readings/s, into an internal buffer of 1024 points. 1 to 3000 variable gain analogue output, Multiple trigger sources. Keithley Instruments Ltd, 0734 575666.

Picoammeter. PCI-3 has a resolution of 0.01μA on its lowest range with an accuracy better than 0.3%, rising to 0.02% on higher ranges. Eight ranges allow the PCI-3 to measure up to 20mA. Manual or digital autorangeing, 4.5 digit LCD. Analogue outputs of the log and linear values are provided. Matelect Ltd, 071 221 6784.

Programmable function generator. TG1304 is based on an analogue voltage controlled main generator with a frequency range of 10mHz to 1MHz, which can produce sine, triangle and square waveforms up to 20V pk-pk EMF from a 50Ω source impedance, as well as unipolar pulse waveforms. Symmetry and DC offset are fully variable. A second independent generator, 5mHz to 50kHz, can provide sine, triangle and square waveforms from a 600Ω auxiliary output and can be used as a source for comprehensive amplitude and frequency modulation of the main generator. £1295.00. Thurlby-Thanard Ltd, 0480 412451.

Interfaces

Multifunction I/O board. Capable of being installed in any compatible, the CIO-AD 08 turns the PC into a medium speed data acquisition and control system. It provides eight single-ended inputs with a 2μs sample and hold circuit to minimise conversion errors. The signal is then sampled by a 15us, 12-bit A-to-D converter. In addition to the 24 line digital I/O port there are eight other digital I/O lines. Amplicon Liveline Ltd, 0273 608331.

Production equipment

Heavy duty wire stripper.

Roto blade stripper for large cables, the CMI can strip solid, stranded, multicore, or shielded cables. Tungsten carbide tipped blade strips, peels and removes the insulation slug from cables, leaving a clean edge with no nicking of conductors. Adjustable strip stop for consistent strip lengths up to 15cm. Blade and drive mechanism guard. Rush Wire Strippers, 0264 51347.

Power supplies

UPS systems for single-phase. Single-phase versions of the series 5000 office power uninterruptible power supplies have been introduced. Flexibility of the new systems allows computer users requiring UPS between 5kVA and 12kVA to use UPS5000 supplies - small, lightweight, and with minimal cooling requirements. Appearance designed to blend into office environment. Fiskars Electronics Ltd, 0734 772599.

5-pin power switching regulator.

Capable of controlling currents in excess of 3A, the MC34166 is available in a 5-pin TO-220 plastic power package. It has a fixed frequency oscillator (70kHz) with on-chip timing; precision 2.0% reference; high gain (80dB) error amplifier; duty cycle adjustable 0-95% and 7.5V to 40V operation. Switching regulator has an internal resistor divider which sets the output at a nominal voltage of 5.05V. This
eliminates the need for an external resistor divider in 5.0V power supply applications and provides an extra 50mV to compensate for a 1.0% voltage drop in the cable and connector from the converter output. Motorola Inc., 0191 602 897 3615.

Radio communications
RF amplifier. Model 0350 110 covers the frequency range 10kHz to 32MHz, with an output of 200W at 1dB compression. Nominal gain is 50dB and output flatness ±1dB. The amplifier is obtainable as a 19-in rack mount unit, or bench mount case, both with forced air cooling. Suitable for EMC applications. Telonic Instruments Ltd, 0734 769811.

Transducers and sensors
Displacement transducer. Redesigned DCT and LDC transducers give greater adaptability. The DCT is for simple unregulated power supplies of +20 to +40V DC or dual supplies of +10 to +20V DC. LDC is physically identical to DCT but is for low input voltages ±5V DC, regulated to ±18V DC, unregulated, and generates an output signal of ±2V. RDP Electronics Ltd, 0902 457512.

Board level products
Kit for dos evaluation. Qualcomm Q2334 evaluation kit implements a direct digital synthesiser (DDS) system on a single PCB. It includes pre-programmed microcontroller, a Sony CX2020A-1 10-bit D-to-A, three selectable analogue output ports, an RS232 terminal port with switchable baud rates, and switches to allow basic operations in stand-alone mode. Synthesised waveforms can be output direct from the D-to-A as a low-pass filtered output, or processed by a zero crossing detector to produce a TTL logic output. Chronos Technology Ltd, 0208 835471.

PC board for line scan cameras. DT2856 interface board is designed for high speed acquisition and processing of data from line scan cameras made by EG&G Reticon and Loral Fairchild. The makers say it will lower the cost of automating inspection applications, and offer increased functionality. A PC AT, configured with the DT2856 line scan processor and line scan camera, would cost £10 000 to £15 000. The board is L3325 Data Translation Ltd, 0734 793838.

Dual VGA card. V2GA board, for use in the Texas Microsystems PCbus industrial computers, has resolutions up to 1024 x 768 pixels, non-interlaced, with 256 colours. The board is furnished with a software interface permitting emulation of the IBM8514/A hardware standard, without the need for microchannel architecture. Internal caching, 1MByte of on-board video memory can be installed. 16-bit data path to the CPU is used. Memory data bus is 32-bits wide. Gotham Creillon Ltd, 0734 768878.

Multi-function counter-timer board. A remote PICPIC module provides nine counter-timer channels in an adaptor board for PCs. It offers period and interval timing, event counting, frequency counting or generation up to 5MHz, and digital and interrupt input functions. Nine channels with 16-bit counting capability. Support hardware for expansion I/O is routed from the board via a 50-way D-connector. £148.00 Arcom Control Systems Ltd, 0223 411200.

High performance real-time control board. Real-time microprocessor control board, IDS2500 based on a V25 16-bit microprocessor, is designed for engineers with little experience of programming. An 8086 compatible IDS2500 costs between £250 and £400. The system runs at 8MHz with zero wait state, features a large address space, with eight user-selectable address maps, plus up to 100k on-board memory. Four RS232 ports, two connected directly to V25 chip and two via an on-board Zilog 8350. Integrated Data Systems, 0442 65256.

Free software. Three PC software packages, normally priced at £200, are being offered with any PC Lab data acquisition card from IMS. Labtech Acquire is a data acquisition package, PC Scope converts the PC into a four channel digital storage oscilloscope. Labdas provides menu-driven functions for user programmable data acquisition and control. Integrated Measurement Systems, 0703 771143.

Data acquisition. Up to four quadrature encoder inputs, 33kHz maximum input pulse rate, and 24-bit counters are offered by Metabyte's M5312 series cards. Phase 0, phase 90 and index pulse inputs are provided for each encoder input. Inputs may be single ended or differential. Maximum input rate in quadrature decode mode is 33kHz. In count mode, 1.25MHz. Each input is conditioned by a four-stage digital filter. Keithley Instruments Ltd, 0734 575666.

Low pass filter. Techfilter is a 16-channel, analogue low-pass filter designed for PC compatible based data acquisition systems. Low-pass filters are required in front of A-to-D converters to prevent aliasing of high frequency signals or noise. If left unfiltered, this noise can "fold over" onto lower frequency signals and cause errors in the cut-off frequency of the Techfilter to approximately 0.5 sampling rate, aliasing is eliminated. 700 incremental frequency steps. Laplace Microsystems, 0565 50266.

50Mflop 96002-based DSP board. The PCS-96002 board is for Motorola's IEE 754-compatible DSP96002 chip. Local resources and a fast PC interface have been allocated to port A. Port B has a fully-arbitrated expansion port. Four boards can be connected in multiprocessor configurations. Up to 544kword of on-board fast sram can be allocated to each port. Two channels of analogue input and output. The PCS-96002 incorporates all the logic to make use of the DSP96002's on-chip Once debug circuitry. Loughborough Sound Images Ltd, 0509 231843.

Computer systems
Fastest workstation. Sparcstation 2 is said to be the fastest workstation Sun has so far developed. Models range from a base system to a pair of high-performance 3-D graphics workstations and a new, low-cost server version. Sparcstation 2 delivers nearly twice the speed of Sun's top of the line Sparcstation 1+ - Sun Microsystems, 0276 20444.

Development and evaluation
Software package. A software development package comprising Stag Stratus, 1MByte memory emulator and Turbo Trace - claimed to reduce development time by 95% over conventional serially driven emulators running at 9600baud is available at £850. 1MByte of code can be downloaded in <20s including verification Flash Designs, 0293 611722.

Evaluation boards. The OM4700 evaluation kit provides all the functions to develop 46:49MHz cordless telephones. Comprising two boards - one for the remote unit and one for the base unit, it has echo protocol with 16-bit security coding, and improved data link protocol between the base and remote units which makes use of the sub-audio band for out-of-band signalling. Built around the PEG64xxx and PC033xx families. Philips Components, 010 31 40 72 43 24.

Computer peripherals
43MByte drive for laptops. Thac sd-340 hard disk drive provides 43MByte storage capacity in a 1-in high by 3.5-in
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Techfilter aims to eliminate aliasing during data acquisition

wide enclosure. The head assembly rotary actuator provides circular arc-head motion about the support point, so that the drive can be installed in any orientation. Shipping lock automatically parks head when power is off. Data Peripherals (UK) Ltd, 0785 223206.

Colour monitor Leader 5130P is a high-performance 6-in colour monitor that can be used as a free-standing unit rack-mounted as a single unit as dual units or in conjunction with Leader's vectorscope/waveform-monitor unit. AC or DC. Thurlby-Thandar Ltd, 0480 412451.

Programming hardware

Multi-functional EZ Writer C3 can program 24, 28 and 32 pin eeproms and eeproms without modules or adapters. It supports Quick Pulse, Flash and Snap. Integral LCD shows clear English messages. Three keys. Lightweight and compact. Standard 512kbit ram is expandable to 8Mbits, and it can also be expanded to gang or set programming of up to four devices simultaneously. £395.00. Control Telemetry, 071 328 1155.

Programmer for large EPLDs A180 adaptor, for the 5-145 logic programmer provides PLD coverage for all other EPLDs up to the EP900, EP910, EP1210, 15C090 and 15C121. 2Mbit ram with expansion available. Elan Digital Systems Ltd, 0489 579799.

Universal programmer PC Uprog can program over 1000 different devices from its standard library and new devices may be added. Driven by a PC card and supplied with menu driven software. Full screen editor allows contents of device to be viewed or modified. Bi-directional transfer of data from device to file is possible in various standard formats. Integrated Measurement Systems 0703 771143.

Software

Video conferencing on a PC With IDVN software and a graphics overlay card, a user can take in a video or digital signal via a codec to display a live image on a PC screen. IDVN applications software operates under windows allowing multi-tasking. Under windows a telephone icon flashes when the PC is called. By use of the mouse a window is opened in which the caller is displayed. Software allows a VTR to be activated to record both a video and audio message. Cameron Video Systems Ltd, 041 633 0077.

24-bit colour image processing. Global Lab colour (£1995) image processing software for the DT2871 frame grabber board takes advantage of the DT2871's real-time hue-saturation-intensity processing capabilities. Menu and mouse driven. No programming required. It can be calibrated to perform linear and angular measurements. Histograms generated automatically from image data. Data Translation Ltd, 0734 793638.

Pads for large designs Enhanced version Pads Logic is a schematic capture package handling designs of up to 1000 E/C's. Version 2.0 has hierarchical design capability, design-oriented database, automatic gating and pinning, and support for a range of popular simulation and cad layout tools including P-Cad, Futurenet, Cadstar, P-Spice and Susie. Amongst other improvements library browse information covers 5000 electrical devices and parts. £59.00. Export Software Ltd, 0242 222307.

LabView 2 for image processing and analysis on Mac. Concept VI is based on the Ultimage Mac application software and LabView 2 graphical programming software. It allows use of LabView's graphical interface to develop image processing applications. The packages require LabView Version 2.06 or later and a Mac with at least 4Mbyte ram and a 40Mbyte or larger hard disk. The packages work with previously stored image data or can acquire data directly. Grafton Tech, 33-1 4631 24 24.

Updated cad package HiWire II incorporates improvements to make HiWire more powerful, more versatile and an easier-to-learn and use electronic cad system. Menu-driven interface simplifies common operations such as extracting a net list, creating a bill of materials, producing checkplots and plotting final artwork. Mouse or keyboard. £695.00. Riva Ltd, 0420 22666.
Electronics World + Wireless World has just enjoyed one of its most exciting years to date.

Since October '89's extensive design and content changes, The World has become more controversial and readable than ever before and demand for the journal has increased dramatically.

The past twelve months have seen a wealth of provocative features on everything from fly-by-wire airlines to the killing fields of electromagnetic smog. Add these to Electronics World + Wireless World's up-to-the-minute coverage of industry news and regular in-depth reviews of the latest specialist products, and you soon start to see why our popularity is soaring.

As a celebration of the past year's successes, Electronics World + Wireless World now invites you to join its faithful following at the rate of only £30 for twelve issues.

To take advantage of this unbeatable offer simply complete the form and return it to: Andy Westwood, Electronics + Wireless World, Room 1F310, Quadrant House, Sutton, Surrey SM2 5AS.

THE WORLD THIS YEAR...
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LOSSLESS COILS FOR LC FILTERS

Many solutions to the problem of lossy filter inductors have been proposed, but Luiz Amaral and G. Puppin put forward their own ideas for coil compensation that avoid most of the associated problems.

Proposed solution

In the design of ladder filters assuming lossless components, there is a minimum Q for each inductor to obtain satisfactory practical results. It is more difficult to satisfy these Q values for series inductors than for shunt ones, which means that, if the Q condition for the series coils is satisfied, the theoretical lossless design can easily be approached.

The proposed solution is actually very simple. In the days of valves, Q-multipliers were used to increase the Q of coils when the desired values were not attainable with passive components; the same procedure may be used in this case.

Let \( R_p \) be the parallel equivalent loss resistance of the inductor \( L \), as in Fig. 3a. Another resistor with negative value \(-R_p\) in parallel with the first provides zero total value (Fig. 3b). Current in a negative resistor flows in the opposite direction to that in a positive one and is therefore that of a generator. Moreover, a negative resistor produces energy and is therefore a generator.

To compensate for the losses in the inductor, a signal equal to that lost in \( R_p \),
and also that introduced by the generator itself, must be generated. As shown in Fig. 4, a sample of the inductor signal is amplified and fed back to the inductor in such a manner that the feedback is positive and of the correct level to cancel the total loss of the circuit.

If all the inductors are so modified, adjusting the amplifier gain to compensate exactly for the losses produces "ideal" coils. This means that the circuit can now be accurately described in terms of its "lossless" transfer function; the attenuation curve recovers its original shape with greatly steepened edges. As already mentioned, only the series inductors need to be compensated for, the shunt ones having little influence on the general shape of the curve.

Despite the use of active devices, the filter is still passive; the local activities are used only to compensate for losses. Thus, the filter is passive with ideal characteristics.

Amplifiers are unidirectional devices. Since the principal signal flow in the inductor does not pass through the amplifier, the original bidirectionality of the filter is preserved. This is sometimes an important point. The same feature maintains the reliability of the circuit, particularly in multi-channel communications, since amplifier failure merely degrades the filter characteristic close to the corners of the curve, without total communication blackout. This would happen if the compensation amplifiers were in the signal path.

The method introduces no extra insertion loss and, with good amplifiers, it is possible to avoid degradation of the signal-to-noise ratio. It also preserves the theoretical group-delay curves. Inductors are each compensated separately, making filter alignment a minor problem.

Circuit operation
To compensate for the losses, the amplifiers must have large bandwidth in terms of both amplitude and phase to preserve the phase relationship between input and output. They must also exhibit low noise to avoid degrading signal-to-noise ratio and enough gain to compensate for all the losses. Good stability is important because, without losses and with the positive feedback, the circuit shows a tendency to oscillate.

Fig. 5. Norton amplifier. With load $Z_L$, $N = M^2-M-1$ and high-beta transistors, input impedance = $Z_L$ and power gain is $M^2$.

Fig. 6. Band-pass filter with one series coil compensated for losses; all series inductors must be so treated. The section forms part of a 60-108kHz filter.

Fig. 7. Pass-band attenuation curve of filter of Fig. 6 with and without coil compensation. Note difference in "knees", rounded by losses.

Fig. 8. Band-pass filter with variable inductance for sample coils.
A circuit topology that easily satisfies these requirements is the Norton amplifier of Fig. 5, which approaches an ideal amplifier except for two points: it is a very poor isolator because its input impedance is highly dependent on the output load impedance; and the gain is fixed, with no provision for variation. These, however, are of no importance for this purpose.

A quick analysis of the circuit, for high-beta transistors, yields

\[ P_R = M^2 \text{ power gain} = P_o/P_1, \]

\[ Z_i = Z_o, \]

assuming \( N = M^2 - 1 \).

Connecting the Norton circuit as in Fig. 5 produces

\[ Z = R + Z_o, \]

which is the load impedance of the amplifier (R is an artificial provision for gain variations in the amplifier).

Therefore,

\[ P_o = P_i + P_{\text{cor}}, \]

\[ P_{\text{cor}} = \text{power lost in } R, \]

\[ P_1 = \text{power lost in equiv. parallel loss resistance } R_1. \]

\[ P_o = \text{power in } n_o \text{ windings}, \]

\[ V_o = \text{voltage across } n_o \text{ windings}, \]

\[ V_i = \text{voltage across } n_i \text{ windings}, \]

\[ V_p = \text{voltage across coil itself}, \]

\[ V_R = \text{voltage drop in } R. \]

Using these equations and remembering that \( L = n_o^2 A_L \) (\( A_L \) being core-dependent),

\[ R = 2\pi f_{A_L} Q o (M - 1)/m \]  

Remember that this result is based on the use of a Norton circuit with a series resistor for loss compensation; the formula would be different in another type of configuration.

Although the values of R in equation (6) give zero theoretical loss, they would result in instability and oscillation. A variable resistor must be used and adjust-

ed by experiment to shape the filter curves; equation (6) is used to evaluate the order of magnitude of R. The transformer must be as closely coupled as possible and, to avoid stray capacitance disturbances to the filter, the number of turns \( n \) must be as small as possible, \( n = 1 \) preferably.

**Practical results**

To demonstrate the feasibility of the approach, we built a multisection 60-108kHz band-pass filter, one of the sections being shown in Fig. 6: the coil L is to be compensated for losses. Signal is taken from L through the single-turn winding to the left, entering the Norton amplifier inside the dashed line and returning via the single-turn winding to the right. Resistor \( R_2 \) adjusts the gain and \( C_z \) prevents HF oscillation caused by stray capacitance in the transformer.

Figures 7 and 8 show the filter attenuation curves with and without loss compensation, Fig. 7 being the pass-band expansion of Fig. 8. There is clearly considerable improvement in both stop-band and pass-band. Compensation is not greatly affected by temperature variations.

**Adjustment**

To align the filter, use the normal adjustment procedure but with the amplifier’s power supply disconnected. When all the inductors are aligned, turn on the power with maximum resistance in the gain controls. Observe the resonance dips in the stop-band and, for each pole, increase these dips by means of the corresponding gain control. This increase must be 10dB. While observing the attenuation curve, make further adjustments to obtain the desired shape. These must be done with care not to overcompensate the coils and produce oscillation or undesirable peaks in corners of the pass-band, as in Fig. 9.

**References**

This book describes the broadcasting trends and receiver developments in America, and includes a detailed account of wireless development in Britain. The vital changes in radio valves are described, and the book concludes with a fascinating account of the rise and fall of home construction of wireless receivers from kits of parts. In the early years it was a hobby. By the end of the decade it was virtually a dying out. Sets had become too complex for the amateur and commercially produced sets were almost as cheap as construction kits.
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CIRCLE NO. 129 ON REPLY CARD
Improving AM broadcasting

With some of the ILR local radio stations testing C-Quam AM stereo on the medium-wave band, the time has come to consider the advantages of using wide-band receivers, with a daytime IF bandwidth of about 12kHz for both stereo and mono reception. This might reverse the writing-off, worldwide, of AM as an audio source of high or, at least, medium quality. For years, AM has been steadily losing ground to FM broadcasting, Nicam digital stereo on TV, CD and analogue tape and disc.

But, as A.N. Thiele, formerly head of the Australian Broadcasting Commission, has pointed out in "An improved pre-emphasis standard for AM broadcasting" (JEEE, Australia, March 1990), "It is not only the superior quality of its competitors that has made AM radio the poor relation.

The rising tide of man-made electrical interference, the generally poor quality of receivers and broadcasters' operating practices, especially heavy limiting and processing of the sound, which has lately included pre-emphasis, have all contributed to its decline. The result has been that AM has acquired the reputation of an inherently low-quality medium which the experience of most listeners confirms. Yet the truth is otherwise. AM may not be capable of the highest quality, but it can deliver a good medium quality, given reasonable care but not excessive expense in the design of transmitting and receiving equipment and the receiving antenna".

He emphasises that AM is now usually received under conditions and using equipment that are far from ideal. Most AM receivers are built to ever-decreasing size, cost and sound quality. In attempting to match signals to the narrow-band IF characteristics of such receivers, broadcasters are using additional pre-emphasis, or proposing to do so, that is far from optimum and could destroy what hope remains for AM as a good-quality medium.

He also points out that broadcasters are reluctant to forego the last 0.5dB of level that causes distortion with envelope detectors, further emphasised by maintaining excessive level for a high proportion of the time by heavy limiting "so that each spoken sentence starts with an exaggerated intake of breath while background level rises relentlessly between sentences — the dynamics of speech are squashed flat".

Thiele criticises the modified 75-microsecond pre-emphasis standard proposed by the American National Radio Systems Committee (NRSC) for the 10kHz FCC channels. Australia, like Europe, is now committed to 9kHz channels with significant overlap permitted into adjacent channels. He believes that the NRSC standard impairs the quality received in the wanted channel, increasing interference from adjacent channels.

Instead, he proposes a pre-emphasis characteristic compatible up to 4kHz with that of the NRSC standard but falling thereafter; this, he suggests, would give virtually all the advantages of the NRSC standard and none of its disadvantages and would also be suitable for reception on both narrow-band and wide-band receivers. He shows that this could be achieved with relatively simple networks. Additionally, he shows that a 9kHz "whistle filter" could remove the heterodyne interference from adjacent-channel carriers, resulting in receivers that could make full use of the transmitted audio quality with a minimum of added complexity and cost and "allow AM to retain its rightful place as a quality broadcast medium".

[Diagram of RF connections and waveforms]

Band-pass response with receiver 'IF 'Q of 100. Solid curve is Chebyshev filter providing 0.03dB ripple, using four tuned circuits. Dashed curve obtained by three synchronously tuned circuits for narrow-band response. Only upper halves of responses shown.

Above is proposed passive de-emphasis network. Values with no brackets give time delay of 75.01μs, otherwise 75μs. At (b) is proposed pre-emphasis network based on an op-amp, with component values as in (a). Left is passive form of Cauer-type "whistle filter". Depth of null optimised by adjusting R. Response about -38dB at ±20Hz, -45dB at ±10Hz.
RF CONNECTIONS

BT is to invest more than £1 million in building an automatic switching centre for television signals at London’s BT tower.

The National Switching Centre will provide facilities to carry signals between studios, transmitters and TV HQs for national and private television networks.

BBC—Big Brother Corporation?

Some of the provisions in the Broadcasting Act 1990 have receives surprisingly little public comment. For example, the BBC becomes responsible for collecting licence fees and is now given the right to authorise persons to enter and search any premises suspected of possessing an unlicensed television receiver.

Part VIII of the Act makes changes to the Wireless Telegraphy Act 1949 to go well beyond broadcasting. There is a new offence of keeping a wireless telegraphy station or apparatus for unauthorised use, as well as a number of new offences aimed at pirate broadcasters.

Clause 168, in particular, seems all-embracing and affects not only pirates but also those with unauthorised CB or amateur transmitters, permitting prosecution without the authorities having to catch offenders using the equipment. Even those who have cause to believe that someone else is going to use it are guilty.

Surrey microsatellites

Surrey University’s new faculty of satellite engineering under Professor M.N.Sweeving is to carry on the work of the Spacecraft Engineering Research Unit at the university by launching UoSAT-F, a microsatellite.

More than 20 satellites have now been launched, starting with the university’s participation in OSCAR and including the four UoSATs. Among the experiments in UoSAT-4, which suffered a power-supply failure soon after launch, was one designed to measure the relative deterioration due to radiation of GaAs, InP and Si diodes made by English Electric. This experiment is to be extended in the new satellite, which will also carry Earth-imaging and technology demonstration experiments and a store-and-forward communications payload to co-ordinate scientific, disaster, rural development and medical information. It will also be the first UoSAT to use frequencies outside those in the amateur satellite service.

Ariane launchers can carry up to six microsatellites, weighing from 10 to 100kg, at a launch cost of about £100,000 each.

Preparing for WARC 92

The key document for all users of the radio spectrum is the ITU Radio Regulations, including the Table of Frequency Allocations, even though the allocations have become increasingly blurred by many footnotes that attempt to meet the demands of over 160 member countries.

The World Administrative Radio Conference to be held in Seville in February 1992 will have selective power to change the regulations and frequency table and is expected to have a major impact.

The Agenda for WARC-92 was set in June 1990 and, at least in some countries, draft proposals have been drawn up and are now being co-ordinated with industry and other countries; the FCC, for example, have released a 150-page first draft of proposals for comment. The UK is cooperating closely with the new European Radio Committee of CEPT, which now includes several East European PTTs. In the past, problems have arisen with delegations arriving at the conference with inadequate preparation and very different needs to those of developed countries. A major demand this time will be for more spectrum for land-mobiles and in-flight passenger telephones.

HF broadcasters are still seeking more spectrum and argue that, with the rise of satellite communications, there is now less demand for HF point-to-point links, although less-developed countries still use inexpensive HF links. Draft US proposals include an attempt to harmonise the 7MHz broadcasting and Region 2 amateur band by moving the amateur band to 6.9-7.2MHz, with broadcasting from 7.2 to 7.525MHz.

WARC is expected to tackle the question of broadcast satellites in highly elliptical orbits and to examine the demand for 5MHz of spectrum below 1GHz for low Earth-orbiting satellites.

Digital-audio broadcasters seek a new allocation of 50 to 80MHz in the range 0.5-3GHz, both in space and territorially, but the FCC suggests DAB sharing with TV between 728 and 788MHz and 1493-1525MHz, moving telemetry to 2930-2420MHz and ovens to 2450-30MHz.

Proposals for European HDTV are either 21.4-22GHz or 24.25-25.25GHz and there is a wish to revise the WARC-77 plan for DBS in the 12GHz band with more DBS channels, in spite of the uncertain outlook for D-MAC Metrosats.
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FEATURES
- Powerful complex waveform generator
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- Integral trigger input
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- Comprehensive software included
- Standard waveform library
- User definable waveform library
- Full graphical editor
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- Example microcode and assembler also included for OEM applications
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- Low cost ATE
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TO MANUFACTURERS, WHOLESALERS, BULK BUYERS, ETC.

LARGE QUANTITIES OF RADIO, TV AND ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS FOR DISPOSAL

SEMI-CONDUCTORS, all types, INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, TRANSISTORS, DIODES, RESISTORS, etc., RESISTORS, CR, MF, W, etc., CAPACITORS, SILVER MICA, POLYSTYRENE, C280, C296, DISC CERAMICS, PLATE CERAMICS, ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS, SPEAKERS, CONNECTING WIRE, CABLES, SCREENED WIRE, SPRING, NUTS, CHOKES, TRANSFORMERS, etc., ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES

CATHODE RAY TUBES

5209.60 5209.61 5209.63 5210.60 5210.61 5210.63 5210.64 5210.65

WANTED ALL AT KNOCKOUT PRICES

For a list of phone B. Bamber, 5 Station Road, Littleport, Ely, Cambs. 0593 860108.

VALVES AND C.R.T.s

(Also Magnethrons, Klystrons, Transistors)

One million valves in stock. Obsolete types a specialty! Fax or phone quote. Special prices for quartz valves.

Orders from government departments, overseas etc. most welcome. Many other types in stock. Please enquire re any type not listed below.

Recharging alkaline-manganese batteries — a commercial design for sale

A well tried and tested process for recharging these popular batteries has been devised by a recognised designer and is offered to any company with an international base and suitable manufacturing facility. If your company would like to find out more, write on your head-named paper to:

Box No. 2610

GOLDEELEC

ELECTRICAL CRYSTALS OSCILLATORS FILTERS

Comprehensive range of standard types. Over 250 stock items. Specialists made to order.

OEM support, design advice, prototype quanti ties, production schedules

Personal and export orders welcome.

SAE for our latest product information sheets.

GOLDEELEC ELECTRONICS LTD

Tel: 0480 373/87

Merriott, Somerset, TA18 6NS

Fax: 0480 7636

WANTED

Test equipment, testers, valves, transformers, components, cable and electronic scrap and quantity. Prompt service and cash.

M & B RADIO

68 Bishoptgate Street, Leeds LS1 4B9.

Tel: 0532 435649.

Fax: 0532 426881.

STEWARD OF READING

110 WYKEHAM ROAD, READING RG1 1LP.

TEL: 0734 650418.

Fax: 0734 351649.

TOP PRICES PAID FOR ALL TYPES OF SURPLUS TEST EQUIPMENT, COMPUTER EQUIPMENT, COMPONENTS etc., ANY QUANTITY.

FIELD ELECTRIC LTD

3 Shenley Rd, Borehamwood, Herts. 081 953 6009. Fax 081 207 6375.

We buy & sell Computers & Computer Hardware, Power Supplies, Test & Measurement Equip., Plugs, Sockets & Cables, Transformers, Audio/Telephone Equipment. Send SAE for list. Mail Order Service or open for callers.

APPOINTMENTS

Garibaldi - RF & Microwave

We are the specialist agency for 'Radio Frequency' design or test Engineers working at Kln. to middle levels. Positions throughout the UK, working on RF mobile comms (GSM, PCN, C12), opto, satellites, mm-wave & microwave projects. Please contact our consultant Simon Lutfrell MSc on 0494 792592.

160 Bellingdon Road, Chesham, Bucks. HP5 2HF.
THE 17th INTERNATIONAL POWER SOURCES SYMPOSIUM
AT THE ROYAL BATH HOTEL
BOURNEMOUTH
8–11 APRIL 1991
PROGRAMME INCLUDES SESSIONS ON :
- Lithium primaries and secondaries
- Fuel and reserve cells
- Advanced rechargeable cells
- Rechargeable aqueous batteries

CONFERENCE FEE INCLUDES :
- Free lunches
- Free Symposium Dinner
- Free social evening
- Social events for delegates and friends
- Top-quality book of Proceedings on arrival

ACT NOW !
PLEASE CONTACT:
INTERNATIONAL POWER SOURCES SYMPOSIUM,
PO BOX 17, LEATHERHEAD, SURREY, KT22 8QB
TELEPHONE AND FAX No 0 372-456254

CIRCLE NO. 134 ON REPLY CARD

With 48 years' experience in the design and manufacture of several hundred thousand transformers we can supply;

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT! WE MAKE IT!

OUR RANGE INCLUDES:
- Microphone transformers (all types).
- Microphone Splitters/Combiners transformers.
- Input and Output transformers: Direct Injection transformers for CaIets.
- Multi-Secondary output transformers: Bridging transformers.
- Line transformers.
- Transformer transformers: G Tube transformers, Audio Mixing Desk transformers. Miniature transformers: Microminiature transformers for PCB mounting. Experimental transformers. Ultra low frequency transformers. Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts. Inductive Loop transformers. Smoothing Chokes. Filter Inductors. Amplifiers to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1,000 watts). 100 volt line transformers to speakers. Speaker matching transformers (all powers). Column Loud-speaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI-FI QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are short and sensible.

OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS. Export is a specialty, and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, EEC, USA, MIDDLE EAST, etc.

Send for our questionnaire which, when completed, enables us to: post quotations by return.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
PO Box 36, Ipswich IP1 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 252794 & 0473 219390
Telex: 987703G Fax: 0473 236188

CIRCLE NO. 135 ON REPLY CARD
MATMOS 286 AND 386 COMPATIBLES, CONFIGURED TO YOUR SPECIFICATION

MATMOS 286 AND 386 HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS

16MHz 286 system: £144 plus VAT
A quality system using the latest industry standard 16MHz processor, running at a Landmark speed of 16MHz, clock speed 16MHz. Comes with 1 Mbyte RAM expandable to 5 Mbytes. Serial and parallel (Centronics) ports, 101 key, male graphics card. - £144 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

20MHz 286 system: £179 plus VAT
A system as above with a 20MHz processor. Dual 80286 hard drives (3.5 by 2.5 by 5.25 inch) fitted, plus floppy disk drives. - £179 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

33MHz 286 system: £210 plus VAT
A system as above with a 33MHz processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £210 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

40MHz 286 system: £350 plus VAT
A system as above with a 40MHz processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £350 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

50MHz 286 system: £410 plus VAT
A system as above with a 50MHz processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £410 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

66MHz 286 system: £950 plus VAT
A system as above with a 66MHz processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £950 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

75MHz 286 system: £1210 plus VAT
A system as above with a 75MHz processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £1210 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

100MHz 286 system: £1850 plus VAT
A system as above with a 100MHz processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £1850 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

148MHZ 286 system: £2890 plus VAT
A system as above with a 148MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £2890 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

186MHZ 286 system: £3990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 186MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £3990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

250MHZ 286 system: £5990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 250MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £5990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

330MHZ 286 system: £8990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 330MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £8990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

500MHZ 286 system: £19990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 500MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £19990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

148MHZ 386 system: £2890 plus VAT
A system as above with a 148MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £2890 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

148MHZ 386 system: £3990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 148MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £3990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

148MHZ 386 system: £5990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 148MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £5990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

148MHZ 386 system: £8990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 148MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £8990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

148MHZ 386 system: £19990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 148MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £19990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.

330MHZ 386 system: £19990 plus VAT
A system as above with a 330MHZ processor. Dual 80286 hard drives, plus floppy disk drives. - £19990 plus VAT. See below for 148MHZ.
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## GREAT OFFERS

- **ON TRIED AND TESTED USED EQUIPMENT**

## UNBEATABLE PRICES

### FIRST FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPECTRUM ANALYSERS</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 8568A/B Spectrum Analyser 100MHz -1.5GHz</td>
<td>£16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3528A Spectrum Analyser 0.2Hz - 25.5kHz</td>
<td>£4,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3585A Spectrum Analyser 20Hz - 40MHz</td>
<td>£8,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3585B Spectrum Analyser</td>
<td>£13,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 8590A 10kHz - 1.5GHz</td>
<td>£5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyser</td>
<td>£10,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3561A/001 Dynamic Signal Analyser</td>
<td>£6,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR 2382 Oscilloscope 10GHz - 400MHz</td>
<td>£11,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROTOCOL ANALYSERS</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HP 4951B Protocol Analyzer</td>
<td>£1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 4953A Protocol Analyzer</td>
<td>£2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 4955A Protocol Analyzer</td>
<td>£2,150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OSCILLOSCOPES</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HVT 2109 20MHz Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI PM3055 50MHz Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2445 150MHz Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 7800 Plug In Timebase</td>
<td>£225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 7A19 Plug In Amplifier</td>
<td>£650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 7613 100MHz Mainframe</td>
<td>£513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 7A29 Plug In Amplifier</td>
<td>£974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2465A/CT 350MHz Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£2,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2225 50MHz Dual Channel Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2226 100MHz Dual Channel Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£1,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2445A 150MHz Quad Channel Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£2,050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2445A 350MHz Quad Channel Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£2,870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI PM3250 50MHz Dual Channel D.S.O.</td>
<td>£3,331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 7K51 Plug In Sampler</td>
<td>£1,750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 54501A 100MHz Quad Channel Digitising Scope</td>
<td>£1,845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHI PM3210 Digital Oscilloscope</td>
<td>£4,049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2230 100MHz D.S.O.</td>
<td>£1,850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK 2430A 150MHz Dual Channel D.S.O.</td>
<td>£3,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TELEQUIP CT71 Curve Tracer</td>
<td>£300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP54502A 2 Channel Digitizing Scope 400 Msa/s</td>
<td>£3,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP54503A 4 Channel Digitizing Scope 500 MHz Bi W</td>
<td>£2,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PULSE GENERATORS</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK TG501 Time Mark Generator</td>
<td>£359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEK PG506 Pulse Generator</td>
<td>£1,281</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUNCTION GENERATORS</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 8111A Pulse/Function Generator</td>
<td>£1,179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3220B 50MHz Oscillator</td>
<td>£641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 8960A/001/002/003 6-600MHz</td>
<td>£2,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RF GENERATORS</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLU JF25 Analog/Digital Hand Held Multimeter</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLU JF37 Digital Multimeter</td>
<td>£145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROM PROGRAMMERS</td>
<td>Price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STG PP9 Program Programmer</td>
<td>£650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STG Zm2000 Module</td>
<td>£350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STG PP30-1 Program Programmer</td>
<td>£400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DIGITAL MULTIMETERS</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mar 7424A/001/002/003 20Hz</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 7424A/001/002/003 20Hz</td>
<td>£250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 7424A/001/002/003 20Hz</td>
<td>£500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar 7424A/001/002/003 20Hz</td>
<td>£1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MISCELLANEOUS</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAMETZ 800 Demand Analysers</td>
<td>£1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLU 5200A Calibrator</td>
<td>£3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLU 5215A Power Amplifier</td>
<td>£2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 2671A Graphics Printer</td>
<td>£150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP 3276A Scalor Analysers</td>
<td>£2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAR 2805 PCM Test Set</td>
<td>£1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAC ST182 2CH Recorder</td>
<td>£4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAC ST170 Tape Recorder</td>
<td>£2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEW 3081 Hybrid Recorder</td>
<td>£1,950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YEW 305Z 2CH Recorder</td>
<td>£450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices advertised are exclusive of carriage and VAT. All equipment sold subject to availability. Warranty period 12 months on all equipment (except computers MDS - 3 months).

For further information telephone 0753 580000

---

**LONDON OFFICE AND HEADQUARTERS**

IR Group
Dorcan House
Meadfield Road
Langley
Berks SL3 8AL
Telephone: 0753 44878
Dataman Introduces Omni-Pro at £395

S3 - The Best-Seller £495

Wouldn’t you like an EPROM Programmer that is Elegant? Stunning? Superb?

These are words used by engineers to describe S3. They often say S3 makes their expensive lab-programmer look stupid. How can we disagree? When designing S3 we tried to turn a boring bench-instrument into something more exciting: a compact, intelligent tool which could be used for New Product Development, with facilities such as Editing and Memory-Emulation. We made S3 small enough to slip in a pocket and battery-powered so that it would retain data and configuration, because we were sure engineers would want one each. And they do! S3 is now the best-selling programmer in the U.K.

S3 is likely to fill needs that you never knew you had! We can send you an S3 today on FREE TRIAL - 30 DAYS SALE-OR-RETURN.

Optional S3 Modules...
- EPLD, CMOS PALS £295
- 32 pin EPROMS £75
- 40 pin EPROMS £75
- 8748/49 £125
- 8751/53 £125
- XICOR 2212 £45

Optional S3 Developers Package
Software and Inside Information for engineers who wish to study and customise S3. No Secrets! Editor/Assembler (SDE see below), Circuit Diagrams, List of Calls and BIOS Source Code £195

S3 as a Development System...
The FREE Terminal Program which comes with S3 provides Full Remote Control from your PC. All keyboard functions are supported - such as Editing, Byte and Block Shifting, Split & Shuffle, Seek and CheckSum. S3 is also a Memory Emulator - it will substitute ROM or RAM in-circuit. You can try your program before committing it to PROM.

Programs BIPOLARS, PROMS, PALS, GALS, EPLDS, PEELS, IFLS, EPROMS, EEPROMS AND MICROCONTROLLERS.
Tests SRAM, DRAM AND TTL/CMOS logic

Omni-Pro £395

Omni-Pro uses a short slot PC card to make fast parallel transfers of data. It is controlled by software with a professional look and feel. The latest quick-programming methods are supported. Any of the usual file-transmission formats can be used. Omni-Pro is compatible with all popular PLD compilers producing JEDEC files.

Omni-Pro comes with this Universal Guarantee: it will program all the parts you need. Or you can have your money back.

What you get with Omni-Pro...
An Excellent Manual in Plain English. A quality 40pin TEXT/FILE Double-Width Socket, FREE Technical Support by Phone, Fax or BBS, FREE Software Upgrades by BBS and a FULL YEAR’S GUARANTEE.

SDE Assembler £195

Dataman's SDE comprises a two-window Editor, fast Macro Assembler, Linker, Librarian, Serial Comm's and an intelligent Make facility which automatically reassembles ONLY those files you have edited, links them and downloads to your Memory-Emulator or Programmer.

SDE works very well with S3.
The Editor is pretty smart: it can tell you the Absolute Address of any line of the Source-File. The Assembler is pretty smart too: if it finds a mistake it puts you back in the Editor at the right place to fix it. SDE’s Multi-Processor version supports all common micros - please ask for list. The Disassembler version creates Source Files from Object Code (e.g. from a ROM). SDE IS NOT COPY-PROTECTED.

SDE Multi-Processors & Disassemblers £95
SDE Multi-processors £395
SDE Single processor £105

Strobe Eraser £175
Wipes EPROMS before you can say “Jack Robinson”.
Our Flashy New Eraser wipes EPROMS clean in seconds. You can do it to chips on the bench, chips in-circuit or even chips in the Programmer. Tidy up your workshop tomorrow. Recycle all those old Memory Chips!

UK customers - please add VAT

Dataman
Station Road, Maidenewton, Dorset DT2 0AE
Phone 0300-20719
Fax 0300-21012
Telex 418442
BBS (Bulletin Board) 0300 21095
300/1200/2400/N,8,1 (24hr)